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“During our first year with Funeral

Directors Life, we saw a 1:1 ratio on

preneed versus at-need…we sold five

times more preneed than ever before!

It’s been amazing to see this potential

in our market that we never knew

was there.”

Marty Ballard, BA, MPC
Funeral Director/Co-Owner
BALLArD AND SoNS FuNErAL HoME
AND CrEMAtIoN SErvICES
Daleville and Middletown, IN

F u N E r A L  D I r E C t o r S  L I F E

www.funeraldirectorslife.com  | 800-692-9515

Why Funeral
Directors Life?

Want to learn more? Come see us
at the 2019 NFDA International
Convention & Expo Booth #836!

Marty Ballard Funeral Directors Life is proud to serve the
staff of Ballard and Sons Funeral Home and
Cremation Services.

Left to Right: Marty Ballard, Funeral Director/Co-Owner, 
and Ryan Ballard, Funeral Director/Embalmer
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info@passare.com | 800-692-6162
Visit www.passare.com

®

Why Passare?

No matter where you are, you can 
quickly and easily process all major 
payment types with Passare!

• Credit/Debit Card
• eCheck
• Insurance Assignments with CLAIMCHECK®

• Preneed policies with Funeral Directors Life

Want to see Passare in action? Stop by 
and see us at Booth #840 at the 2019 
NFDA International Convention & Expo!

Because no other funeral home software allows you to process every 
payment type, anytime, anywhere.

Request a demo!
Streamline and simplify your 
payments and accounting systems with 
Passare’s state-of-the-art funeral home 
collaboration software. 
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812.949.9011        www.expressfuneralfunding.com

We’ve revolutionized insurance assignment funding and created the ultimate 
funding experience for our funeral family. Join the nation’s largest privately 
owned and FASTEST. EASIEST.®

  insurance assignment funding company 
and experience the difference.  

When you’re done playing games with 
insurance assignments .
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Attend the ICCFA’s DEAD Talks on  
January 15–17 at the Luxor in Las Vegas, NV!

Learn more about DEAD Talks at www.iccfasales.com

Start off 2020 with a 
healthy SaleS ViSion

http://www.iccfasales.com
http://www.expressfuneralfunding.com
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A journey of honor,
compassion and care.
On the journey to their final resting place, we’ll make sure your customers’ loved ones 
are treated with dignity, compassion and respect. With daily service to more than 
50 countries and territories, trained specialists will work directly with you to deliver care, 
sensitivity and peace of mind. 

For 24/7 customer service, please contact our TLC Specialist Desk:
1.817.355.6712  |  TLC@aa.com  |  aacargo.com

American Airlines Cargo and the Flight Symbol logo are marks of American Airlines, Inc. © 2019 American Airlines, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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FBa's e-Newsletter is the perfect educational supplement 
between issues! We feature articles, new or noteworthy 
designs, and industry news in another clean and easy to 
read format. SUBSCrIBe NoW to make sure you always 
have the most up-to-date information available!

Subscribe at www.FuneralBusinessadvisor.com.

RECYCLE YOUR
POST-CREMATION 

METALS & HELP YOUR 
COLLEAGUES REACH
$1,000,000 
IN CHARITABLE

DONATIONS!

LAST YEAR, RECYCLING WITH GARFIELD 
HAS HELPED CREMATORIES 

DONATE OVER $700,000 
TO THEIR FAVORITE CHARITIES AND NONPROFITS!

Call 800-523-0968 or visit:
GarfieldRefining.com/Crematory
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contributors
Welton Hong is the founder and 
marketing director of ring ring marketing 
(FuneralHomeprofits.com), which 
specializes in helping funeral homes 
convert leads from online directly to the 
phone line. Welton also is a speaker at 
funeral home conferences and the author 

of making Your phone ring with Internet marketing for Funeral 
Homes. reach him by email at info@ringringmarketing.com 
or call toll-free at 888.383-2848.

christopher J. boots is the founder and 
president of cJ boots casket company in 
Anderson, Indiana and is a shareholder of 
Vandor corporation in richmond, Indiana. 
He currently serves as president of the 
casket and Funeral supply Association of 

America and is the president of the school board of trustees 
for the south madison community school corporation in 
pendleton, Indiana. He loves reading and spending time 
on his boat with his family. christopher can be reached at 
765.683.9760, or email him at chris@cjboots.com, or visit 
his website at www.cjboots.com.

todd mannix is the chief compliance 
officer, Vp sales and marketing of 
cooperative Funeral Fund. His career 
spans over 26 years in financial roles, 
including over 11 years working in 
financial service companies such as 
Fidelity Investments in boston and Dallas, 

American National bank & trust company in chicago, and 
cooperative Funeral Fund located in madison, connecticut.  
todd has a bs in business from boston college and an mbA in 
strategic business from boston University. todd has a unique 
background in both finance and operations which allows 
him to offer “insight beyond the numbers.” prior to joining 
cFF, todd worked at Nbc Universal in Los Angeles and 
was responsible for managing the financial and operational 
transition of worldwide distribution from a tape-based to 
digital fulfillment model. to connect with todd, email him 
at todd.mannix@cFFInc.com or call him at 800-336-1102.

Jason Gazaille serves as Vice president 
of Finance for Funeral Directors Life 
Insurance company. since joining the 
company in 2015, Jason has expanded 
his department services to include not 
only funeral home lending, but also a 
consulting services division – Directors 

business solutions – which offers accounting, payroll, and 
valuation services. Jason was instrumental in launching 
Directors business solutions, which helps funeral home 
owners streamline their financial processes and gain greater 
insight into their business through accurate and timely 
reporting. Jason is a graduate of mcmurry University with a 
bbA in marketing. to connect with Jason, call 800-692-9515.

Heather mierzejewski is the Director of 
marketing at Funeral Innovations. she brings 
marketing and additional writing expertise 
to their team. she previously covered 
breaking news, politics, and religion for 
print, digital, and radio news outlets before 
slipping journalism’s tentacles and diving 

into the digital marketing world. she spent the past several 
years at a digital advertising agency working on marketing and 
content solutions for adidas, reebok, and chipotle among other 
brands. to connect with Heather, call her at 303-717-3774 or 
email her at heather@funeralinnovations.com.

reverend William L. sachs, phD has 
authored numerous books about exploring 
faith and its place in our evolving world 
including Fragmented Lives, In the Face 
of Difference, A church beyond belief, the 
transformation of Anglicanism, restoring 
the ties that bind and others. Additionally, 

sachs directs the center for Interfaith reconciliation at st. 
stephen’s episcopal church, richmond, Virginia, is a Visiting 
professor at Virginia theological seminary, has served Yale 
Divinity school, has been a chabraja Fellow at seabury-
Western theological seminary and serves as a Voluntary 
Advisor to tribucast™ a remote attendance system for funerals 
and memorials. previously vice-president of the episcopal 
church Foundation, he has served as a parish priest in Virginia, 
connecticut, and chicago. He lives in richmond, Virginia with 
his wife and their shamelessly spoiled dog.

• Reversible Design
• Outer Pockets

• Full Length Mattress Sleeve
• 6 Additional Inches in Depth

First Impressions Count!
 Revolutionary first call pouch technology that standard pouches miss!

US Patent #9693925

• WE ALSO MANUFACTURE COT COVERS •
800.645.8966 | info@kanga-woo.com | www.kanga-woo.com

Visit us at NFDA Booth #1731

• Dual Pillow Sleeve 
      & Dual Inside Pockets
• Custom Fabrics 
• Dual Zippers

raymond L. bald, cpA, cFe is a funeral 
home tax accountant and consultant with 
cummings, Lamont & mcNamee, pLLc.  
raymond can be reached at by phone at 
603-772-3460, or  you may reach by email 
at rbald@clmcpa.com.

ronald H. cooper, cpA is a funeral home 
accountant and consultant with ronald 
cooper, cpA, pLLc. ron can be reached 
by phone at 603-671-8007, or  by email 
at ron@funeralhomeaccounting.com.

Ann Heinz is an attorney and product 
line manager for Funeralce, a service of 
Webce, Inc. she manages Funeralce’s 
state-approved continuing education 
course catalog for funeral professionals 
nationwide. to connect with Ann, you may 
email ann.heinz@webce.com or call 972-
616-1079.

Jim  Luff is  a  marketing manager with chosen 
payments, a national credit card processor 
serving the funeral care industry. He is an 
active member of the california Funeral 
Directors Association with firsthand industry 
knowledge and 25 years of experience 
working with funeral homes. Jim can be 

reached at 805-427-9180 or jim.luff@chosenpayments.com.

Linda Findlay is the founder of mourning 
Discoveries, Grief support services. she is 
a 28-year career “Aftercare coordinator”, a 
published author, an advocate for bereaved 
families and the founder and co- creator of 
Journeys of Hope Grief support outreach 
programs. Linda can be reached at 315-

725-6132, or can visit www.mouringdiscoveries.com and 
www.j3hhh.com, or email at Lf6643@yahoo.com.

Nancy pistorio is president of madison 
capital, an independent financing company 
founded in 1997. ms. pistorio is active 
in the equipment Leasing and Finance 
Foundation, a Washington, D.c.-based 
organization that provides education about 
equipment financing and perspectives on 

emerging trends relevant to providers of financing and their 
customers. to connect, email npistorio@madisoncapital.com.

George paul III is a branding expert and 
award-winning designer. He’s the founder 
of cherished Keepsakes, a provider of 
memorial keepsakes such as prayer cards, 
memorial programs, buttons, photo collages 
and more. You may reach George by email 
at gpaul@cherishedkps.com, or by phone at  

617-971-8590/617-980-1476, or visit  his websites at either 
www.chershedkps.com or www.seizethebrand.com.
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T R I B U T E  V I D E O S

Take your memorials 
up a notch with 
Tribute Videos.

With Frazer Consultants’ Tribute Center, your funeral home 

can create meaningful Tribute Videos with your family’s 

memorial photos, 120+ cinematic-quality intros and endings, 

180+ licensed songs, and 850+ high-quality stock video clips.

V I S I T  O U R  W E B S I T E  T O  D O W N L O A D  T R I B U T E  C E N T E R 

F O R  F R E E  O R  C O N TA C T  U S  T O  L E A R N  M O R E !

http://www.frazerconsultants.com
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Starmark® IntroduceS InnovatIve SolId Wood caSket lIne 

richmond, iN — starmark cremation products, a leading 
provider of innovative products, announced an expansion of 
its line of value-priced solid wood caskets. the expanded 
line features caskets that are suitable for either burial or 
cremation, with an adjustable wood bed that is cremation-
friendly. these caskets address the needs of funeral homes 
and their families that seek value-priced wood caskets 
without sacrificing quality and eye appeal.

the line currently consists of nine caskets crafted from six 
designs:

• Cooper solid wood caskets available with a canyon brown, 
   cherry mahogany or walnut stains
• Carson solid wood caskets available with cherry mahogany 
    or walnut stains
• Legacy solid wood oak casket with classic oak stain
• Auburn solid wood oak casket with fawn brown stain
• Mission solid wood oak casket with classic oak stain
• Timber solid wood oak with walnut stain and a rustic finish

Already well-known as a leading cremation products 
company, starmark has set its sights on becoming the leading 
cost-effective solid wood casket supplier as well.  Designed 
by the r&D team at the starmark headquarters in Indiana, 
these solid wood caskets are priced right and benefit from 
the starmark team’s decades of experience in consumer 
market research and manufacturing know-how.

“Given the success of our solid wood burial caskets we 
debuted earlier this year, we are excited to introduce these 
new, low cost solid wood caskets that feature more traditional 
casket designs that both burial and cremation families will 
appreciate and funeral homes will value.” said Gerald Davis, 
president of starmark.  “these new caskets reflect starmark’s 
mission to make products that families want to select and 

funeral directors want to offer.”  Davis continued, "We’ve 
concentrated on cremation for so long, it’s easy to miss 
opportunities that have presented themselves on the burial 
side of the market. these caskets fill the void left by other 
casket companies – making low cost, solid wood caskets.  And 
since they are appropriate for either burial or cremation, they 
can help reduce inventory carrying costs at the funeral home.”

While many other casket companies have moved production 
out of the United states, starmark remains committed to 
manufacturing in the United states.   the new caskets are 
made from a combination of furniture grade plywood and 
locally-sourced poplar and oak hardwoods.  each casket 
features environmentally friendly water-based stains and 
tailored interiors.

“by combining solid hardwood and furniture-grade plywood 
components, we are able to offer customers low priced, 
high value caskets made in America,” added Davis.  “these 
innovative caskets provide the same beauty as solid 
hardwood, but are stronger and more tolerant to temperature 
change and humidity.

These units are available through distributors, One Source Prime 
and directly from Starmark.  To learn more about Starmark and 
the new line of low cost caskets, visit www.starmarkcp.com or 
contact Starmark at 888-366-7335.

New Product Line Offers New Caskets Suitable for Either 
Burial or Cremation

Auburn oak carson Hardwood

http://www.funeralhomegifts.com
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indUSTRy AlERTS

thacker completeS multImIllIon-dollar InveStment to 
expand ItS u.S. manufacturIng capabIlItIeS

meSSenger acquIreS expreSS funeral fundIng

OUR FOCUS IS YOUR SUCCESS! 

Great Quality & Great Prices

No Minimums, No Year End Rebates

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

973-832-7879 | toll free: 1-800-565-3320
www.landgsupplies.com | landgsupplies@outlook.com

auburn, iN —  messenger, a leading provider in stationery, 
funeral service items and personalization solutions, is 
pleased to announce the acquisition of express Funeral 
Funding.

“After careful consideration, we sought the opportunity 
to acquire one of the fastest growing companies in the 
funeral profession,” commented Kevin Keane, president 
of messenger. “this will allow messenger to broaden our 
existing product line and services to funeral homes and 
cemeteries, while providing innovative solutions for families 
during their most difficult time of need.” 

As the largest privately held and FAstest. eAsIest.® 
insurance assignment funding company in the nation, 
express Funeral Funding has been providing funeral homes 
and cemeteries the ultimate funding experience since 2002. 

“our focus from the beginning was to be the best in the 
industry, not necessarily the biggest,” said steve calloway, 
president and co-founder of express Funeral Funding. “We 
strongly believe this acquisition will provide our partnering 
funeral homes and cemeteries an even greater funding 
experience.”

florence, al — thacker caskets recently completed 
a multimillion-dollar investment project at its casket 
manufacturing facility in Florence, Alabama.  over the last 
3 years, thacker built the newest casket shell stamping 
facility in the United states.  to house its new stamping 
operation, thacker added a 40,000 square foot building, 
making thacker’s total manufacturing facility nearly 340,000 
square feet. the new building, equipment and dies will offer 
thacker customers new and innovative product improvements 
that no other manufacturer offers.

In 2015, thacker purchased three stamping presses from 
Ford motor company.  each have the capability of generating 
1,000 tons of force.  the presses then were disassembled and 
transported down to their new home in Florence, Alabama.  
As the presses were being moved, thacker built a 40,000 sq. 
ft. addition onto its existing manufacturing facility to house 
the new equipment.  

In designing the dies that would physically form the various 
casket components, thacker insisted on thinking outside 
the box (pardon the pun).  rather than replicating what 
every other manufacturer already had, thacker incorporated 
several new features into the dies.  

All thacker 20-gauge, 20-gauge non-gasketed and 
18-gauge caskets now feature a curved design on the bottom 
base rail and a more modern lid profile that accentuates 
the beauty of the metal itself.  thacker is also the only 
manufacturer to include a fully stapled interior attachment 
system directly within the stampings, to ensure a consistent 
interior fit and finish.

While the dies were being engineered thacker also developed 
tailored Designs™, the industry’s only interior attachment 
system that allows for funeral homes to change the interior 
fabric of the casket on an at-need basis.  tailored Designs™ 
was launched in 2017 and has given countless families the 
ability to choose an alternative interior from thacker’s unique 
line of eight modern fabrics. Without the creation of the brand 
new dies, this project would not have been possible.

Since 1939, Thacker has worked to become the leading 
family owned funeral supplier in the industry.  To learn more 
about Thacker and its quality line of burial and cremation 
products please call 800.637.8891 or visit  their website at 
www.thackercaskets.com.

both organizations remain dedicated to continually providing 
world-class solutions to funeral homes, cemeteries and 
their families.

“this is great for our customers. We are thrilled to have 
aligned with an organization which shares our same mission, 
to provide the funeral profession with unparalleled services,” 
explained Aaron calloway, executive vice president and co-
founder of express Funeral Funding. “our goal has always 
been to provide leading-edge solutions and total customer 
satisfaction to our funeral homes and cemeteries, and I am 
confident this acquisition will achieve this on a greater scale.” 
express Funeral Funding utilized midwest based investment 
bank periculum capital company as advisor for the sale of 
the company. 

All sales and customer service inquiries will continue to be handled 
by the respective companies.  To reach Messenger, please call 
1.800.827.5151 or email messenger@messengerllc.com. To 
reach Express Funeral Funding, please call 1.812.949.9011 or 
email contact@expff.com. 

http://www.jstarchitects.com
http://www.landgsupplies.com
http://www.thebancorp.com
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halcyon deathcare management SolutIonS partnerS WIth 
fIrSt amerIcan

Experience the 
exceptional in financing.
Lease your equipment, vehicles,  
furniture, and fixtures from  
Madison Capital.

•  Conserve cash flow.

•  Benefit from solutions designed  
specifically for you.

866-367-7430
contactus@madisoncapital.com

ImSa SpeakerS bureau provIdeS reSource for InduStry 
expertISe

brooklyn, Ny — the International memorialization supply 
Association (ImsA) is pleased to announce the launch of a 
speakers bureau – a valuable resource of expert speakers 
who are available to present at industry conferences and 
other events.

the ImsA speakers bureau is an online resource at that will be 
continually updated with additional speakers and a multitude 
of topics.  Found on the ImsA website at www.imsa-online.
org, topics currently include mausoleum maintenance and 
concerns, incident policies and procedures, mausoleum 
opportunities, deathcare and media, e-commerce and 
internet-based business opportunities, and online consumer 
behavior.

“We are excited to offer this resource of expertise to the 
funeral industry,” said Jordan Yearsley, president of the ImsA 
board of trustees. “We hope this will be an added value to 
ImsA members who wish to provide their expertise to the 
industry as well for organizations who are looking for industry 
experts to present at conferences and other meetings.”

ImsA also welcomes non-ImsA members who would like 

to be included on the speakers bureau and encourages 
submitting profiles and presentation topics for inclusion on 
the ImsA speakers bureau using the forms that are located 
on the speakers bureau webpage.

the International memorialization supply Association (ImsA) 
is comprised of organizations and their representatives 
that provide goods and services for use in funeral-related 
commerce.  ImsA members represent a range of specialization 
in areas such as strategic and financial consulting, products 
and services for funeral homes and cemeteries, mapping and 
logistics services, legal issues, and social media.  

Visit imsa-online.org for further information on the International 
Memorialization Supply Association.

fort Worth, tx — Halcyon, one of the top names in the 
deathcare management profession, recently tapped First 
American as its payment processor of record. 

As a result of the partnership, funeral home and crematory 
owners and operators who use the Halcyon business 
management platform can now also accept and process 
payments through it, securely and easily. 

Halcyon provides funeral home management, crematory 
management and pet cremation/aquamation management. 
each aspect of the solution includes full integration with First 
American’s payment processing technology, making the 
Halcyon platform a true full-scale business management 
tool. end-to-end business ops, from new case planning to 
final invoice reconciliation, can be managed, monitored and 
tracked through Halcyon.  “We have operated in this space 
for more than 15 years, and were rightfully very careful in 
the due diligence phase of selecting a payments partner,” 
said sara Gard, president, Halcyon. “What drew us to First 
American, and what has affirmed that we made the right 

decision, is the unique approach they bring in working with 
software providers like ours.”
 
“Halcyon had already captured the attention of the industry 
with its platinum product, a 2018 NFDA members choice 
Finalist, before adding payments,” said chris Yurko, Director 
of business Development, First American. “to take a solid 
product offering like that and then build on its value, it was 
mission-critical for the Halcyon team to align with a payments 
provider who can deliver on their promises. I am incredibly 
proud that First American proved that we are not only the 
right payments provider, but the right long-term technology 
partner to help Halcyon realize its growth goals.”
 
For more information, visit http://www.first-american.net, or 
please contact Chris Yurko, Director of Business Development, 
First American, chris.yurko@first-american.net. Want to learn 
more about Halcyon Platinum? Request a demo via demo@
halcyondcms.com or visit www.halcyondcms.com.

Comprehensive payment processing now available through 
the Halcyon platform.
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Hi Betsy, this is Donald at 
Miller Funeral Home. I know 
how difficult today is and I 
wanted to let you know we are 
all thinking about you today.

Aftercare-By-TextAftercare Card Program

The automated follow-up program for
funeral homes and cemeteries

Sign up for a Free Trial & Enroll 10 Families Free
Go to www.aftercare.com/10free

1-800-721-7097

Your families automatically receive:

4 heartfelt cards on meaningful days
in the first year following their loss

Grief StepsTM booklet with each card

Follow up survey

Request to leave online review

Your families automatically receive:

Personalized text messages on
meaningful days in the first year 

Grief StepsTM  Online Program

Follow up survey

Request to leave online review

$10
PER FAMILY
(or $150/mo unlimited)

$20
PER FAMILY

the davIS WhItehall co.® publISheS neW 
crematIon catalog

Updated catalog offers funeral homes a professional tool 
for presenting cremation.

colorado springs, co  — the Davis Whitehall co., the premier 
provider of personalized and customized urns to funeral 
homes in North America, has announced the availability of 
an updated HeartFelt tributes® by Davis Whitehall® Volume 
3 catalog.  Funeral professionals can use this new catalog to 
more thoroughly inform families about cremation products 
and how they can be personalized and customized to capture 
the memories and celebrate the life that was lived.

the new 76-page, four-color catalog features the latest urns 
from Davis Whitehall.  Among the new products featured in 
the catalog:

the Amish series – A collection of eight urns handcrafted 
in the heart of Amish country by woodworkers using the 
knowledge passed down to create unique, one of kind 
memorials.

Ambrosia maple – A solid maple urn featuring a unique 
graining pattern and a contemporary design.

LoveUrns™ – A series of urns and keepsakes in various 
colors, finishes, and themes, each handcrafted with love 
by LoveUrns™.

clarkston and renaissance – each individually handcrafted 
and detailed in solid wood, these two new models join the 
photo Urn collection.

eco series Additions – A new bamboo scattering model has 
been added to this beautiful, eco-friendly collection.

the majestic series – these cultured marble urns are hand-
crafted in America and feature a 4-inch diameter opening 
for ease of filling.

In addition, the catalog presents Davis Whitehall’s new metal 
engraving capabilities.  the company now offers the ability 
to personalize these urns and keepsakes with the use of a 
custom-designed engraver providing precise engraving on 
metal urns and keepsakes.  Up to now, this level of detail 
could not be achieved by typical rotary engravers. 

The catalog can be viewed digitally by entering the following 
URL: https://tinyurl.com/Davis-Whitehall.  Printed copies 
of the catalog are available by contacting Davis Whitehall at 
800-818-8414 or emailing deonne@davis-whitehall.com. 
For more information, visit www.davis-whitehall.

albuquerque, Nm — After months of planning, passages 
International and the cremation Association of North 
America (cANA) have announced a brand-new Green 
Funeral conference for industry professionals taking place 
on october 2nd through october 4th in Albuquerque, Nm. 
this conference comes at a time when the demand for natural 
and non-traditional funeral options is at an all-time high, 
and continually rising.

the conference will cover most aspects of green, from natural 
burials to cleaner cremation. It will give funeral professionals 
an opportunity to learn more about the public’s changing 
demands and how to answer them. 

the conference will take place in Albuquerque, New mexico, 
and participants will learn from experts on the subject in 
the form of speakers, product demonstrations, and panels. 
participants will also have an opportunity to take a tour of 
the new passages International facility to learn more about 
eco-friendly caskets and urns, and how to effectively market 
and merchandize them.

As a death care professional, you know it is essential to be 
prepared to meet family needs and provide expert guidance. 
consumers want their funerals to reflect their lives, and 
increasingly that includes incorporating green. though there 
are widely varying definitions of “green,” the requests for 
greener funeral options will continue to increase, and we 
will explore the different ways to answer those requests at 
the conference.

registration is now open and can be found on the official 
cANA website, as well as on the passages International 
website, along with a wealth of more information about the 
event.

Passages International, Inc. has been leading the green 
sector of the funeral industry for 20 years, with the largest 
selection of innovative, environmentally-friendly urns, 
caskets, and memorial products. For more information 
on green funerals and their benefits, visit their website 
today by going to www.aGreenerFuneral.org. For more 
information on Passages products visit their website at 
www.PassagesInternational.com. For more information 
about CANA, visit www.CremationAssociation.org.

paSSageS InternatIonal and cana announce neW green 
funeral conference In albuquerque, nm

Since 1999

http://www.aftercare.com/10free
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neW york State funeral d I r ectorS aSSoc I at I on 
tapp e d member advantag e prog ram partner , 
tr I bucaSt™ to offer remote acceSS to the I r 
meet IngS

paSSare® and claImcheck® announce 
Integrat I on

Information contained herein should not be treated as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any security. This advertisement does not 
offer or promise to offer tax advice, and as such investors should be advised to consult their own tax advisers regarding the tax consequences of their 
investment activities. Investment return and principal will fluctuate, so that a client’s initial investment may increase or decrease. Any investment is 
speculative and involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of principal loss. 

Some Jobs Require Industry 
Knowledge and Experience

CooperativeFuneralFund.com

Preneed & Cemetery Care Fund 
Management is One of Them

800-336-1102 NFDA BOOTH # 460

20190823FBAOctonsite.indd   1 8/2/19   9:20 AM

We find ways to keep memories alive through stories, pictures, 
video and even audio files. We have options for everyone and 
accept custom requests. We capture memories that can be 
lost through generations by integrating them together into one 
place for future generations to enjoy.

Simple, Flexible, Long Lasting Memory, 
User Friendly, Fast Turnaround, Pre-need

A way to conveniently keep memories that otherwise 
would be lost over time. Up to 50% commission.

800.697.0725 | info@claritymemories.com | www.claritymemories.com

Contact us today to learn more!

Introducing Clarity Memories 
Keeping Memories Alive

Visit us at NFDA Booth #1476!

Wilton, ct — calling All state Funeral Director Associations! 
At its recent annual meeting, the New York state Funeral 
Directors Association tapped member Advantage program 
partner, tribucast™ to offer association members an 
opportunity to attend the meeting remotely if they couldn’t 
be there in person, while also showing them how effective 
remote attendance can be for funerals. 

tribucast offers a private, highly-personalized, portable, 
and pay-per-use system specifically designed to help 
loved ones attend funerals and memorials remotely when 
they can’t be there in person. In all, seventy funeral directors 
attended the meeting remotely and were able to access all 
of the meeting handouts. Following the meeting, members 
could view the meeting and inspirational presentation by 
Joe primo ofGood-Grief.org after the fact if they missed 
it or wanted to watch it again. the feedback shared by 
the association and its members was very positive and 
tribucast welcomes the opportunity to assist other state 
associations livestream their annual meetings. 

If your state association is interested in making remote 
attendance possible for your members at your next meeting 
you can contact TribuCastbatinfo@tribucast.com or by 
calling (203) 762-TCST (8278).

abilene, tx —  passare®, a leading funeral home 
management software company, and cLAImcHecK®, 
a life insurance assignment company, are proud to 
announce a new direct integration, which offers expedited 
payments on life insurance assignments for funeral homes 
and families following a loss.

“this new integration with cLAImcHecK allows funeral 
directors to submit a life insurance assignment, check 
status updates, upload documents, and access reporting 
without ever having to leave their case management 
software. this is truly a seamless experience for funeral 
directors,” said passare ceo, Jay thomas. 

“passare already offers an integration with Funeral 
Directors Life preneed policies and recently added 
built-in credit card payment and electronic check 
payment options,” said thomas. “Now, funeral homes 
can also accept life insurance assignments through the 
passare platform, making passare the only system that 
accommodates all of the major types of payment that 
funeral homes accept.” 

Funeral home owners and managers will also benefit 
from accurate and up-to-date financial reporting on all 
payments within the system. “processing payments within 
passare improves the accuracy of reporting and saves 
time by eliminating duplicate data entry,” thomas added.  

michelle morgan, Director of business services for 
cLAImcHecK, is also thrilled with the new integration, 
which means that her clients can enjoy a more streamlined 
process. “With this new integration, our mutual clients 
will be able to save time and run more of their business 
through a single platform,” said morgan. “our goal is 
to make it as simple as possible for our clients to do 
business. With this integration, they don’t have to log 
into multiple systems to check for status updates and 
upload documents.”    

To learn more about Passare or CLAIMCHECK, visit  their 
website at www.passare.com or www.claimchecknow.com. 
For more information, please contact marketing@dig-inc.net. 
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JohnSon conSultIng group partnerS WIth funeral InnovatIonS 
to brIng StrategIeS that enhance the onlIne preSence of 
funeral homeS and cemeterIeS. 

mId-StateS recyclIng & refInIng to offer tour of facIlIty for 
attendeeS of the nfda annual conventIon and expoSItIon In 
chIcago - thurSday, october 31, 2019 from 10 a.m - 11  a.m.

Learn more: 
www.aquamationinfo.com 
(317) 386-3500 
200 Colin Ct. Danville, IN 46122

PET-400  
Pet System

HT-500  
Human System

THE ECO-FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVE  
TO FLAME CREMATION.

Bio-Response Solutions builds systems specifically for 
funeral homes and small businesses. Our systems let our 
customers run their business, serve their community, and 
experience the joy of having simple and reliable equipment.

NFDA Booth #980

Call (941) 751-3382 to order
www.BogatiUrns.com

Hand-Crafted Oak Tower Urns Exclusively by Bogati®

$4900 Dimensions:       10″ H x  6″ W x 6″ D
Capacity:            up to 275 cu. in.

A variety of designs are available!

des Plaines, il — mid-states recycling & refining in 
partnership with the National Funeral Directors Association 
are happy to announce a tour of their recycling facility on 
the thursday immediately following the NFDA International 
convention & expo in chicago. Attendees can earn one more 
ce credit hour before heading home. the tour has been 
approved by the Academy of professional Funeral service 
practice (ApFsp). 

In the spirit of their “open Door” policy, mid-states recycling 
welcomes visitors everyday but is pleased to offer an 
official tour of their recycling faciclity exclusively for NFDA 
convention attendees. the tour will include free coach pick-
up from three downtown chicago hotels, and return trip back 
to one of those hotels or to o’Hare International Airport if you 
are flying home after the tour. 

participants will see, first-hand, how their cremation metals 
are received, securely stored, carefully sorted, smelted and 
assayed for repurposing in an array of uses ranging from fine 
bullion investment products to industrial fabrication. 

About Mid-States Recycling & Refining:  Mid-States Recycling 
& Refining strives to provide customers with the best service 
through a completely transparent recycling option. “Since 1982, 
we have offered an open-door policy to our customers who 
want to witness their metal being recycled. For those unable 
to make it in to our facility, we always provide a sample of your 
melt so you can fact-check our findings”, says Kevin McKay, 
Manager – Cremation Division. “The metal recycling business 
requires so much trust and these options provide customers 
assurance and peace of mind”.

Attendees can sign up  for the tour by going to the following 
link:  https://cremationrecycling.com/nfdatourscottsdale, az — Johnson consulting Group and Funeral 

Innovations announced a partnership to provide funeral 
homes and cemeteries expert digital marketing analysis, 
strategic insight, and digital marketing implementation. In 
today’s fast-moving online world, a solid digital marketing 
plan is an essential component of a thriving business.

“An effective digital strategy requires more than just Facebook 
posts, and we’re excited to share our digital marketing 
expertise with Johnson consulting Group clients,” said 
Zack Garbow, co-founder of Funeral Innovations. “Johnson 
consulting Group is an ideal partner as their commitment to 
value and success align with our tools and services dedicated 
to building community relationships and growing businesses 
without growing busy funeral professional’s workloads.”

through his partnership, funeral homes and cemeteries 
can access a complete digital marketing analysis, strategic 
recommendations, and digital marketing services to help 
increase the profitability and value of their firm by increasing 
the rate of their positive online reviews. 

“this ties in perfectly with most conversations we are having 
here at JcG,” says Jake Johnson, president and ceo of 
Johnson consulting Group, “we are constantly trying to find 
ways to help our clients enhance and increase their online 
presence, and stay connected to the families they serve 
through JcG performance tracker™. this partnership aligns 
with that goal perfectly.”

For more information on Funeral Innovations call 303-437-
9006 or sign up for a demo at https://funeralinnovations.com/
demo. For more information on Johnson Consulting Group, visit 
www.johnsonconsulting.com to learn more.
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Ready Capital
Small Business Specialty Finance
We can help you with your funeral home financing needs

Ready Capital, through its subsidiary ReadyCap Lending, LLC, is a nationwide direct lender that 
specializes in financing uniquely successful businesses that require specialized industry knowledge. Our 

Small Business Specialty Finance Team are industry specialists that have 10-20 years of experience 
lending to the Death Care Industry. Our loan programs are designed to maximize business cash flow 

and the creation of wealth for our clients.

Funeral homes have substantial value that is intangible. We understand the value of your firm, and we 
will lend against the goodwill value where many lenders will not. Our creative loan structures promote 

cash flow, growth, and liquidity for our clients.

Please call or email one of our specialists TODAY to 
learn more about how we can help you with your funeral 

home financing opportunities!

• Up to 100% Financing
• Up to 25 Year Terms and Amortization
• Construction & Renovation Financing
• Equipment Financing
• Working capital
• Acquisitions & Partner Buyouts
• Debt Consolidations

Creative Solutions. Reliable Results. 
www.readycapital.com

Loans can be structured to include:

© 2018 ReadyCap Lending, LLC. | Arizona Commercial Mortgage Banker License #CBK 0930164 and #CBKBR-0120450, California Finance Lender’s License #60DBO 43995, Iowa Mortgage 
Banker License #MBK-2014-0053, Oregon Mortgage Lender License #ML-5305, South Dakota Mortgage Lender License #ML.05087, Vermont Lender License #6680

For media inquires please contact Jennifer Graziano | info@readycapital.com | 866-379-0967
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lInk’S WIder dd2000-xlc double-deck SyStem enhanceS 

dIgnIty WhIle brIngIng a neW level of profeSSIonalISm, 

convenIence and capacIty to the Work of tranSportIng 

remaInS

sioux center, ia — Link cmp, the leader in professional 
human remains transportation technology, today 
introduced its new DD2000-XLc Double-Deck system. 
the newest in Link’s long line of innovative transport 
products, the DD2000-XLc doubles the carrying capacity 
of the cargo vans it is designed to supplement.
 
A direct response to customer feedback, the DD2000-
XLc is the industry’s first double-deck system and the first 
capable of accommodating today’s ubiquitous oversized 
cots. the system will allow loading of one standard and 
one oversized cot or cremation container on each of its two 
levels, or four standard cots, four cremation containers, 
two air trays or two caskets when fully loaded.
 
“Link’s DD2000-XLc increases worker and vehicle 
efficiency, effectiveness and productivity by maximizing 
capacity while minimizing labor and mileage costs,” said 
Lynn blake, national account manager cmp products 
for Link manufacturing. “As a practical matter, end-
users across the nation asked us to address their ever-
increasing need to transport oversized cots.”
 
the DD2000-XLc Double-Deck system features an 
electric-powered upper deck that can be raised and 
lowered in seconds with just the flip of a switch, allowing 
one person to easily load, transport and unload – with 
the utmost respect and care – all unassisted. the upper 
deck has a 600-pound load capacity, and is engineered 
with a reinforced frame and simplified lifting geometry. 
the upper deck includes an integrated safety latch that 
locks it in place, preventing it from lowering if both its 
powered actuators fail.
 
Loading cots, cremation containers, air trays and caskets 
is made easier with the system’s intelligently engineered 
features. A rugged fold-down ramp protects the rear 
of the vehicle and allows easy access to the decks. 
Interchangeable and adjustable bier pins enable a single 
worker to stow, secure and manage different containment 
formats on both decks. the decks are also fitted with 
recessed, cast-aluminum cot cups that help assure 
container stability and peace-of-mind during transport.
 
“Link created the industry’s first engineered professional 

transportation solution for human remains and over the 
last few years, we’ve been engaged in a voice-of the-
customer initiative that has established the parameters for 
our new system design,” said blake. “the DD2000-XLc 
Double-Deck system not only broadens our offering, it 
literally delivers what the industry has been asking for.”
 
An engineered deck frame maintains structural integrity 
during all phases of loading, transport and unloading. the 
system’s durable, but lightweight all-aluminum decks are 
fitted with ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene 
strips that protect their surfaces and minimize friction, 
allowing containers to easily glide for smooth and 
effortless container positioning.
 
the DD2000-XLc Double-Deck system is purpose-
designed and helps users meet and maintain the highest 
standards of professionalism and integrity while carrying 
out their duties. the system is designed to fit today’s most 
popular cargo van makes and models, including: chevy 
express, Dodge promaster, Ford econoline, Ford transit, 
Nissan NV and mercedes-benz sprinter.
 
the DD2000-XLc weighs a mere 750 pounds and fits 
vehicles with a minimum wheelbase of 140 inches. the 
system is compatible with 12-volt electrical systems, 
and professional installation is required.
 
For details on purchasing and installation of the new 
DD2000-XLC Double-Deck System, please call (800) 
248-3057 or visit https://www.linkcmp.com
 
To access high-resolution images of the DD2000-XLC 
Double-Deck System, please visit the following link at 
https://www.linkcmp.com/dd2000-xlc/

Link’s DD2000-XLC Double-Deck System is an industry first 
that maximizes vehicle productivity, improves operational 
integrity, increases safety and makes the disposition of 
remains by just one operator easier and more manageable. 

"Link's DD2000-XLC increases worker and 
vehicle efficiency, effectiveness and produc-
tivity by maximizing capacity while minimizing 
labor and mileage costs."

- Lynn Blake
  National Account Manager

     Link CMP

DD2000-XLC
Double-Deck System

http://www.readycapital.com
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Speaking Of The Dead is an innovative book that portrays the 
lives of morticians in an autobiographical fashion through 

short stories, all from the viewpoint of the author, Ms. Chelsea 
tolman.  Unlike some mortician authors, Chelsea doesn’t try 
to impress her audience with gruesome stories, shocking 
language, or attacks on the funeral industry. on the other 
hand, she also doesn’t go on a crusade attempting to portray 
the industry as being populated by angels.  rather, she simply 
tells her stories and recounts her thoughts while carefully 
maintaining the dignity of the deceased and their families.  

veterans of the industry will be able to identify easily with the 
events described in the book. Whether they be the stories of 
co-worker hijinks such as hiding under sheets in the embalming 
room waiting to sit up and startle someone or dealing with 
panic-stricken family members who are certain they just saw 
their dead mother move. Similarly, in the chapter “We will 
always remember,” Chelsea accurately sums up the horror 
we all feel when we realize that something has gone less than 
perfectly with the arrangements and it’s probably our own fault.

this isn’t just another funeral director book. It’s not a recounting 
of the author’s spiritual journey, a detailed “day in the life,” or 
sweeping accusations of greed and fraud. In fact, although 
the summary on the back cover uses the term “peek behind 
the curtain,” it’s much more than that. Chelsea aptly sets the 
scenes and describes them in such loving detail that you can 
easily picture yourself present for the events she recounts.  
you’re there as a disembodied observer, allowed to make your 
own judgments about what you see and feel.

Chelsea keeps an evenhanded portrayal of her memories. Unlike 
some books that are thinly veiled criticisms of certain funerary 
practices, she embraces all types of body preparation, disposition, 
cultures, and rituals. She covers and respects the full range of 
our practice, from embalming and interment to shrouding and 
cremation on a pyre. this book provides a sense of relief to people 
who want to read about the funeral industry without the burden 
of having to wade through the author’s own biases.

there is one area where Chelsea allows herself a bit of self-
indulgence, which is describing her struggles as a woman in 
a traditionally male-dominated profession. one might expect 
this to be a preachy topic, but it is not. She simply presents 
her own experiences and allows the readers to interpret them 
as they will. Chelsea’s book is enlightening in allowing us to 
experience them with her without cramming criticisms and 
guilt trips down our throats.

Speaking of the Dead was published on amazon.com in November 
2018. one surprising response to it has been the frequent 
suggestion by readers in funeral-related social media groups 
and Chelsea’s website that it should be used as a textbook in 
mortuary schools and Ce courses. For people just starting out in 
the funeral industry, it provides a realistic snapshot of many of the 
experiences and emotions they can expect to face. Chelsea goes 
beyond simply giving grisly descriptions of damaged corpses 
or the Zen-like “death is beautiful” mindset.  She portrays with 
great accuracy what it is like to be in real everyday situations, 
such as looking a dead body in the face up close and then using 
your skills to restore their living beauty. or the gut-sick feeling 
of carrying dead babies away from their mothers or standing over 
the bodies of teenagers who killed themselves and wondering 
what could have gone so wrong in their lives to lead to this. 
Conversely, she also allows you to feel the peace that comes 
with the end of prolonged suffering and the conflicting emotions 
of grief and relief that the surviving loved ones feel.

For people who have been in the industry a while and are feeling 
burned out and tired, it shows that you’re not alone and reminds 
you why you do this job. She talks about the humbling feeling of 
getting to know a decedent through their families and learning 
how they affected all those people. this is contrasted with the 
stories of other people who are gone in a flash, left no survivors, 
and aren’t missed at all. She reminds us that there’s more to 
handling the dead and their families, than literally laying hands 
on the dead and manipulating their remains. She’s also realistic 
about the crushing fatigue and emotional burden that this job 
can bring but reminds us that it is okay to feel that way.

Ultimately, Chelsea’s book does a great job of demonstrating 
why someone would want to be a funeral director. Why you 
came to this realm of death doesn’t matter, but why you stay is 
accurately captured in the chapters of this book. the true calling 
of the funeral director is to make a difference and touch lives in 
a way that only a funeral director can. this is why we are here, 
why we endure the late nights and long days, and why we choose 
to be the final caretaker on life’s journey. Speaking of the Dead 
captures it all and delivers it in a way that will leave you thinking 
about the funeral industry in ways no other book does.  fba

Chelsea Tolman lives in Salt Lake City, Utah with her husband, 
stepson and dog and owns Tolman Trade Services, a mortuary 
support company.
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Orlando, FL 32811
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After 40 years in business, it was time for us to start 
developing a succession plan. We didn’t want to 
hang on for so long that something might happen 
to one of us. Neither of us wanted to saddle the 
other with trying to run the business on his own. 
That’s where Foundation Partners came in. With 
their commitment to honoring our legacy,  business 
experience, and advanced technology,  we found the 
perfect partner to ensure a smooth succession.

Benito and Azzaro has been a team effort from 
start to finish, and when we both decide to retire, 
we want to walk into the sunset proud of what we 
accomplished. Joining Foundation Partners gave 
us the security to move forward, allowing us to 
focus on the things we love most –  taking care of 
families during their most difficult days.

http://www.foundationpartners.com
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For over 80 years, rivera Family Funeral Home has been 
proudly serving the families of their community. With 

locations in Santa Fe, espanola, taos, and Los alamos, New 
Mexico, the family-owned business provides a wide range of 
services that leave a lasting impression that families will never 
forget. the New Mexico funeral home firm is proud to offer 
some of the most unique and beautiful chapels in their area to 
the families they serve. the rivera legacy also operates the rio 
grande Crematory located in espanola and Santa Fe Memorial 
gardens in Santa Fe. 

“I am a second-generation funeral director. I grew up above 
a funeral home,” begins tim rivera, owner of rivera Family 
Funeral Home. “Like many, I never thought I would end up 
working in the business and planned on doing something else, 
but as time would tell - I couldn’t stay away and eventually took 
over for my father,” he continues. 

tim attended San Francisco State University, the University 
of New Mexico and graduated from San Francisco College of 
Mortuary Science.

the start of the rivera legacy dates back to1958 in Pueblo, 
Colorado where tim’s parents, amos & adina rivera, opened 
a funeral home. 

Rivera 
Family 

Funeral 
Home

Authentic • compAssionAte • DeDicAteD

“My parents started the business in 1958 and after years 
of successful operation we sold that location in 1990. 
they also had a second funeral home in taos, New 
Mexico that I purchased from them in 2000. From there, 
I have either bought out or started three other funeral 
homes,” explains tim. 

Santa Fe
the Santa Fe location consists of the Memorial gardens 
Cemetery and the newly constructed Chapel of Light. 
Since 1954 it has been a non-denominational cemetery 
open to everyone in the community. the Chapel of Light 
is a unique sacred space and venue for life celebrations, 
gatherings, memorial and funeral services that embodies 
both the unique architectural and spiritual cultural 
diversity of Santa Fe. For the first time in Santa Fe, families 
will be able to do everything in one place including 
services, ceremonies, receptions, burial, inurnment or 
the scattering of ashes in the cremation gardens.

“the Santa Fe chapel is only five years old, but in that 
short time it has won architectural awards and been the 
topic of discussion in magazines. Known as the Chapel 
of Light, it is truly a sight to see. the chapel gets in name 
from the way incorporates light into the design. It has 
winter and summer solstice windows so that during each 
solstice the light strikes in the center of the room,” tim 
describes proudly. 

Taos
the large taos chapel has been described as having 
a warm and relaxed authentic northern New Mexico 
ambiance with an expansive and beautiful lobby filled 
with stunning artwork.  the chapel is perfect for any type 
of religious service and perfect for non-denominational 
services, ceremonies and gatherings.  although the 
chapel can seat over 250 guests, it can also be divided 
into a smaller space for more intimate gatherings. the 
lobby is a convenient place to gather with family and 
friends after services with light refreshments if desired.

Espanola
the espanola facility is located on the banks of the rio 
grande river. the two light filled chapels include antique 
stained-glass windows dating back to the 1920’s that 
were previously in our Lady of guadalupe Catholic 
Church in Pojoaque. Both chapels create a quiet and 
elegant setting for all denominations and beliefs. the 
rivera family is proud to be serving espanola families 
since 1948 in this same location formerly known as 
Block-Salazar Mortuary.

Los Alamos
the Los alamos is the newest of the four locations and 
was designed to provide convenience for funeral and 
cremation planning for the residents in the area. this 
location handles all aspects of funeral planning and 
cremations services. the office is warm and welcoming, 
with a small chapel and gathering area. 

“We are glad to finally have a location in Los alamos and 
to be able to provide our personalized services to the 
families of that area,” expresses tim.
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the rivera team serves families at their unique facilities day 
in and day out, but when they are not planning services and 
carrying out their duties as a funeral home, the team spends 
most of their time giving back to the community.

“the list of what we are not involved in would be shorter,” 
jokes tim. “It’s such a long list, I don’t even know where to 
begin. We are member of virtually every club in our area, but 
the one that I am the most proud of is a grief support group 
I helped start 18 years ago along with a local grief therapist 
- the center has been very impactful and has become widely 
recognized in the community,” tim states humbly.

the community grief center is not located in the rivera 
facilities, but they are the sponsors and are very involved in 
keeping it running smoothly. the center is open to the general 
public and has warranted nothing but positive reviews. 

one of the main reasons that the rivera legacy has been so 
successful is the family’s forward-thinking mindset. the 
New Mexico firm has never let the industry standard of what 
a funeral should be confine them to a mold - something their 
families’ value deeply. the funeral industry is so much more 
than going through the motions and providing the same service 
time and time again. at rivera, they embrace the unique and 
aim to provide service beyond what was even thought to be 
attainable. 

“our funeral homes are very much designed for the families 
of the future in terms of being cremation friendly and 
embracing alternative families. We have offered green burial 
options and natural products for years in our cemeteries, 
our facilities are non-traditional, our staff has been trained 
to create events rather than a cookie cutter service. Pushing 
outside of the box is just who we are, and it’s given us a great 
reputation. I consider myself a very progressive and open-
minded funeral director, and I think that has been a major 
factor in our success,” tim relates.

With unique facilities, unmatched customer service, and 

outside-the-box planning, it’s no surprise that the rivera Family 
Funeral Home has left families raving about their experiences. 

“at a time in their lives where families may not be expecting 
exceptional care or a wow factor, we go above and beyond. When 
it comes to planning a funeral or a memorial service, there is a 
stigma that the process gets put on auto pilot, but for us it’s all 
about making it engaging. this all stems from training our funeral 
directors to be excellent listeners and to take the information they 
absorb to create a one of a kind experiences for our families. each 
service with us is unique, and that is something we are really proud 
of,” shares tim. “Discovering new solutions for very complex 
customers is my favorite part about working in this industry. our 
cemetery is very unique, and our facilities are unlike anything 
else, so matching our services to meet those brand standards is 
something I really enjoy,” he continues. 

as a funeral professional, if you are looking for inspiration 
or to push the boundaries of the way you currently conduct 
business, tim points to the importance of forming 
relationships with other progressive funeral directors. 

“Find the most unique and progressive funeral directors and 
spend time with them and learn how you can be better and 
how you can better your funeral home. Share your ideas and 
absorb some of theirs. Create new ideas together. Share 
knowledge. We are stronger and can better serve our families 
when we work together,” advises tim.

In an area where all the funeral homes have been purchased 
by acquisition groups, tim is proud that the rivera name has 
remained family owned. 

“the fact that we have been able to not only survive this 
fast-changing climate, but that we have been eager to move 
forward is so rewarding to me. We are always looking forward 
to the future and looking for ways to push ourselves to better 
serve our community. I am blessed to have a team of people 
that feels the same way I do about change – embracing it 
makes us stronger,” he concludes.  fba
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There has been a positive shift in financing and lending 
options for the funeral industry over the past several 

years, primarily because of good loan histories and 
incredibly low default rates among borrowers. This is 
due to the fact that funeral home owners are among the 
most diligent in repaying their debts and operating their 
business with financial safety and soundness.  

In the Small Business Administration financing circle, 
there has been more clarity regarding funeral home 
regulations, giving lenders a better understanding of 
how funeral homes operate. Armed with this knowledge, 
lenders can navigate a suitable loan structure to advance 
the long-term growth of the funeral business.

“Finding a lender that specializes in financing funeral 
homes is critical. A lending partner should understand 
the value of business with or without the real estate. 
The goodwill is frequently worth more than the value of 
the real estate that houses it. A lending partner should 
be willing to lend against this value,” urges John Tonjes, 
Senior Vice President of Ready Capital.

“A lender that specializes in the funeral home industry 
understands typical operations and the costs related to 
those operations. When preparing a loan structure, the 

Financing 
& lending 

options 

for funeral 
providers

today

feature editorial

http://www.cjf.com
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lender must include a payment structure with a payment 
that allows a cousin for the ebbs and flows of revenue. 
The loan structure should also include enough working 
capital to cover the transitions from one owner to the 
next,” John elaborates.

The most important aspects of funeral home financing 
are finding competitive terms, low fees, timely service, 
and lenders you trust. 

“The best lenders will be very quick to tell you ‘no’ and 
they will not drag out approval times. They should be 
able to tell you exactly where the transaction is at and 
how long it will take to process,” states Matt Manske, 
National Funeral Home Lending Manager with BSF. 

As trends in funeral business shift, the need for unique 
financing shifts. Ultimately, it’s about what option best 
meets your needs as a borrower and finding the right 
lender to compliment you and your firm.

“We believe that new trends and products are most 
important when aiming to provide the best products 
and services to our customers. Of course, there will 
be elements of traditional financing in how we serve 
the funeral industry, but how we create, build, and 
implement technology around these product and services 

will determine their impact and success,” explains Tim 
Bridgers, General Manager with Live Oak Bank. 

In today’s environment, funeral home owners are 
recognizing the need to provide more than just a formal 
service for a client’s loved one. Having an event area 
where the family can mingle and visit after the funeral 
expands the boundaries of service and income generation 
for the business. In recent years, many funeral home 
owners needed financing to upgrade the inside of their 
funeral home with the addition of video and social media 
for the service. With owners focused on creating a self-
contained, all-inclusive facility that supports the client 
experience at every level – lenders have been able to 
cater to this need as they have a better understanding 
of how funeral homes operate than ever before. 

“For lenders, the fundamental principles remain the 
same—to ensure that qualified borrowers have access 
to the credit they need to expand and advance their 
business. For funeral home owners, this may mean 
implementing new marketing strategies and pursing new 
revenue streams, such as the addition of an onsite event 
center. Lenders like The Bancorp offer smart financing 
solutions to support this industry trend,” says Teresa 
Carlson, VP and SBA Business Development Officer at 
The Bancorp.

continued from page 36
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BSF offers funeral home loans for acquisitions, 
buyouts and expansions. 

“Because of our industry experience, we can 
review a potential transaction quickly to 
determine if it’s a bankable deal. Our loan 
processing times are some of the fastest in the 
industry. Our closing process is streamlined so 
the borrower doesn’t get handed off to other 
people before or after the transaction. Our 
rates are very competitive within the industry. 
Our closing costs are some of the lowest in the 
industry,” says Matt Manske, National Funeral 
Home Lending Manager with BSF.

After earning a Master’s Degree in Accounting 
in 1995 from Kansas State University, Matt 
spent two years auditing for Baird, Kurtz and 
Dobson, a regional public accounting firm. In 
1997, he accepted an outside sales position 
with Eli Lilly and Co. Matt quickly advanced to 
a senior sales level and spent the next seven 
years learning how to work with professional 
customers. Matt was recruited by a regional 
firm in 2004 to perform business acquisitions 
in the funeral industry.

One year later, Matt founded BSF to help 
educate funeral directors about buying, 
selling and financing funeral homes. Over the 
years, Matt has helped many funeral directors 
navigate their way through the transaction 
and financing process. His direct experience 
working in funeral homes and with funeral 
directors gives him an in-depth understanding 
of the day-to-day operation of a funeral home.

Matt understands the passion funeral directors 
have for providing exceptional service to every 
family. He also understands the importance 
of structuring transactions with minimal 
transaction fees. High transaction fees can put 
an undue burden on a transaction and stand in 
the way of the buyer or seller achieving their 
transaction goals. 

www.4bsf.com

When it comes to finding a lender you 
trust, look for lenders with experience in 
the industry, but also pay attention to how 
closely they listen to you and your plans 
for your business. You want to find the 
best financing solution for your business, 
so take the time to ask the right questions 
and don’t rush the process.

“Lending regulations frequently shift. 
Where sellers previously carried 
promissory notes of 25% or more, now 
we are able to structure transactions 
where the seller holds 5% or less, enabling 
sellers to get more cash at closing. With 
the sellers having to carry less, we are 
seeing more long-time funeral directors 
being able to retire sooner and pass their 
firms to the next generation,” comments 
Kristen Livecchi, AVP and Marketing with 
United Midwest Savings Bank.

As firms are passed on to the next 
generation and funeral service trends 
continue to rapidly evolve, the importance 
of your lender or financial institution 
understanding the inner workings of the 
funeral business becomes more than just 
a perk – it becomes a requirement. Learn 
more about financing and lending options 
from top industry professionals who want 
to share tips and advice with you in this 
feature editorial.  fbA 

continued from page 38
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The Bancorp serves the unique needs of non-
bank financial service companies, ranging 
from entrepreneurial start-ups to Fortune 500 
companies. They provide the guidance, innovative 
thinking, regulatory expertise and operational 
support their clients need to unlock new 
opportunities—whether expanding their business, 
increasing profitability, bringing existing financial 
products to new audiences, or creating entirely 
new financial products and services. The client-
driven business strategy means that they put the 
companies we work with—and their goals—first. 

“Across our business lines, The Bancorp serves 
some of the world’s most successful companies, 
helping them turn business vision into reality,” 
relates Teresa Carlson, VP and SBA Business 
Development Officer at The Bancorp.

There has been a positive shift in financing for 
the funeral industry over the past several years, 
primarily due to a positive loan history and 
incredibly low default rates among borrowers. 
“My experience has been that funeral home 
owners are among the most diligent in repaying 
their debts and operating their business with 
financial safety and soundness,” recalls Teresa. 
“In the SBA financing circle, there has been more 
clarity regarding funeral home regulations, giving 
lenders a better understanding of how funeral 
homes operate. Armed with this knowledge, we 
can navigate a suitable loan structure to advance 
the long-term growth of the funeral business,” 
Teresa adds.

In Teresa’s opinion, the Small Business 
Administration (SBA) 7(a) loan product is by far 
the best lending tool available for funeral home 
financing. 

“It provides the greatest flexibility to owners, giving 
them one loan that will cover all their needs with 
the longest term available. You cannot compare the 
SBA loan to a conventional loan product because 
it’s like comparing apples to oranges. A funeral 
home owner can use an SBA 7(a) loan for multiple 
purposes: to refinance existing debt, purchase a 
building to convert into an event center or build 
a new crematory, and receive working capital to 
expand marketing efforts. All of these projects 
can be financed for a fully amortized 25-year term 
loan,” emphasizes Teresa.

www.thebAncorp.com

United Midwest Savings Bank specializes in SBA 
and USDA business loans for funeral homes and 
directors to use for:

Acquisitions – an ideal way to help you purchase 
an existing business 
refinance – many funeral homes could benefit 
from more advantageous loan terms
expand – loans may be used to expand current 
business or add/upgrade equipment
commercial real estate – purchase new or additional 
space with repayment terms up to 25 years

“United Midwest Savings Bank’s SBA business 
loans are an excellent choice for financing terms 
that might not otherwise be available to you in 
the marketplace.  Many traditional banks only 
want to consider loans to businesses that can 
provide tangible collateral to secure their loans. 
Unfortunately, traditional banks do not take into 
consideration the underlying value of your cash 
flow and expect you to have commercial real estate 
or other assets to pledge as collateral. An SBA 
loan from United Midwest can be a great solution 
for funeral directors who are looking to finance 
an acquisition, refinance their current business 
or expand their business a in which there isn’t 
much, or any, tangible collateral,” explains Kristen 
Livecchi, AVP and Marketing with United Midwest 
Savings Bank.

“There are few lenders who understand the details 
and costs associated with the death care industry 
as well as we do. United Midwest’s SBA and USDA 
business loans are available nationwide and, more 
importantly, we provide business owners with the 
expertise and drive to get their loans closed quickly 
and efficiently,” Kristen continues.

United Midwest Savings Bank’s experience in the 
funeral industry is one of their biggest assets.

“By focusing on SBA Lending and concentrating on 
funeral homes as one of our key industries we're not 
just an efficient lender, but also a knowledgeable 
resource. We’re more than willing to spend the time 
to discuss your financing options and help you find 
the best financing solution for your business. With 
United Midwest you get the personal attention you 
expect from a community bank with the expertise 
and reach of a national lender,” adds Kristen. 

www.umwsb.com

continued from page 40
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Ready Capital special izes in f inancing 
funeral homes. They provide financing for 
funeral home business acquisitions, real 
estate acquisitions, debt consolidations, 
construction, renovations and expansions. 
Ready Capital can provide up to 100% 
financing and offers competitive fixed and 
adjustable rates. Loan terms can be up to 
25 years.

“Our team is very well versed in the funeral 
home industry and the economics involved 
in underwriting. Our goal is to provide a 
customized loan structure that maximizes 
sustainability and most importantly, cash 
flow,” states John Tonjes, Senior Vice 
President of Ready Capital. “We understand 
that the value of a funeral home is much 
more than the real estate that houses the 
business. The true value lies in the operators 
and the communities that they serve. We 
have an experienced team that have been 
lending to the funeral home industry for over 
20 years. We understand your business, we 
have a streamlined process and you will deal 
with a decision maker from start to finish,” 
John continues. 

As the baby boomers begin to retire and 
sell their firms, the number of firms on the 
market will greatly increase. 

“As a general rule of supply and demand, 
the increase in available firms on the market 
could potentially lead to a decline in the 
value of funeral home businesses. Right now, 
as the economy continues to grow, lenders 
are more aggressive in their underwriting 
and lending practices. Historically this 
type of economic activity has resulted in a 
corrective recession. Sometime minor and 
sometimes more serious. When this happens, 
lenders become much more conservative and 
obtaining financing becomes more difficult,” 
advises John.

www.reAdycApitAl.com

Live Oak Bank’s funeral home and cemetery 
lending team offers diverse loan products and 
custom loan packages serving customers with 
requests for $350,000 or greater.  These loan 
products include conventional financing, SBA 
7(a), SBA 504 and USDA loan options. Live Oak 
can now offer conventional loans in addition to 
government-backed loans to fund larger funeral 
home and cemetery projects. 

“Over the years, as we have helped hundreds of 
businesses, we've seen the need for additional 
financing options. One of the primary reasons 
for this need is that many funeral and cemetery 
businesses have access to equity that makes 
for a successful conventional loan option. The 
need for additional financing options is also a 
result of increased succession within the industry. 
Because business owners are acquiring multiple 
businesses, they need significant capital beyond 
government-guaranteed loan caps. As part of 
Live Oak's commitment to the industry, we are 
expanding our options to meet these needs and 
have exciting new loan solutions,” explains Tim 
Bridgers, General Manager with Live Oak Bank.

Live Oak Bank is unique in that they are comprised 
of a full team of lenders, underwriters, closers and 
customer support who specialize in the funeral 
industry 100% of the time.  

“Add our non-commissioned based structure, and 
our robust customer support team, and you have 
a bank that considers themselves a true partner 
with every customer.  With our decisions being 
based on sound personal credit and business 
cash flow, we ensure that we put our customers 
in a healthy business environment to repay the 
loan.  In addition, we are committed to the funeral 
profession with a preferred partnership with NFDA, 
major state associations, and participate on the 
Selected educational trust board and mortuary 
colleges across the US,” Tim describes.

www.liveoAkbAnk.com
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equipment used in the funeral, cemetery and cremation 
business has always been unique and esoteric. 

embalming tables and cremation processors, for example, 
have no known applications outside the industry and as a 
result are mysterious to most people.

But the inventory of equipment required to operate your 
facility smoothly and continually can be extensive—and 
costly. Lifts, vault handlers and tents, for example, are 
significant capital investments that may require financing. 

For many professionals, the first thought when considering 
financing is to approach a local lender. But assets designed 
specifically for this industry are not well understood by 
general lenders, sometimes leading to problems. In fact, 
lenders may require blanket liens on all of the equipment 
the business owns. 

But not all lenders are generalists. Some specialize in niche 
markets, including the funeral, cemetery and cremation 
industry. Firms that specialize in this way usually devote 
considerable time and effort to understanding the industries 
they serve. Individuals at these companies often join trade 
associations, subscribe to pertinent publications, and 
attend educational sessions pertaining to these industries, 
realizing that the more they know about your business, the 
better they can tailor a lease or loan to meet your specific 
needs.

Many lenders offer both leases and loans. according to the 
equipment Leasing & Finance association (eLFa), however, 
eight of 10 american companies lease the equipment they 
need. the top three reasons they do so, says eLFa, are to 
manage growth, to take advantage of new technology, and/
or to improve asset management.
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by NaNcy Pistorio
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Smaller businesses and start-ups often lease to preserve 
cash flow, since lease payments tend to be lower than those 
associated with a loan. Larger businesses, on the other hand, 
may lease for maximum tax advantages or to manage budget 
restrictions. 

If you lease and have good credit, a lender may waive your 
down payment or offer rates lower than you’d find elsewhere. 
If your business is new or your credit is less than sterling, a 
finance company specializing in your industry might offer 
structured terms that still provide for a swift approval.

Lenders that know your business can build other advantages 
and conveniences into your financing as well. Depending on the 
financing vehicle chosen, for example, your payments may be 
fully expensed, rather than capitalized and depreciated. this 
means you may be able to deduct full monthly payments as 
operating expenses during the period you make the payments. 

end-of-term purchase options are another example. When 
included in a lease, these options can allow you to buy the 
equipment you leased for a reasonable price, or upgrade to 
newer technology. generally speaking, finance companies 
that specialize in certain industries use their knowledge to 
assume more risk on your behalf. this means they may be 
able to provide financing when others won’t. they may also 
reach a financing decision faster than most other lending 
sources. 

to choose a lender that can tailor financing to best meet 
your needs, consider 
asking each one you 
consider the follow-
ing questions:

1) How well do you 
understand my busi-
ness? Finance com-
panies that know little 
about the equipment 
you require or your 
risks of doing busi-
ness may not offer 
products, features or 
options that maximize 
your flexibility or ad-
dress certain needs.

2) do you lend to oth-
ers in my profession?  
Lenders specializing 
in specific industries 
usually have multiple 
customers in your 
field, some of whom 
you might know. 
Speaking with col-
leagues about their 
financing experiences 
may generate referrals 
to these lenders. 

3) What is your response time? Lender size, regulatory 
requirements and customer service orientation all can 
influence the time a lender takes to give you an answer. 
today, many lenders can make a decision in days—or hours.

4) How do you determine which financial product or plan 
is best for my company? Lender experience and expertise 
are instrumental in selecting an appropriate product and 
customizing it to meet your needs. a lender who cannot 
explain to your satisfaction why a particular solution is right 
for you may be influenced by other factors.

5) does it matter where i obtain the equipment? this 
depends on the lender. Finance programs available through 
manufacturers or their dealers often finance only equipment 
made by that manufacturer. other lenders will finance any 
new equipment you choose. 

6) How would you describe your rates? By asking an open-
ended question about rates, you’re inviting the lender’s 
representative to make a case for how the lender charges 
and why. you’re also communicating that you expect more 
than a simple, pat response. 

7) along with the rates your company charges, what fees, 
if any, will i incur? reputable lenders clearly disclose any 
and all fees up front, in writing. 

8) if i finance with you, will i experience any surprises? 
reputable lenders disclose all terms, charges and fees 
in writing that is part of the documents you are asked to 
sign. If you have questions that are not answered in those 
documents, ask your lender representative before signing.

9) once i obtain financing from your company, will 
future transactions be easier and faster? Some finance 
companies offer Master agreements that can be established 
to make future acquisitions simpler. Because a contract and 
relationship are already in place, new financing may be able 
to occur as soon as you select the equipment.

reputable lenders exist to serve you and want your business. 
those that specialize in your industry may be able to build 
custom solutions that meet needs unique to your company. 
When considering a lender, ask questions and listen carefully 
to the answers. and when making a decision, be sure to get 
all terms and conditions in writing. the right lender should 
earn your trust and confidence, as well as your business. 
the right lender is one you’ll want to turn to again when the 
need arises.  fba

Nancy Pistorio is president of Madison Capital, an independent 
financing company founded in 1997 in Owings Mill, Maryland.  Ms. 
Pistorio is active in the Equipment Leasing and Finance Foundation, 
a Washington, D.C.-based organization that provides education 
about equipment financing and perspectives on emerging trends 
relevant to providers of financing and their customers. To connect 
Nancy please email npistorio@madisoncapital.com.
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Pay-per-click (PPC) advertising is an effective, budget-
friendly online marketing tool that can drive more traffic 

to your site and result in increased conversions and revenue. 
But peppering the web with randomly run ad campaigns will 
only waste money and earn nothing but frustration in your 
funeral home marketing endeavors. 

global data generation volumes are up to 2.5 quintillion 
bytes of data daily. (that's a 25 with 30 zeros, if you're 
not sure of the scale.) Consumers simply can't digest all 
the information available to them, even on a specific topic.

It's up to funeral homes to leverage smart ad targeting to 
cut through the noise and present potential solutions to 
consumers wherever they happen to be on the web.

Following, you'll find six targeting tactics that help put your 
PPC ads in front of the right audiences. these targeting 
options are available in google's PPC ad manager, and 
many are also available in third-party ad managers or ad 
platforms for other search engines:

1. targeting search or keywords
targeting ads by search or keywords is popular, especially 
when you want advertisements to appear directly on the 
search engine results pages.

target PPC ads according to search by bidding on keywords 
for your ads. When you win the ad placement, google (or 
another search engine) will display your links and ad copy 
along with organic search results. 

Search targeting is beneficial because your ads show up to 
people who are actively looking for funeral home or death 
care services, increasing the odds that they'll click on your 
link and convert to clientele (or at least sign up for more 
information) once they get to your site.

2. targeting your own content
the research and analysis that goes into strong search 
targeting might be something you don't have the time 
or expertise to execute. While search targeting is highly 

effective, and it pays to learn these things or hire an expert 
to handle them, you also could invest in Dynamic Search 
ads (DSas). Doing so allows the ad network to analyze 
your on-site content, determine which keywords might be 
relevant, and launch appropriate PPC ads. 

other than convenience, the benefits of DSa include:
• The ability to specify pages on your site to be considered 
in the ad analytics, so you can quickly build targeted DSa 
campaigns around certain landing pages or catalog listings

• An increased likelihood of discovering new ad bidding 
opportunities that you may not be leveraging based on your 
own keyword research

3. targeting your intended audience via context
Contextual targeting lets you target intended subsections 
of your audience if you understand their demographics, 
interests, or where they hang out online. Keyword targeting 
is one form of contextual targeting. Here are two methods 
to consider for your funeral home PPC ad campaigns.

• target topics. google lets you choose from a variety of 
topics and have your ads appear on sites in the google 
Display Network that provide content about those categories. 
For example, you might target preplanning ads to topics 
such as "Finance>retirement & Pension" or "People & 
Society>Seniors & retirement." these are actual google ad 
target topics, and individuals interested in this information 
may also be interested in preplanning services.

• target online locations. When advertising via the google 
Display Network, you can provide a list of sites where you 
want your ads to appear. the sites must be part of google's 
ad network, but this option lets you increase the number 
of ads that appear on highly relevant sites or places where 
you've had high click-through or conversion rates before. 
you might consider targeting local news and culture sites 
or industry-specific sites.

4. targeting the intent of consumers
google, Bing, and other ad networks collect data about 
how individuals behave online that let them make data-

6 Targeting options 
for Successful Funeral 

Home ppc Ad campaigns
by WeltoN HoNg

http://www.umwsb.com
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backed assumptions about the intent of consumers. the 
ad networks use these assumptions to sift individuals into 
in-market audiences, which are considered to be actively 
searching for goods or services relevant to a specific 
market. you can choose to target these audiences with 
your PPC ads.

For example, google provides over a dozen in-market 
audiences. While death care is not one of them, funeral 
homes might be able to leverage tangential audiences, 
such as financial services or gifts & occasions, to widen 
their ad reach.

5. targeting audiences that mimic yours
Behavioral data also lets ad networks draw comparisons 
between how your existing audience interacts online and 
the way others behave online. those comparisons identify 
people that are doing the same things as your audience, 
which is an indicator that they might be interested in the 
same goods and services. targeting similar audiences with 
your funeral home PPC ads is a great way to leverage what 
you know to bring in new clientele.

6. retargeting your existing audience
Finally, remember that PPC advertising isn't all about 
seeking out new consumers. you likely already have a 
long list of people who have seen your links and ads and 
clicked on them previously. they might have signed up for a 

newsletter, called for a quote, or even purchased services at 
some point in the past with your funeral home. retargeting 
continues to put your PPC advertisements in front of these 
consumers, so they remember your company when a new 
need for services arises. 

If this all sounds complicated and time-consuming, there 
is some good news:

While strong ad targeting depends on your ability to 
understand your audience, conduct keyword research, and 
analyze ad performance to make constant improvements, 
the ad networks provide easy-to-use tools to make some 
of this happen. google's suite of tools is especially robust 
and does much of the math and analysis for you (if you know 
how to interpret the various graphs and charts). 

on the other hand, you can always hire a professional funeral 
home marketing company to worry about the ad details 
while you work to provide excellent customer service.  fba

Welton Hong is the founder and marketing director of Ring 
Ring Marketing (FuneralHomeProfits.com), which specializes 
in helping funeral homes convert leads from online directly 
to the phone line. Welton also is a speaker at funeral home 
conferences and the author of Making Your Phone Ring with 
Internet Marketing for Funeral Homes. Reach him by email at 
info@ringringmarketing.com or call toll-free at 888.383-2848.
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In the last issue of the  Funeral Business Advisor, we talked 
about stuff.  specifically, we acknowledged that as the 

owner of a funeral home, you’re constantly buying stuff for 
various reasons and among your considerations in choosing 
what stuff to buy are the tax implications.  Will buying this stuff 
lower my taxes?  the answer was (surprise!) “It depends”.  
In our previous article, we dealt with the small stuff; i.e. 
inventory, supplies, furniture, equipment and vehicles.  In 
this issue, we’re going to focus on the big stuff:  real estate.

buying real estate will be one of the largest investments you’ll 
make as a business owner.  even with bank financing, you’ll 
likely need to make a substantial down payment to acquire a 
desired property.  You would think that, having drained your 
bank account to make that big investment, there has to be 
some large tax write-off that goes with it, right?  “WroNG!”  
Despite the big investment required to buy real estate, the 
annual write-off you get from real estate under the tax code 
is small in comparison.  It all has to do with depreciation.  
Let me explain.

Generally under the tax code, property that you use over 
a number of years is not expensed immediately when it is 
purchased.  rather, you deduct the property’s cost over its 
depreciable life.  the property’s depreciable life is determined 
under the tax code, and the annual deduction is called 
depreciation expense.  For example, if you purchase a hearse 
(which has a depreciable life of 5 years) for $60,000, the annual 
deductible depreciation expense is $12,000 ($60,000 ÷ 5 
years). As explained in our previous article, there are provisions 
in the tax code that allow you to immediately expense personal 

property rather than having to depreciate it over several years, 
but those exceptions rarely apply to real estate.  As you’ve 
probably guessed by now, your depreciation deduction 
depends heavily on the depreciable life of the asset and therein 
lies the problem.  Under the tax code, the depreciable life of a 
funeral home building is 39 years!  Furthermore, if you make 
substantial capital improvements to your property, those 
improvements also need to be depreciated over 39 years.   
considering you probably have a 15 or 20 year mortgage, you 
can see that your building will be paid off long before you will 
have completely written it off for your taxes.  so what can you 
do to accelerate the deductible cost of your property?  Here 
are some options.

consider a cost segregation study
one of the key strategies in maximizing and accelerating the 
depreciation deduction for your property is in the allocation 
of its cost.  the cost of a property must first be allocated 
between land and building.  Allocation here is important 
because land cannot be depreciated, so you will receive no 
tax benefit from the land cost until later when the property is 
sold.  so it’s important to be aggressively reasonable when 
allocating a portion of your purchase price to land.
  
once you’ve carved out the cost of the land, what remains 
is the building which, as previously mentioned, must be 
depreciated over 39 years.  However, the tax regulations allow 
you to break out your property into various components which 
can be depreciated over shorter lives, thereby increasing and 
accelerating your depreciation deduction.  to do this, you 
need to have a cost segregation study (css) performed on 
your property.  the css is performed by engineers who will 
examine your property and provide you with a report which 
breaks out the cost of your property into several “asset 
classes” of varying depreciable lives.  the result is that rather 
than having to depreciate the cost of your entire building over 
39 years, portions of it will be depreciated over 5, 7 or 15 
years thereby increasing and accelerating your depreciation 
deductions in the earlier years of ownership.  by way of 
example, a client of mine purchased a property for $2.5m.  by 
having a css performed on the property, my client was able 
to claim additional depreciation expense of approximately 
$330,000 over the first five years the property was owned 
thereby significantly reducing his tax liability during that time.  

Although performing a css on your property sounds like a 
great idea, there are a few considerations to keep in mind.  
First, a properly done css will set you back $5,000 to $7,000 
depending on the property.  As such, it doesn’t make economic 
sense to do a css if the cost allocated to your building is less 
than $800,000.  second, a css only allows you to depreciate 
portions of your building faster.  once your building has reached 
the end of its depreciable life, the total depreciation you will 
have taken on that property will be no different regardless of 
how it was written off.  If you paid $750,000 for your building, 
that’s all you’ll get to depreciate.  the css just allows you 
to write off that $750,000 at a faster rate, and because a 
deduction today is worth more than a deduction five years 
from now, the css could be worth doing.  third, work closely 
with your tax advisor to ensure the accelerated depreciation 
will provide you the intended tax benefits.  there are various 
other provisions within our complicated tax code that can 

BUying STUFF 
cAn BE TAXing - 
THE SAgA conTinUES
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lessen the tax benefits coming out of a css, so best to know 
those before you spend the money on a css.   

repairs vs capital improvements
so you are now the proud owner of a beautiful funeral home.  
For obvious reasons, funeral home owners are well known 
for meticulously maintaining their stuff, especially their 
properties.  but that gets expensive.  Whether all those 
costs are tax deductible depends on what you’re doing to 
the property and as you would expect, the Irs doesn’t make 
that easy.  there are hundreds of pages of regulations which 
deal with this (known as “the repair regs”), but we’ll stick to 
the basics.

First, a repair is deductible immediately while a capital 
improvement needs to be depreciated.  that makes a repair 
more tax advantageous than a capital improvement.  so what’s 
the difference between a repair and a capital improvement?  
It really depends on nature of the “improvement” and here’s 
how it works.  

the tax regulations require you to look at your building as 
a structure with a collection of “systems.”  examples of 
these systems are HVAc, electrical, plumbing, elevator, 
etc.  If you restore or improve a substantial portion of the 
building structure or any of these systems, that will be a 
capital improvement which will need to be depreciated.  If 
it’s not a substantial improvement, then it’s a repair that 
can be expensed immediately.  I know what you’re asking; 
what does “substantial” mean?   the Irs provides no clear 
definition of what substantial means, but the rule of thumb 
appears to be 30% of the repaired property.  For example, 
your funeral home has thirty windows.  You replace four 
windows.  since four windows comprise less than 30% of 
all your windows, you would treat the window replacement 
as a repair.  but suppose you replace 20 windows.  You’ve 
now replaced 66% of your windows, so the replacement 
cost would be a capital improvement which would need to 
be depreciated over 39 years.

What do we learn from this?  For one thing, proper planning 
and timing of your building repairs can significantly affect your 
ability to expense the repair, so plan ahead. spread projects 
out over time so you fall below the 30% repair threshold.  
secondly, talk to your tax advisor when contemplating large 
repair or improvement projects.  they can work with you to 
maximize possible write-offs associated with such projects.  
Finally, ensure your contractor will provide you detailed 
billing statements for your repair project so as to maximize 
possible write-offs.    

Partial asset dispositions
so you’ve concluded that your project is indeed a capital 
improvement and you are now stuck depreciating it over the 
next 39 years.  However, all hope may not be lost.  there is 
another opportunity to possibly get a substantial write-off 
associated with a large improvement project.  However, it 
applies only to a refurbishment or improvement of a currently 
existing property; it does not apply to a building addition or 
expansion.  In tax jargon it’s called a “partial asset disposition” 
and it’s a relatively new option under the tax code.  Here’s 
how it works.

suppose you decide to renovate the inside of your funeral 
home to expand viewing rooms, add bathrooms, etc.  You 
are not expanding your facility, you are simply renovating the 
current structure.  obviously, such a large project is a capital 
improvement that must be depreciated.  However, what about 
the structures and systems that you have removed from the 
building?  When you purchased the building, you paid for 
all those former walls, flooring, electrical systems and other 
portions of the building.  Granted you were depreciating 
them along with the rest of your building, but they no longer 
exist.  seems unfair that you would be forced to continue 
depreciating something that no longer exists, doesn’t it?  
Furthermore, you should be able to write off the remaining 
undepreciated portion of the building that has been replaced 
by the renovation.  that’s exactly what you can do through a 
partial asset disposition (pAD).  

A pAD allows you to write off the undepreciated portion 
of property that has been replaced through a renovation 
or refurbishment.  the amount of the write off will depend 
on the age and cost of your property.  It is unlikely that 
the write-off will equal the cost of the renovation, but it 
could be substantial nonetheless and is certainly worth 
investigating.   Finally, demolition costs can be expensed 
immediately, so be sure your contractor bills you separately 
for demolition. 

section 179 election
In our previous article on the tax treatment of stuff (see 
July/August edition of Funeral business Advisor) we talked 
about the section 179 election.  this provision of the tax 
code allows you to immediately expense the entire cost of 
property that would otherwise need to be depreciated.  It 
normally doesn’t apply to real estate.  However, the recent 
tax law changes expanded sec 179 to allow the immediate 
write-off of certain real estate improvements such as roofs, 
HVAc property, security systems, etc.  It’s important to 
remember that sec 179 cannot be used for rental activities.  
so if you own your building in a separate entity and rent it to 
your funeral home business, you may not be able to claim 
an immediate write-off using sec 179.  It’s worth discussing 
this with your tax advisor.

of all the stuff you will ever buy, it’s likely that real estate will 
be your biggest investment.  How profitable it may be depends 
on many factors including the tax benefits or ramifications 
of owning real estate.  As with all investment decisions, 
knowledge is power so be smart and always speak with your 
tax advisor before you invest in real estate.  fba

This article is meant to provide general information and should 
not be construed as legal or tax advice or opinion and is not a 
substitute advice of counsel, CPAs or other professionals.  

Raymond L. Bald, CPA, CFE is a funeral home tax accountant 
and consultant with Cummings, Lamont & McNamee, PLLC.  He 
can be reached at 603-772-3460, or  at rbald@clmcpa.com.

Ronald H. Cooper, CPA is a funeral home accountant and 
consultant with Ronald Cooper, CPA, PLLC. He can be reached 
at 603-671-8007, or at ron@funeralhomeaccounting.com.
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If you think you might buy, sell, or pass your funeral 
business on to the next generation within the next 7 years, 

it’s time to start planning now!

Without a plan, you could face several challenges, including 
a lower sale price, a difficult transition to new ownership, 
staff turnover, and even the loss of your family’s legacy in 
the community.

In my time as a funeral home financing expert, I’ve assisted 
clients with the sale and acquisition of funeral home 
businesses, as well as refinances, additions/renovations, 
and buyouts (partner and generational). I can tell you from 
experience that sellers who develop and follow a good 
succession plan are able to pave the way for a smooth 
transition and, in a good number of cases, increase the value 
of their businesses. these funeral professionals are then 
able to go into retirement with confidence, knowing that 
they have successfully “passed the torch” to the new owner.

So, if you are nearing retirement or looking to sell your 
funeral home business in the near future, you may be 
wondering, “How do I start my succession plan?”

1. the first thing to consider is timing. It is never too early 
to develop a succession plan. there are steps that a funeral 
home owner can take, at any point, to prepare for the future. 
as a good rule-of-thumb, I recommend that the business 
owner begin seriously planning for succession at least 7 
years from the owner’s targeted retirement date.  this will 
allow plenty of time to execute steps to plan the succession, 
as well as maximize the value of the business.

2. second, consider your options for choosing a buyer. a 
successful funeral home owner has built a high level of trust 
within their community.  great reputations and track records 
are not established overnight; it takes years of first-class 
service and a strong sense of investment in the community.  
as an owner considering “passing the torch,” it is important 
to identify a buyer who is equipped to continue the tradition 
of the funeral home. Potential buyers may include family 
members working in the business, long-term employees, 
other funeral directors or funeral home owners in the area, 
or a reputable regional consolidator. 

3. Next, start growing the value of the business. Funeral 
homes are valued based on the cash flow that the business 
generates.  as a business owner looking to sell, it is important 
to begin maximizing the efficiency and performance of 
the funeral home as an organization. to do this, consider 
expanding your preneed program, streamlining processes 
with upgraded funeral home technology, and looking into 
solid training for your staff on both the at-need and preneed 
side. as you probably know, families are changing and their 
needs are evolving, and as such, the funeral home staff 
needs to be able to adapt and adjust in order to provide 
families with the type of service they are looking for. as you 
can imagine, a solid track record of increasing call volume 
and a solid book of preneed business only serves to enhance 
the value of the funeral home.

4. finally, create a plan that honors the legacy you have 
built over a lifetime. We have all seen instances where a 
funeral home that had been beautifully managed for 50, 
60, or 100 years is sold to an individual or organization 
that mishandles the trust and legacy that has been built 
over generations. However, with good planning, you can 
find a buyer you trust to carry on your family’s legacy and 
provide the community ample time to grow accustomed to 
the transition.

every single funeral home sale presents a unique situation, 
so the things that worked for one funeral home owner may 
not work for you. that is why planning is so crucial. My final 
piece of advice? Don’t do this alone. Work with an expert 
you trust who will help guide you through the process of 
succession planning because with a funeral home, there’s 
more at stake than just a typical sale. the entire community 
is watching and wondering if they can trust a new owner/
operator to care for their loved ones just as you did for so 
long. Don’t let them down!  fba

Jason Gazaille serves as Vice President of Finance for Funeral 
Directors Life Insurance Company. Since joining the company 
in 2015, Jason has expanded his department services to 
include not only funeral home lending, but also a consulting 
services division – Directors Business Solutions – which 
offers accounting, payroll, and valuation services. Jason was 
instrumental in launching Directors Business Solutions, which 
helps funeral home owners streamline their financial processes 
and gain greater insight into their business through accurate and 
timely reporting. Jason is a graduate of McMurry University with 
a BBA in Marketing. To connect with Jason, call 800-692-9515.
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there are many options for funeral continuing education 
(Ce) providers and each state has different Ce 

requirements. When choosing a continuing education 
company, it is important to take many factors into 
consideration. every professional’s worst nightmare is 
missing their completion deadline, completing too many or 
too few credit hours, or taking the wrong courses altogether. 
Here are some important things to look for when completing 
your Ce and choosing a continuing education company to 
avoid making mistakes:

required Hours 
one of the first steps to beginning your continuing education 
is understanding how many hours you need to take to 
fulfill your Ce requirements. one way you can do this is 
by speaking with a representative at your state board or 
searching on the state board’s website. alternatively, most 
Ce providers give this information and often times this is an 
indicator of a knowledgeable and up-to-date Ce provider. 
Some education providers may offer bundles or packages to 
fulfill your Ce requirements and save you money. While these 
bundles and packages make for convenient ordering, be sure 
to check that they fulfill all of your credit hour requirements 
and any state-specific requirements like ethics.  

course content 
Completing your continuing education hours isn’t just about 
checking off a box. the purpose of Ce is to keep you up to 
date with industry standards and serve as a refresher for 
skills you can use to help your daily job functions. a good 
continuing education company will have a variety of courses 
you can take to enrich and grow your career. 

Some states require hours in specific subjects like ethics, 
law, or oSHa.  Before purchasing your continuing education 
courses, make sure the provider has approved, state-
specific content for your state. this might include looking 
for a state provider number on their website or catalog.

delivery method 
Not all courses are created the same way. there are 
different types of courses including text-based, interactive, 

audio, classroom-equivalent, and webinar. Some states 
have course-type specific requirements. even without 
requirements, you may have a preference of which medium 
you like.

When choosing a Ce provider, check to see if your state 
requires a specific type of course delivery. the type, of 
course, should be easily identifiable on their website. If 
you have any questions about what is required, you should 
contact their support services. 
 
reporting & support 
at any time, you may need to call support services with 
questions about courses or requirements. When a Ce 
provider’s support services team is in-house, it generally 
means they will be more available. In-house training for 
a support services team lends itself to expert knowledge 
about the company and its products. a support services 
team should also be friendly, kind, and ready to help.

after you are finished with your courses, you will want to 
confirm how your Ce credits will be reported to the state. 
Some Ce providers will actually report your completions 
for you to ensure your courses are reported accurately 
and on time. Having your provider report your courses for 
you will take one less thing off your plate and is a service 
they provide as your trusted source. othertimes you may 
need to report the credits to your state board when you 
send in your renewal paperwork. It will be important to 
check your Ce provider’s listed requirements or your state 
board’s website.  

Choosing a Ce provider can seem like a daunting task, but 
with this checklist of items, you can be sure to find the right 
fit for your career. the main takeaway is to find a provider 
that will work with you and has your career path in mind.  fba 

Ann Heinz is an attorney and product line manager for 
FuneralCE, a service of WebCE, Inc. She manages FuneralCE’s 
state-approved continuing education course catalog for funeral 
professionals nationwide. To connect with Ann, email her at 
ann.heinz@webce.com or give her a call at 972.616.1079.

How To 
choose a continuing 
Education provider

by aNN HeiNz

Join in the Celebration

Jennifer Kaset 
National Account Manager

Kenn Peterson 
Vice President, National Sales – Preneed

American Enterprise Group, Inc. and Great Western Insurance Company are 
pleased to announce the hiring of Kenn Peterson and Jennifer Kaset.

With a combined experience of 47 years, these two leading professionals are committed to the 
Preneed industry. Kenn and Jennifer will use their strong leadership skills to build important 
relationships with our Preneed distribution partners. Contact us today to learn more about our 
excellent commissions and how you can partner with Great Western Insurance Company. 
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Contact us: www.gwic.com 866-689-1401

FOR AGENT USE ONLY; NOT FOR CONSUMER SOLICITATION | Our A- (Excellent) rating (April 2019) is the fourth highest of 15 possible ratings given by 
AM Best Company. As an independent non-government company, AM Best does not recommend products or services but does provide independent 
opinions of a company’s overall financial strength. Plans may not be available in all states. GWIC® is a registered trademark owned and licensed by 
Great Western Insurance Company. © 2019 Great Western Insurance Company

Preneed Perfected

43 114 5090 0819 US
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What drew you to the industry? did you always want to be a 
funeral director?
the possibility of becoming a funeral director truly inspired me 
when my father passed away. the opportunity to personally 
impact people's lives during a difficult time was my motive to 
pursue a career in funeral service.  Historically, funeral directing 
has been a family business passed through generations. 
However, I’ve learned that many directors appreciate the 
value of their jobs from childhood experiences. they witness 
firsthand the benefit of an effective and caring funeral director 
when they experience a loss of a loved one themselves.

What is your favorite part about working in this industry?
the people that I work with. It’s as simple as that. our extended 
family at mission park is made up of wonderful people who 
bring an incredible amount of professionalism and dedication 
to the work of assisting and serving families when they need it 
most.  Working with them and learning from them has been a 
real pleasure and honor for me.

Funeral Business Advisor sat down with Kristin Tips,  
funeral director and owner of  Mission Park Funeral 
Chapels & Cemeteries in San Antonio, Texas to learn 
more about her career, experience in the funeral 
industry, and what makes Mission Park so unique. 

Kristin Tips

FUnERAl diREcToR SpoTligHT

What makes your firm unique and stand out from others?
many things are unique about us! We are vertically 
integrated with multiple funeral homes, crematories, 
cemeteries, vault shop and granite memorial company, 
hotel and a preneed insurance company.  All to better 
serve families in their time of need with one call.     

even our boutique hotel is something that makes us 
unique. It helps our families immensely when they have 
out of town friends and family attending a service at 
mission park. since we own the hotel, we make sure to 
always have rooms reserved for the mission park families 
we serve as a spare bedroom.  the Fairmount Hotel is in 
beautiful downtown san Antonio and it is in the Guinness 
book of World records for being the largest structure 
ever moved on wheels. Hotels and funeral homes have so 
much in common from service to being open 24/7/365.  
everything that we do and every acquisition we consider 
helps us fulfill our core mission - which is all about serving 
our community. 

How are you involved in the community?
my husband, robert D. “Dick” tips and I are both very involved 
in our community because we feel so connected to our city, to 
our neighbors and to the families who are touched by mission 
park. I’m honored to be appointed by texas Gov. Greg Abbott 
as commissioner and confirmed by the texas state senate 
in spring of 2019 for a six-year term to oversee statewide 
activities of the texas Funeral service commission.

this is a real honor and the position gives me an opportunity 
to help shape the future of funeral service in texas. I also 

serve as trustee for the texas biomedical research to help 
find cures for infectious diseases. I serve as trustee for the 
World Affairs council of san Antonio. I am on the board 
of directors for the ecumenical center for mental Health, 
which offers free mental health care and grief counseling 
for our community. the center also does a great deal of work 
with our veterans to make sure they get the help they need 
upon returning from their tour of duty. this is particularly 
important in san Antonio where we have so many members 
of the armed forces living in our community.

outside of that, we are very involved with numerous 
children’s charities of san Antonio, the local police, sheriff 
and Fire Departments, the Future Farmers of America and 
actively supporting scholarship efforts for the youth of our 
community. 

With everything you are involved in what are you most proud 
of in your career? What has brought you the most pride?
the opportunity to build an organization and serve our 
community. I’d say what I’m doing right now as commissioner of 
the texas Funeral service commission and a Funeral Director. 
Funeral service touches the life of everyone. that’s really the 
greatest opportunity for service that I’ve ever had in my life.

looking forward to the future, what are you most excited 
about? 
beyond being a multi-generational family owned funeral 
company founded in 1907, mission park is poised and has 
a vision for the future of the company that includes the 
construction of all new “Life centers” to serve the needs of 
the san Antonio community. these “Life centers” take the 
concept of funeral homes to all new heights.  they integrate 
multiple funeral chapels, expansive visitation suites with 
private restrooms and kitchens, including fully outfitted 
reception facilities. 

they also have a complete selection room with more than 25 
full size caskets on display, comfortable arrangement offices 
with large windows and natural lighting and a team of funeral 
directors and family service counselors all under one roof. 
We are creating the same atmosphere and support you would 
get in a luxury hotel experience when it comes to concierge 
service. We are reinventing the concept of what a funeral home 
should be. so, for that reason we are not even calling them 
funeral homes, we are calling them Life centers - because we 
“celebrate life”.

How would you define excellent customer service?
I believe excellent customer service means going above 
and beyond, treating our families with compassion and 
care. It entails having a thorough knowledge of the services 
we provide in order to assist our families in making the best 
decision for them. I have worked with many families over 
the years who appreciate and find true value with the advice 
and guidance they that we provide and by answering their 
questions efficiently and following up with all requests.

do you have any advice for other funeral directors, especially 
those who are just now entering the funeral profession?
Yes, never lose sight of why we choose this occupation. 
remind yourself of this often. Never give up, even if times 
get though and always do what is right.  someone once told 
me, “We are sitting in the shade today because someone else 
planted a tree a long time ago.”   fba

kristiN at Her desk at missioN Park  kristiN & Her HusbaNd dick duriNg coNstructioN 



Who is mid-states recycling & refining and what service 
do you provide?

mid-states recycling & refining (msrr) is an epA-
permitted precious metal recycler with a 19,000-square-
foot facility located near chicago in Des plaines, IL. 
stemming from the simmons refining company - 
which at the time was the largest privately owned U.s.-
based precious metal refinery - we’ve been a family-
owned business in operation since 1982. In addition to 
crematories, we provide recycling and refining services to 
several industries ranging from pawn and jewelry to dental 
and technology. msrr is one of the largest precious metal 
recyclers in the nation. We provide several refiners with 
the volume of gold, silver, platinum and palladium that 
they need to fabricate countless industrial and investment 
bullion products used the world over.

How did mid-states recycling get involved in the funeral 
profession?

We only work with businesses and brokers, not the general 
public. because of our size and reputation, we were 
processing the metal for many of the popular companies 
offering recycling services to crematories. We saw first-
hand how this area was growing and decided to look into 
working directly with the crematories.

What we found was a great deal of confusion and a lack 
of transparency associated with post-cremation metal 
recycling, so in 2016 we decided to market our services 
directly to crematories. 

What makes mid-states recycling unique?

our mission has always been to earn and maintain loyal 
relationships by making our clients comfortable and sharing 
our knowledge. since our inception, we have always offered 
an open door policy to current and prospective clients 
so they can see first-hand every step involved in proper 
recycling; particularly that of high-value metals. 

We realize it’s not always practical to come in to the plant, 
so we offer our clients a sample from every melt we do. this 
allows them to fact check our assay reporting. When we 

mid-states recycling & refining 
847-298-0010 | www.cremationrecycling.com

started servicing crematories directly in 2016, we were not 
aware of any recycler providing these options.

What are the benefits to funeral homes/crematories using 
your service?

We recover the most value for crematories metal. We don’t offer 
rewards programs because we feel they muddle what should 
be a very straightforward transaction. As a result, we offer 
our clients the ability to use the return however they like. We 
have found a lot of our clients opt to contribute to their favorite 
charity and we proudly take on the duty of making sure those 
charities get the largest donation possible. In addition, when 
funeral homes choose to donate to the NFDA’s Funeral service 
Foundation or IccFA’s educational Foundation, we reduce our 
rate so more money goes to these profession-specific causes.

How does mid-states recycling provide solutions to 
crematories?

there are two areas in which msrr provides the most support 
to our clients. the first is helping with epA compliance 
through proper recycling practices. because we are an epA-
permitted recycler, we help our crematory clients avoid 
environmental liability.

the second area is helping our clients to recover the most 
small pieces of metal from the cremated remains. this is an 
arduous task if an operator is doing it solely by hand and eye, or 
by using a magnet. A separating processor is recommended 
for every crematory. this type of processor screen filters the 
small pieces of metal (screws and staples included) that 
would otherwise end up in the urn, thus producing much 
finer cremated remains. making this recommendation to our 
clients has helped them tremendously.

 How would a funeral home contact mid-states recycling 
for more information?

our website has numerous articles that have been 
published, past blogs, several testimonials, and a 6-minute 
video showing the whole recycling process. You can also 
order a free drum for metal collection there. Visit www.
cremationrecycling.com or call 847-298-0010 with any 
questions or to schedule a visit.  fba

company SpoTligHT Bringing Transparency to Recycling

THURSDAY AFTER THE 2019 NFDA CONVENTION FOR A 
TOUR OF OUR CREMATION METAL RECYCLING FACILITY.
Sign up for a free tour at www.cremationrecycling.com/nfdatour

Visit us at the NFDA Booth # 446

J� n us f�  the T� r!

Your Crematory’s 
Trusted Partner

Trust Mid-States for the collection-to-recycling
of your post cremation metals. 

All Under
One Roof

Our complete in-house services provide your crematory 
with the most comprehensive advantages.

Complete 
Transparency

Our Open Door Policy allows you to view the smelting 
and analysis of your scrap metals.
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guided by nationwide consumer research over many years, 
Starmark Cremation Product’s design team continuously 

focuses on improving cremation product and revenue results 
for funeral directors. If funeral directors cannot thrive in the 
USa with the rate of cremation over 75%, then Starmark 
and many other suppliers may not survive either.  So we at 
Starmark have a keen interest in mutual success.

there is a common and pervasive misperception in the 
funeral industry that is routinely perpetuated by large 
casket manufacturers, distributors and sales people.  
We are told that funeral directors, with the aid of just the 
right training and key words, can move a family up from a 
cremation service priced at the lowest level to a cremation 
service priced very much like a burial service. evidence 
shows this perception is not universally true.  

We cannot say it strongly enough… this perception is 
not true!  Families cannot be sold up from a lowest level 
cremation service to a cremation priced similarly to a burial 
service simply by means of correct training or key words.   
after completing over 24 nationwide cremation consumer 
surveys over the past 15 years, the results prove that most 
cremation families do not think a container for the body is 
required for cremation.  Many cremation families believe the 
body is simply cremated without considering issues related 
to body handling such as storage, transportation, safely 
loading the retort, durable leak-resistant containers, and 
positive identification. Most also have no definite plans for 
an ash urn or its final disposition. even though we are told 
by large casket manufacturers/distributors that consumers 
should be shown a cremation selection room and/or photo 
display that include only crematable caskets, evidence 
illustrates that cremation choosing families are almost 
always repelled by this practice.  as a rule, families believe 
a casket is generally only required for a burial and not at all 
for a cremation.    

What is the new reality now? In the year 2019, there will be 
approximately 1,500,000 bodies cremated in the USa. of 

these cremations, our research indicates that approximately 
80% will be direct (low revenue) cremations. thankfully, 
our research also indicates that approximately 40% (about 
480,000) of these direct cremation families will host a 
memorial service offered by funeral directors or arranged 
on their own.  approximately 6.6% of all cremations (about 
100,000) will include the use of a metal or wood ceremonial 
rental casket.  the research also shows that the percentage 
of services including ceremonial rental caskets is much 
higher when they are modestly priced especially when 
merchandised with more than one selection available. 
Finally, our research also shows that about 200,000 
cremations include some type of modestly upgraded 
viewing container such as a cloth-covered casket, slumber 
bed, shroud or an alternative product such as a Coverlet, 
transporter, or Harmony. very few solid hardwood 
caskets are used for cremation. When comparing revenues 
generated by any of the above “witnessed” cremations, in 
almost all cases the approximate 100,000 ceremonial rental 
caskets used produce significantly higher net revenue and 
profit per use. Ceremonial rental caskets are also shown to 
better satisfy full service family viewing expectations over 
any of the other options and can restore net revenue to near 
that of a burial service.  

research demonstrates the changes a funeral home can 
make to its two cremation offering categories in order 
to dramatically improve its funeral home cremation 
revenue. the first and largest category (80% of all USa 
cremations, or 1.2 million in 2019) include all products 
in the ‘Basic’ Cremation category, which may include 
some kind of upgraded service level and prices for any 
basic cremations. these upgrades include private next 
of kin/family time with the deceased that also provide 
for viewing, witnessing and positive identification 
improving the opportunity to market any number of 
memorial service offerings. the second category (20% 
or 300,000 cremations in 2019) include all modestly 
priced ceremonial rental caskets allowing for any level 
of viewing up to a full service with the body present.  

research proves that with cremation the perception of good, 
better and best is viewed by families much differently than 
with burial caskets. therefore, for any Basic Cremation 
offering as previously mentioned, consider offering families 
any basic viewing/identification/witnessing container as the 
“good” selection, a ceremonial rental casket as the “better” 
selection, and a hardwood casket as the ‘best’ selection.  

While this information will seem quite radical to many, 
Starmark assures the industry that these facts are based on 
national sales data confirmed with numerous nationwide 
cremation consumer surveys and combined with nearly 
three decades of trial and error on product developments.  
Some solutions worked and continue to work very well 
even while many others flopped. the best evidence of new 
products working is when sales match up closely to the 
earlier market research. the biggest winners include low 
cost cremation boxes, transporters, Coverlets and the new 
Preview (a reusable alternative cremation container viewer 
for positive identification) and lower priced ceremonial 
rental caskets. Losers include numerous casket-like 
products priced too highly above any of the products 
recommended above for the Basic Cremation category.  
these mushy middle “almost a real casket” products 
include most cloth covered, hardboard and paper foiled 
veneer cremation caskets. the losers do little to nothing 
to improve basic cremation revenue at the bottom end and 
produce lower net product profit margins with full services.  
another common complaint by funeral directors is that 
families are selecting these often lower priced mushy 
middle products for burial. 

We illustrate the revenue potential between the use of a 
Basic viewing or witnessing service container as opposed to 
a ceremonial rental casket as follows.  assume the funeral 
home invests $1,500 for a ceremonial rental casket and 
uses it 20 times.  If a funeral home purchases a cloth covered 
cremation casket for $400 and sells it to families at $800, 
its net product profit margin would be $400.  However, if 
the same funeral home offers the use of a ceremonial rental 
casket for services for the same $800 (a price consumer 
research finds reasonable) and the replacement insert 
costs $150 then its net product profit margin is now at least 
$650.  But it gets better. research proves that families will 
choose the ceremonial rental casket over the cloth covered 
casket (and less often buy down when not given the choice 
of a ceremonial rental casket in the first place).  and best 
of all, the ceremonial rental casket will be much more 
acceptable for full services open to the public so opening 
the door for the family to choose more. Both families and 
funeral directors win with a ceremonial rental casket.  and 
finally, as a bonus, there is always a good profit with the 
final sale of the ceremonial rental casket.

But what does modestly pricing your ceremonial rental 
caskets mean? It means not mistakenly pricing any 
ceremonial rental casket too high.

to improve full service cremation revenue it is more about 
generating higher volumes of full service revenues than it 
is about ceremonial rental casket revenues.  our surveys 

clearly indicate lower prices for the temporary use of a 
ceremonial rental casket to families will generate higher 
volumes of full services and associated revenues.  Perhaps 
this is a difficult pill to swallow for casket-minded folks 
to wrap their heads around but think of the last time you 
may have rented a car. What did it cost to use a car for a 
few days? It was not likely anything close to the $1,000 
or more that many funeral homes charge for the use of a 
ceremonial rental casket.  Some funeral directors indicate 
they charge a high price for the ceremonial rental casket 
because it is occasionally transferred to a local church 
where the possibility of damage is increased. Better to 
simply charge less for the ceremonial rental casket and use 
it more frequently and then also charge extra to relocate the 
casket to a church or other location.  Starmark’s nationwide 
cremation consumer surveys clearly indicate that the lower 
the price used for ceremonial rental casket, the higher the 
frequency of families selecting full services.  We can keep 
in mind that full service fees generate much higher profit 
margins than an over-priced and therefore infrequently 
selected ceremonial rental casket. 

In addition to offering a selection of good , better and best 
cremation containers/caskets, funeral homes will do even 
better to satisfy families and boost revenue by offering a 
good, better and best selection of basic cremation packages 
and a good, better and best selection of full service 
packages.  three offerings for each is proven to work: three 
basic viewing/witnessing/identification containers for the 
basic or ”good” cremation offering (such as the Preview, 
Coverlet and transporter), and three full service packages 
for the better and best offerings (one value priced ‘good’ 
poplar hardwood ceremonial rental casket, one ‘better’ 
oak hardwood ceremonial rental casket, and one ‘best’ 
any cremation friendly wood casket).  If on the other hand 
a funeral home only offers one selection of ceremonial 
rental caskets then it ought to offer two cremation friendly 
hardwood caskets higher than the ceremonial rental casket 
and likewise if it offers a selection of two or more ceremonial 
rental caskets then it ought to also offer one cremation 
friendly hardwood priced above them.  also keep in mind 
that most burial hardwood caskets also marketed to work for 
cremation ought to include a wooden bed platform so as to 
cremate safely. the great news is that many families when 
offered any selection of three products or services will most 
often select the middle or “better” choices (the middle choice 
usually the more comfortable choice than the top or bottom).

We love funeral service and want to do all we can to help 
funeral directors thrive.  Starmark Cremation Products will 
continue to invest in research and development in order 
to design and make great cremation products with the 
mission to help funeral directors succeed and better serve 
cremation choosing families.  fba

arie elder, starmark cremation Products

arie k. elder / arie is a sales and marketing manager for 
starmark cremation Products and can be reached by 
phone at (888) 366-7335 extension 217 or by email at 
arie.elder@starmarkcp.com.

tHe  crematioN  mercHaNdisiNg  coNuNdrum 
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“Only by studying how perceptions are formed in the mind and focusing your marketing programs 
on those perceptions can you overcome your basically incorrect marketing instincts.” 

- al ries and Jack trout, The 22 Immutable Laws of Marketing.



Who is loveurns® and what product and services do they 
provide? 

LoveUrns® specializes in hand-crafted high quality cremation 
urns and memorial products. A leader in the industry, 
LoveUrns® is proud to offer an unparalleled selection 
of cremation urns and cremation jewelry. our products 
are beautiful, made with lot of love and care. LoveUrrns® 
are distributed through major distributors in the funeral 
industry world-wide who demand the highest quality. our 
commitment is timely delivery of quality merchandise.

How did loveurns® get involved in the funeral industry?

We were working with top designers and retail chains in the 
accent furniture and home decor business as a manufacturer. 
that’s when we chanced upon this business back in 2007. 

What makes loveurns® unique? 

our Usp is that we have High Quality cremation Urns & 
memorial products at affordable prices. 

We offer an unparalleled selection of cremation urns and 
cremation jewelry. our choices are beautiful, made with care, 
popular with today’s families, and, whenever possible, often 
options for personalization. 

Last but not the least, we have a friendly, caring customer 
service team that is available 24x7 for the customers.

What are the benefits to funeral homes working with 
loveurns® and using their products?

Funeral Directors find it is easier to sell LoveUrns® because 
we have good quality urns in a vast range of themes, colors 
and sizes.they love selling our products because of higher 
profit margins they get on selling LoveUrns®.

Funeral Directors further increase their revenue by cross 
selling LoveUrns® products. When a family chooses an 
urn, it becomes easier to cross sell matching/related 
products to them and LoveUrns® carries a lot of matching-
complementing products from Heart Keepsakes to tealight 
Urns to cremation Jewelry. 

It offers Funeral Directors an easy opportunity to cross-sell 
and increase revenue while offering families a wider range of 
choices at the same time.

How does loveurns® provide a solution for funeral homes? 

our team has a shared commitment to being as helpful as 
possible. to us, being helpful means: an easy to use website, 
urns that we would recommend to our family members and 
friends, lots of images and information about every product, 
quick tips and guides.

We have attractive and effective marketing materials which 
Funeral Homes love!

We have a theme based line of products. We have everything 
from birds & butterflies to flowers & leaves to ocean & water 
to hearts, tear-drops, classics and patriotic themes in various 
colors, textures and finishes which gives a complete range to 
funeral homes to offer to their families.

How would a funeral home contact loveurns® for more 
information?

Funeral Homes can contact us by 
email: mail@LoveUrns.com, fax: 888-912-7860, 
or phone: 888-910-7860.

or, alternatively, they can their local distributor for supplies 
of LoveUrns®. most of all the Funeral supply distributors and 
suppliers carry our products. 

We sell LoveUrns® only through the existing distribution 
channels. We do greatly  encourage queries from funeral 
homes and crematoriums, and happily provide catalogs 
with  complete sales support, but all our sales go through 
distributors only.   fba

company SpoTligHT
loveurns

mail@LoveUrns.com 
Fax: 888-912-7860  
ph: 888-910-7860

L o v e U r n s . c o m

Tree of Love™
Brass Cremation Urns

925 Silver Ashes Jewelry

2019 NFDA International 
Convention & Expo

October 27-30  |  Chicago, IL
Booth #1266Available January 2020
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How did thacker caskets get started? Where does the story 
begin?

thacker caskets got started in 1939 under the original name 
old Dominion casket company. my grandfather, carl c. 
thacker, was the one who started the business and it was 
located in Washington Dc. He was a casket distributor in the 
area when he first met my grandmother. she lived in a small 
town near scranton, pennsylvania and worked at a casket 
manufacturer, casket shells, Inc. He purchased his products 
from this manufacturer, and this is how they got to know each 
other, eventually got married, and that’s where it all began. 

What makes thacker caskets unique?

What makes us unique is that we are family-owned and 
operated, just like the funeral homes we serve, but we have 
all the bells and whistles that large companies offer. We offer 
many great solutions including our digital presentation web-
based software called iArrange™; our interchangeable casket 
interior program called tailored Designs™; a loyalty program 
called thacker rewards which allows a funeral home to build 
up points through purchases and redeem the points for free 
items; we have also fully embraced cremation patenting the 
remembrance Line cremation metal rental casket. 

We are the perfect blend of a local, hometown feel where you 
will talk to a thacker in working with us, yet we offer many 
services that keep us on par with the large companies. We 
bring our funeral homes the best of both worlds.

How do you set personal goals for yourself?

the most important aspect of setting personal goals for myself 
is to look back at where I have been, then go onto analyzing   

Funeral 
profess i onal 

Spotl ight
Danielle thacker

 
vP of Sales & Marketing

thacker Caskets

PHoto By: BeLINDa PratHer 

ACQUISITION  |  EXPANSION  |  INVENTORY CONSTRUCTION  |  REFINANCE  |  WORKING CAPITAL

Our funeral home and cemetery lending specialists are ready 
to guide you through financing your legacy.

Explore your options at:
liveoakbank.com/financing

Stop by

http://www.liveoakbank.com/financing
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where I want to be. From there, set smaller, intermediary goals 
that will get me to my overall objective. the same goes for the 
company - when we sit down as a team to discuss what is next, 
we always start by looking back and analyzing the how we got 
to where we are, what worked and didn’t work and how we can 
get there quicker by referring back to our previous experiences.

looking forward to the future, what are you most excited 
about?

I think there is tremendous opportunity that lies ahead. the 
funeral industry is rapidly changing and evolving faster than 
it ever has in the past. the reason why this is happening 
is because funeral homes are being forced to change as 
consumer demands change. this change presents us with 
wonderful opportunity. In the past, people have kept loyal to 
their business partners just for the sake of loyalty. However, 
with all the recent change, people are now making decisions 
that are good for their business. that is good for us and the 
industry as a whole. We are seeing more innovation than ever 
before, and I am overly excited at being a part of the future of 
the funeral industry.

Whether in your personal life or your career, what brings 
you the most pride?

I am most proud when I look back at something that has 
happened in my life, either personally or professionally, and 
can rest easy that I made the right decision from an honest 

and ethical standpoint. then what makes me even more 
proud, is when you see other people around you making good, 
ethical decisions too. Whether it is a driver, a manufacturing 
person, a sales person or a customer service person within 
our organization making the same type of ethical and honest 
decisions – you know you are leading by example and your 
message is getting through. 

From a personal standpoint, I have three young girls that I 
am doing my best to raise them in the same manner. they 
will need to find the balance between being bold and brazen, 
but also honest and truthful to survive the times ahead of us. 
Watching their personalities start to show their brave and 
courageous sides, but also their caring and nurturing sides is 
really rewarding.

What is the biggest factor in your success?

trust is a big factor in the success of where we are at today. We 
have to understand, recognize and never lose sight of the trust 
our customers place within me and our company in general. to 
be successful, I have to appreciate the trust they have. they trust 
us on everything from a new merchandising program to making 
sure we get their casket delivered on time. bottom line is that 
if they didn’t trust us, they wouldn’t be our customers. building 
this trust forms those long-lasting relationships that are easy to 
maintain and become fun! We truly care about our customers, 
and we have made many great friends along the way.

When and why did you decide to start your blog, funeralgal?

I think it was 2015 when I first started by blog. I decided to 
start it because when I was talking to a funeral director, he 
mentioned to me that he had only ever walked into seven other 
funeral homes that weren’t his own. He told me that it was 
hard for him to discover better ways of doing things because 
he was just unaware of what others were doing and that he 
relied on reading articles, heading to a convention, or getting 
information from his sales reps. 

this really got me thinking about how I go to over 1,000 
different funeral homes in just one year. At the end of the day, 
I started to think about a medium in which I could take all the 
best ideas I had seen and compile them into one place and 
then easily broadcast themin a way that was easily accessible 
– and that’s what started the blog.

the goal of FuneralGal is to create a free resource for funeral 
directors to better their own businesses. Luckily for me, I 
also really enjoy the process of maintaining the blog. It was 
something that I started all on my own and I have certainly 
made so many new connections because of it. the blog has 
helped me develop a secondary network of people I maybe 
would not have met if not for the blog. 

What are some of your favorite ways to spend your free 
time?

I have three young girls who are 6, 2, and 6 months, so I am 
usually chasing them around - which is a lot of fun. beyond 
that, I really love water sports including wakesurfing, 
wakeboarding and waterskiing. In the last couple of years, we 
have gotten into crabbing using trot lines on the cheseapeake 
bay – like a true marylander. my husband and I are both pretty 
high energy and love to be outdoors and staying active.  fba

continued from page 70

Families who make informed choices on burial vaults and 
services are more satisfied with their decisions.

That means they are more satisfied with you.

Using Wilbert’s simpliFi burial vault presentation program, you 
can present options quickly, thoroughly and consistently.

SIMPLE SATISFACTION
Call your Wilbert provider or attend a webinar.
wilbert.com/simplifi/webinars

COME SEE US 
AT BOOTH 624

http://www.wilbert.com/simplifi/webinars
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the National funeral directors association (Nfda) international 
convention & expo, taking place october 27-30 in chicago, IL, 
will offer funeral professionals an opportunity to get their future in 
focus, while reliving the past and exploring the present, through 
unequalled opportunities for learning, networking and discovering 
new products and services. 

seth Godin, bestselling author, teacher, entrepreneur and founder 
of altmba.com, will give the opening keynote address on monday, 
october 28. Anyone with a smartphone knows how much the 
world has changed and how fast it continues to change. Attention 
is precious, yet the noise around us continues to increase. Godin 
will take attendees on a fast-moving tour of how the new economy 
offers each of us a priceless opportunity to tell stories that resonate 
and to ultimately earn the trust of those we seek to serve.

closing out the convention on Wednesday, october 30 is keynote 
speaker ethan morse, a filmmaker, U.s. Army veteran and tomb 
Guard sentinel, who will give attendees a behind-the-scenes look 
at the making of the documentary series Honor Guard. Narrated by 
Academy Award-nominated actor sam elliot, the series showcases 
the inspiring dedication that members of the 3rd U.s. Infantry 
regiment ("the old Guard") unceasingly exhibit to pay their respects 
to those who gave all. Filmed throughout our nation's scenic capital 
region, this documentary highlights the mission, training, history 
and impact of the soldiers in the old Guard, the oldest and most 
prestigious active-duty infantry unit in the U.s. Army.

Following Wednesday’s General session, attendees can enjoy a 
special pre-screening of Honor Guard, which is slated to be released 
in November.

unrivaled education sessions tackle critical issues
No matter what profession an individual works in, education doesn’t 

stop once school is over, and funeral service is no exception. 
ongoing education and professional development can help funeral 
professionals better understand the evolving needs of families and 
deliver exceptional funerals and memorial services. 

Forty engaging workshops will address technical skills; business 
management; the value of ceremony; marketing and community 
outreach; grief and bereavement; and more. sessions include:
 
Preconvention seminars (additional fee):

•  NFDA Arranger Training Seminar
•  NFDA Cremation Certification Program
•  NFDA Certified Preplanning Consultant Seminar
•  Certified Celebrant Training (hosted by NFDA and 
    presented by Insight Institute)
•  Embalming and Reconstructive Techniques for Trauma, 
    Including organ and tissue cases presented by Vernie 
    Fountain

reconstructive techniques for severe trauma 
   presented by Jason mishler

What consumers expect from you right Now 
     presented by Georganne bender and richard Kizer

traveling the World: funerals, Past and Present 
   presented by caitlin Doughty 

Planning your exit strategy 
   presented by tim Hermann, Jake Johnson and Alan creedy

defusing conflict in the arrangement room: 
strategies from family therapists 
   presented by Jason troyer

it’s Not “Just a cremation!” 
   presented by Adam sanden

innovation flourishes in the expo Hall 
the NFDA convention features the world’s largest funeral service 
trade show, offering the newest and most exciting products, services 
and innovations from around the world. many exhibitors plan to 
introduce inventive products and services during the convention. 
the expo Hall will be open october 28 and 29 from noon to 5 p.m.; 
and october 30 from 9 a.m. to noon.

experience intimate, 20-minute speaker-led sessions in a relaxed 
atmosphere in the NFDA tailgate exchange area. NFDA tailgate 
exchange sessions will take place during expo Hall hours. 

In the new salute to service pavilion, attendees can meet with 
representatives dedicated to serving and honoring the nation’s 
veterans and fallen heroes, including representatives from each 
branch of the U.s. military, who will share a variety of information 
about the funeral benefits to which service members are entitled 
(and how families can access them), burials at sea and more.

Attendees won’t want to miss special NFDA booths in the expo 
Hall where they can learn about the association’s advocacy efforts 
in Washington, D.c.; the pursuit of excellence Award program; 
endorsed providers that can save members time and money; and 
how they can stay informed with NFDA publications. 

NFDA is giving attendees a chance to win phenomenal prizes during 
the Great big Giveaway on october 30. on Wednesday morning 
during expo Hall hours, NFDA’s valued sponsors will hand out 
tickets for a chance to win a variety of fabulous prizes, including 
the grand prize of a 2020 NFDA convention experience in New 
orleans. Winners will be announced during the Wednesday General 
session (attendees must be present to win).

creating memories in chicago
A lot of networking happens during workshops and in the expo Hall, 
but NFDA's distinctive social events will give attendees an opportunity 
to develop new relationships and renew old ones. special events, 
planned exclusively for NFDA convention attendees, will showcase 
chicago as one of America’s (and the world’s) favorite cities. 

Attendees won’t want to miss their chance to say thank you to 
chicago by participating in NFDA’s annual service project with 
Habitat for Humanity. on saturday, october 26, attendees will help 
make the dream of home ownership a reality for a chicago family 
by volunteering at a Habitat for Humanity build site. there is no fee 
to participate but attendees must sign up in advance. those who 
cannot participate at the build site can support volunteers’ efforts 
by signing on as a donor or sponsor.  

since its 2001 inception, the Funeral service Foundation’s golf 
outing has raised more than $1 million to advance its mission to 
support funeral service in building meaningful relationships with 
the families and communities it serves. on sunday, october 27, 
experience all the perks of the Foundation’s annual Golf classic in 
a social, casual and exciting atmosphere at topgolf in Naperville, Ill. 
New this year, attendees who don’t golf but still want to support the 
Foundation can attend as a spectator and experience the networking 
and excitement of the day without the pressure of swinging a club. 
Visit www.FuneralserviceFoundation.org/golf to register and learn 
about sponsorship opportunities.

Attendees can channel their inner Jake or elwood during the 
blues brothers-inspired Welcome party on sunday, october 27. 
taking place in the Aon ballroom at legendary Navy pier, guests 
will enjoy chicago’s most requested tribute band, the blooze 
brothers; chicago-inspired snacks; and a cash bar (included 
with registration). 

celebrate the shining stars of funeral service during the All-
star recognition ceremony on monday, october 28. NFDA will 
recognize firms that earned the 2019 NFDA pursuit of excellence 
Award – including best of the best recipients and Hall of excellence 
inductees – or NFDA’s Green Funeral practice certificate. NFDA will 
also honor this year’s NFDA certified crematory operators, NFDA 
certified cremation services providers, NFDA certified preplanning 
consultants, the Funeral service Foundation’s award/scholarship 
recipients, and ApFsp’s certified Funeral service practitioners 
(included with registration). Attendees who have received one or 
more of these honors are invited to attend and be recognized with 
their peers. 

public-safety officials serve and protect their communities and 
put their lives on the line every day. When the time comes, their 
lives deserve to be remembered with the utmost honor and respect 
through a meaningful funeral service. Attendees should make time 
to attend the service of remembrance on tuesday, october 29 as 
NFDA explores the customs associated with celebrating the lives 
of public servants, and honors the memory of funeral service family 
members who died this year (included with registration).

Attendees of the Funeral Directors Under 40 party on tuesday, 
october 29 will have to keep their eye on the ball. Whether they’re 
ping pong pros or just interested in a casual volley, they can channel 
their inner Forrest Gump and serve up some fun with their fellow 
funeral directors! tickets for the event include ping-pong tournament 
(with prizes!), pizza, hors d’oeuvres and three drink tickets.

As the NFDA convention comes to a close, attendees will gather 
for An evening Under the sea on Wednesday, october 30 at the 
renowned shedd Aquarium. Guests can explore shedd Aquarium 
like never before during this unforgettable evening. soak up Abbott 
oceanarium’s breathtaking recreation of a pacific Northwest coastline 
and enjoy the Underwater beauty exhibit during cocktail hour. the 
evening continues with exclusive access to the caribbean reef and 
aquarium galleries, complete with dinner stations featuring a taste 
of chicago, live music and a hosted bar (tickets required).

sweet Home chicago
When it’s time to relax after the convention activities are done for 
the day, chicago can’t be beat.

chicago is more walkable than most global cities, and visitors of all 
ages enjoy the proximity of attractions like Navy pier, millennium park, 
the Art Institute of chicago and other treasures. the city’s explosive 
performance art scene delivers audience-thrilling theatre, music 
and dance in historic venues. And, of course, an endless assortment 
of restaurants, high-end shopping and nightlife are all at visitors’ 
fingertips, ready to match every taste, budget and mood.

more information about all that chicago has to offer can be found 
by visiting www.choosechicago.com.

2019 Nfda iNterNatioNal 
coNveNtioN & exPo:

register today! there is so much waiting for attendees to discover at the 2019 Nfda international convention & expo. 
the latest information, including information on how to register and make hotel reservations through the Nfda housing 
bureau, is available at www.nfda.org/chicago2019.  

relive the Past, 
explore the Present, 
focus on your future
OCTObER 27-30 | ChiCagO, iL
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Must See 
Companies 
at the 
2019 NFDA 
INTERNATIONAL
CONvENTION 
& EXPO
G o i n G  t o  t h e  n F D A  i n t e r n At i o n A l 
C o n v e n t i o n  &  e x p o ? 
Keep an eye on the following companies. This section highlights 
companies and their products and services that will be exhibited at 
the NFDA International Convention & Expo on October 27-30, 2019 
at McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois.  Company information has 
been supplied by the manufacturers serving the funeral industry.

A Simple Thank You        Booth #1058

800-483-0671 | www.asimplethankyou.com | info@asimplethankyou.com

Digital registry is growing in popularity with funeral homes and the families it helps. a Simple 
thank you has been a leader in this technology and we have added many new features due 
to requests from funeral directors. New features include; a Floral app to easily add flower 
pictures to your memorial book, mobile sign in for your guests, and 13" iPad Pro support! 
this technology is a huge boost in your preneed program capturing all the information 
needed to reach out to families looking for preneed options. ask us how to receive Free 
start up equipment.

American Funeral Consultants                      Booth #940

 800-832-6232 | www.teamafc.com | afc@teamafc.com

a Career of Commitment - Serving those Who Serve others

Kathy Williams and Melissa Drake of american Funeral Consultants have spent their entire 
careers providing personalized, high-quality confidential services to funeral professionals. 
aFC has almost 50 years of service with a solid reputation built on a foundation of integrity 
and expertise. We provide a broad range of specialized boutique-type services, including 
buy/sell intermediary services, business appraisals,  succession planning, minority stock 
assessments, and business plans. Contact us at (800) 832-6232, e-mail afc@teamafc.
com, or visit us at NFDa.

American Pre-Arrangement Services, Inc.   Booth #880

 855-746-2727 | www.apasiplan.com |  info@apasiplan.com

aPaSI’s guaranteed travel assurance Plan, creates peace of mind, because we do it all 
for you. through our world-wide membership coverage, that offers six global response 
centers, we provide assistance at the time of need. We eliminate confusion and language 
barriers, manage all documentation and transportation with no cap on expenses, other than 
the initial cost of membership. With 25 years of experience and nearly 500,00 members, 
aPaSI is the leader in repatriation services. Come see us in Chicago at booth 880 and ask us 
how we can improve your Pre-Need program.  

The Bancorp                       Booth #1355

 310-902-4050 | www.thebancorp.com | tcarlson@thebancorp.com

the Bancorp, Inc. (NaSDaQ: tBBK) is dedicated to serving the unique needs of non-bank 
financial service companies, ranging from entrepreneurial start-ups to those on the Fortune 
500. the company’s subsidiary, the Bancorp Bank (Member FDIC, equal Housing Lender), 
has been repeatedly recognized in the payments industry as the top Issuer of Prepaid 
Cards (US), a top merchant sponsor bank and a top aCH originator. Specialized lending 
distinctions include SBa National Preferred Lender, a leading provider of securities-backed 
lines of credit, and one of the few bank-owned commercial vehicle leasing groups in the 
nation. For more information, please visit www.thebancorp.com.
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Beloved          Booth# 1843

 248-894-7076 | www.beloved-press.com | petra@beloved-press.com

We write the words which celebrate life: custom, personalized, handcrafted obituaries and 
eulogies for our loved ones and animal companions. No templates. No recycling. every 
piece we write is as wonderful, unique, and special as the life we are honoring. We partner 
with funeral homes and enhance their services by providing a cherished, Beloved story 
which will be forever remembered.  our process is easy, smooth, and seamless, and our 
writers are thoroughly trained in client relations in order to work meaningfully, effectively, 
and efficiently, with funeral home clientele. We are professional writers, writing your most 
Beloved stories.

Bio-Response Solutions       Booth #980

317-386-3500 | www.bioresponsesolutions.com | info@bioresponsesolutions.com

aquamation is a gentle, eco-friendly alternative to flame cremation and burial. the process 
uses alkaline hydrolysis to gently return a body back to mother nature. our family-owned 
and -operated company helps businesses add aquamation to the list of options they offer 
their families. We offer systems for both our pet and human loved ones. Where it is available, 
over 80% of families choose water over fire. We believe that people deserve to have this 
option available, and we have over 20 years of aquamation experience to share. Come see 
our machines live and in person at booth #980.

C&J Financial, LLC                          Booth #1254

800-785-0003 | www.cJf.com | relief@cJf.com

accepting insurance assignments provides a valuable payment option for you and the 
families you serve. However, accepting assignments can be costly and time consuming to 
you and your staff. If you’re tired of the hassle and cash flow delay in processing insurance 
claims, C&J Financial can help!

as the # 1 provider of assignment funding in North america C&J exists to help families 
provide a dignified funeral for their loved ones. Find out why thousands of funeral homes 
choose C&J and why many associations, accounting firms and industry leaders recommend 
C&J to their clients and members. 

Cremation Systems                                        Booth #1871

708-339-6810 | www.cremsys.com | tom@cremsys.com

Premier manufacturer and installer of turnkey Crematory products. Family owned and 
operated for over 50 years, our retorts, human and pet, are designed for today's rapidly 
expanding market. Designed to be delivered through an 8-foot x 8-foot opening, connected 
to the internet, installed by our technicians and can cremate cases in excess of 800 lbs. 
Cremation Systems, one stop shopping for your cremation investment.

Duncan Stuart Todd, Ltd.         Booth #617

720-583-1886 | www.duncanstuarttodd.com |info@duncanstuarttodd.com

Duncan Stuart todd, Ltd. has been creating design solutions for oSHa compliant 
preparation rooms for more than twenty-seven years. our flagship service is Premier 
Source, an innovative combination of architectural design services and equipment that 
provides the funeral home owner with a master plan for construction and products, all from 
a single source.

We offer you our years of experience as preparation room specialists. our design services 
are comprehensive. our products are modern. our commitment is constant. Come by 
booth 617 and receive a $1,000 discount on our design services. We look forward to the 
opportunity of working with you.

Eagle’s Wings Air (EWA)               Booth #1034

866-550-1392 | www.eWacares.com | customer.service@eWacares.com

eWa is the nation’s leading provider of air transportation management to North american 
funeral homes and shipping services.  transportation specialists not affiliated with any single 
airline, but offer one-call access to the entire airline industry. eWa has a client-focused 
business strategy where airline professionals provide exceptional customer service, and 
since our founding in 2008 have proudly managed the air transportation of more than 
145,000 loved ones returning home for ceremony.  Learn more at www.eWacares.com.

Empower Sound       Booth #1035

800-504-4800  |  www.empowersound.com/nfda.html  |  brian@empowersound.com

try it risk free for a moNtH!  the amazing amp is a 5-pound all-in-one Pa system 
that can do everything a Funeral Director needs. Stop carrying around a bulky back-
braking system with trip Hazard wires running everywhere! amazing amp is PortaBLe. 
everything comes in the carrying case. amazing amp is PoWerFUL. you can speak to 
400 people indoors or 150-200 people outdoors with one small speaker! amazing amp is 
ProFeSSIoNaL! Crystal-clear sound with everything you need to be heard.

AP Lazer           Booth# 1766

 800-585-8617 | www.aplazer.com | info@aplazer.com

take your funeral home to the next level and become the heartbeat of your community. aP 
Lazer is providing memorialists and funeral directors the ability to keep their customers’ 
memories alive forever. High resolution photos, text and other artwork can be engraved 
onto granite, wood, metal, acrylic and dozens of other materials. Make the funeral process 
as meaningful as possible with an aP Lazer.
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FrontRunner Professional        Booth #946

866-748-3625 | www.frontrunnerpro.com | sales@frontrunner360.com

Stop by the Frontrunner booth to see the latest in funeral home technology and marketing. 
experience the award-winning website solution and fully integrated arrangement software, 
plus see how Frontrunner’s proven marketing strategies are growing funeral businesses 
like yours. you’ll walk away with a free $250 cash card, enter into a draw to win a Caribbean 
cruise for two, and enjoy complimentary coffee and snacks inside the Frontrunner Café. 
that’s not it! Join us every hour on the hour at the Frontrunner Stage to get inspired by new 
ideas that will push your firm further. It’s all happening inside the Frontrunner Booth #946.

Halycon Death Care Management Solutions     Booth #1523

770-877-1158 | www.halcyondcms.com | sales@halcyondcms.com

Halcyon Death Care Management Solutions has been providing management solutions for 
funeral homes and crematories for over 16 years. With powerful functionality that’s easy 
to use, Halcyon offers the best software tools for managing one, two, or any number of 
locations- saving you both time and money. Customize your system to match how you do 
business. access your data from anywhere on any device with cloud-based software. No 
need to buy any expensive hardware or software to install or maintain. Discover how we can 
help optimize your funeral home or crematory management today!

Inman Shipping Worldwide       Booth #360

800-321-0566  | www.shipinman.com | customer.service@shipinman.com

Independently owned by Dave McComb - Inman Shipping Worldwide is america's oldest, 
largest and most reliable international shipping service.

Since 1978, Inman has become the expert in nationwide and international shipping. Inman 
has vetted service providers throughout the United States around the world. 

We guarantee our domestic price and the quality of service that we provide. Being the 
oldest continuous shipping service in the United States, we are often copied, but are never 
equaled. Funeral directors have called on us with complete confidence for many decades. 
We are everywhere you need us to be. 

Inman Travel           Booth #360

888-889-8508 | www.shipinman.com | travelplan@shipinman.com

the travel Plan by Inman is a travel protection product of Inman Shipping Worldwide, the 
experts in the transportation of human remains since 1978. With the number of cremations 
rising, the travel Plan by Inman provides a generous commission to counselors for every 
sale.

If a participant dies 100 miles or more from their legal residence, the travel Plan covers the 
cost to bring them home for ceremony. 

Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company    Booth #550

 800-422-2011 |  investorsheritage.com | ihlic@ihlic.com

Since the 1980s, we’ve served funeral homes and their clients the right way, by honoring 
commitments, actively solving problems, and by being friendly and accessible. add to that 
our competitive commissions and quick payments and then think ahead to a bright future as 
part of the Investors Heritage family.

Kanga-Woo         Booth #1731

800-645-8966 | www.kanga-woo.com | info@kanga-woo.com

Made in the beautiful Pacific N.W. Kanga-Woo First Call Pouch is an exclusive, top 
quality, tailored made pouch which is truly unlike any other. Finding the need for a more 
efficient design, separate from the traditional pouch the Kanga-Woo pouch has many new 
convenient features with modern colors and fabric designs. Look us up online @ www.
kanga-woo.com. this will provide you with information along with how to order our quality 
product.

Lamcraft, Inc.         Booth #1524

800-821-1333 | www.lamcraft.com

Since 1974, Lamcraft, Inc. has been a primary resource for lamination supplies and services, 
chiefly for the funeral home industry. We specialize in high quality memorial cards featuring 
an extensive selection of designs and verses to provide keepsakes for the families, as well 
as clear laminating pouches, micro-perforated bookmarks, presentation cards and desktop 
laminators. Lamcraft designs, prints and laminates various custom items, including tribute 
bookmarks, luggage tags, spiral-bound journals, and large-format graphics. Fabrication 
of unique die-cut shapes is a specialty. Located in the Midwest and sourcing materials 
made in the U.S.a., Lamcraft strives to provide excellent personal service to our valued 
customers.

Everdays          Booth #930

248-480-2444 | everdays.com | customersuccess@everdays.com

you've arranged the details, now use a free app to better serve your families. In just two 
minutes of your time, create a full year of support and connection for your families and 
everyone they know. (Don't worry we do all the heavy lifting.)

Help your families
• Broadcast service details & updates • Send & receive private condolences
• Share photos & memories • Honor their loved one with a memorial video

Help your home
• Increase positive customer experience • Generate more 5-star Google reviews
• Receive reminders to check in 
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Link CMP                Booth #1433

 800-248-3057 | www.linkcmp.com | info@linkmfg.com

Link manufactures professional mortuary deck systems. our extensive line of decks 
provides safe, durable, economical transport solutions for mortuaries, funeral homes, 
crematoriums, and cemeteries. each Link deck is engineered, tested and built with safety in 
mind. our decks allow for standard and oversized cots, cremation containers, air trays and 
caskets. robust features like a high impact deck, adjustable bier pins, recessed cot cups, 
and a rugged fold down ramp help create the most reliable deck system in the industry. 
these key features will not only raise your expectations but improves your professional 
integrity.

Live Oak Bank         Booth #924

 910-685-7446 | www.liveoakbank.com/financing | tim.bridgers@liveoak.bank

Live oak Bank’s mission is to create an unprecedented banking experience for small 
business owners nationwide. Live oak is not your traditional bank. With a laser focus on 
innovation in finance and technology, we bring efficiency and excellence to the lending 
process and deeply believe in personal customer service. as specialty lenders, we are 
100% dedicated to the funeral profession and your long-term success. our team is non-
commission and focused on helping you grow through our customized loan products for 
acquisitions, expansions, refinances, inventory construction projects, working capital and 
more.

LoveUrns®                                       Booth #1266

888-910-7860 | www.loveurns.com | mail@loveurns.com

LoveUrns® specializes in hand-crafted high quality cremation urns and memorial products.
a leader in the industry, LoveUrns® is proud to offer an unparalleled selection of cremation 
urns and cremation jewelry. our products are beautiful, made with lot of love and care.

LoveUrrns® are distributed through major distributors in the funeral industry world-wide 
who demand the highest quality. our commitment is timely delivery of quality merchandise.

Please visit us at booth #1266 to see our complete range with many new product 
introductions.

Madelyn Co         Booth #1334

800-788-0807 | 608-758-0807
fax: 608-752-3683 | www.madelynpendants.com | orders@madelynco.com

Since 1994 Madelyn Co continues to be the market leader in keepsake jewelry sales. We 
are known to provide exceptional products and customer service. We will be show casing 
NeW pendants in a variety of metals both precious and semi-precious along with display 
options. visit us weekly on Instagram (@madelynpendants) for discounts and specials. 
We will also be offering a 25% discount (excluding 14K gold) on our Keepsakes during the 
NFDa Convention oct.28th-oct. 30th, booth #133. 

Please stop by for a “complementary” chair massage.

MemorialPhotoCanvas.com       Booth #1183

us & canada: 888-240-1170 | international: +1 818 357-5890
www.memorialPhotocanvas.com | support@memorialphotocanvas.com

Boost your revenue with MemorialPhotoCanvas.com! We deliver professionally edited 
portraits on premium framed canvases and JPeg. our flat-rate price includes priority 
shipping to funeral homes in the US, Canada, Mexico, australia, and UK.

our digital artists create beautiful portraits within 24-hours of an order. We take great 
pride in building museum quality canvases and custom framing with premium quality Italian 
wood. our unique printing process ensures that we deliver exceptional quality standards 
consistently and on-time by manufacturing at facilities closest to you. We are available 
24/7/365 to ensure we meet both the professional quality and on-time expectations that 
you expect.

Memoriams, by Ancestry        Booth #715

 720-863-3811 |  www.memoriams.com | sheintz@ancestry.com 

Memoriams, by ancestry provides funeral professionals with an exclusive network to place 
obituaries in over 3,000 newspapers. our mission is to optimize the relationship between 
funeral homes, newspapers, and families with an effective service to make the obituary 
entry process faster and easier. Users are able to view the price and preview of the obituary 
in real-time and can submit notices to multiple newspapers, in a single order. every obituary 
includes a complimentary We remember page - ancestry’s newest product enables family 
and friends to collect and share memories of their loved one. 

Mention this ad to receive a special gift!

Memory Glass          Booth #1159

805-682-6469 | www.memoryglass.com | info@memoryglass.com

Memory glass, the original glass keepsake company, has been the leader in this market for 
17 years with products in over 2000 locations world-wide. this one of a kind memorial is 
customized by your client families. 

By using a small amount of cremated remains, they are hand-blown by our glass artists, 
into a beautiful piece of art suspending the cremated remains within the solid globe, heart, 
touchstone or pendant. 

Memory glass is not an alternative to urn selection, instead it will aDD value to your current 
services and generate incremental value.

LGS Refining           Booth# 427

800-988-0109 | www.lgsrefining.com | info@lgsrefining.com 

as an industry leader in crematory metal refining, LgS can provide a complete disposal 
solution for all of your post-cremation metallic scrap. our refining program is available at 
No CoSt to all crematory professionals and all disposition services are certified. We are 
the highest rated and most reviewed refiner in the nation. Let us show you the difference. 

We are proud to be the only veteran owned and operated full-service refiner serving the 
cremation industry. 
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Mortuary Lift Company™       Booth #1668

319-364-4910 | www.mortuarylift.company | info@mortuarylift.com

We have been manufacturing lifting products specifically designed for the funeral industry 
for over 30 years to protect the backs and quality of life of funeral professionals.  With 
the Ultimate 1000 Lift™ and the Stepper®, funeral professionals can eliminate injury, do 
more with less staff and experience job satisfaction. the ceiling mounted Ultimate 1000 
Lift™ allows for solo transfer of bodies and caskets up to 1000 lbs. and also assists in 
dressing and embalming.  your imagination is your limitation with the Ultimate 1000 Lift™.  
the Stepper®, an electric dolly, automatically climbs and descends stairs with a load up to 
375lbs eliminating the need to manually lift and lower. Navigating tight cluttered homes or 
narrow hallways is a breeze.  

Mobi Medical                               Booth #1971

803-758-1001 | www.mobimedical.com | tom@mobimedical.com

MoBI Medical is committed to manufacturing and distributing a complete line of world-
class durable mortuary equipment.  We offer a wide range of products, including our 
own Mortuary Cots, embalming tables, Stainless Steel embalming Stations, Church 
trucks, Body Storage racks & trays, Scissor Lifts, Coolers, and more!   We now also offer 
customized steel fabrication and product development for your specific needs.  Being 
locally owned, we strive to always provide great personal service, and proudly back all of 
our products along with the support of our many satisfied customers worldwide.

National Mortuary Shipping & Cremation    Booth #423

800-321-0185 | www.natlmortuaryshipping.com | info@natlmortuaryshipping.com

National Mortuary Shipping & Cremation (NMS) assists hometown directors with out-of-
town deaths.NMS has been the funeral industries trusted source as a full service provider 
for over 35 years. 

We are proud to offer: Domestic and international shipping, cremation, removal services, 
embalming, livery, airline transfers, flight booking, graveside services, and disinterments as 
well as assistance with shipping requirements, death certificates, and airline requirements.

our knowledgeable staff is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to provide you service 
you can count on. Be sure to stop by to learn more about an exciting new offering!

Mid-States Recycling       Booth #446

847-298-0010 | www.cremationrecycling.com | kmckay@midstatesrecycling.com

Mid-States recycling has always offered total transparency when it comes to post-
cremation metal recycling. through our “open door policy” you’re always invited to visit 
our 19,000-square-foot facility to watch the smelting of your high value metals. But at this 
years NFDa expo, on thursday 10/31, we’re excited to invite you to take the tour! Come 
see our ePa-permitted facility and the steps involved to properly handle your metal. From 
security and handling to smelting and assaying, it’s all under one roof. you can also earn Ce 
credits! visit www.cremationrecycling.com/nfdatour for more info, or stop by booth #446.

National Guardian Life Insurance Company     Booth #416

800-548-2962 | www.nglic.com | ngl@nglic.com 

established in 1910, National guardian Life Insurance Company (NgL) is one of america’s 
most successful, independent mutual life insurance companies. NgL specializes in 
providing unique solutions for funeral pre-funding, as well as trusts for asset transfer and 
protection. NgL focuses on guiding people on their financial journey and offering products 
that best meet their needs. 

Located in Madison, Wisconsin, NgL is rated a- (excellent) by a.M. Best Company and is 
licensed to do business in 49 states and the District of Columbia. NgL’s rating demonstrates 
its financial strength and commitment to over 1.2 million policyholders, agents and partners.

Osiris Software                                               Booth  #1351

   877-267-4747 | osirissoftware.com | info@osirissoftware.com

osiris is powerful, yet simple to use, funeral care software created by funeral directors and 
cemeterians for funeral professionals. It streamlines your website, payments, scheduling, 
accounting and documents all in one easy to navigate place. With osiris you will receive 
highly rated, unlimited support! We understand every establishment is unique, and our 
Customer Success Managers are pros at customizing osiris to fit your business needs. 

Ready Capital Specialty Finance                  Booth  #1408

888-987-2001 | www.readycapital.com | john.tonjes@readycapital.com

ready Capital is a national, direct lender that specializes in providing financing options 
for the death care industry. ready Capital has a team of loan-specialists that have as 
many as 20 years of experience financing funeral homes. ready Capital provides funding 
for acquisitions, buyouts, debt consolidation, renovations and construction. the loan 
structures that they provide accommodate not only the value of the fixed assets, but also 
the goodwill value of a funeral home. they understand that the value of a funeral home is in 
the people who operate them and the communities that they serve.

Ring Ring Marketing                Booth #1734

888-383-2848 |  www.funeralHomeProfits.com | info@ringringmarketing.com

For funeral homes suffering from serious maladies such as "too few at-need calls," "low 
online reputation," "weak website conversion" and "mediocre search engine ranking," 
ring ring Marketing is presenting its first-ever rrM Walk-In Clinic in Booth 1734 at the 
2019 NFDa annual Convention in Chicago. Marketing experts will be on hand to diagnose 
disorders in funeral homes' marketing efforts and prescribe solutions. Unlike other doctor 
visits, you don't need an insurance card or a copay: your "marketing checkup" is 100% free. 
Simply swing by Booth 1734 to get your funeral home on the path to revenue wellness!
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Rosewood Classic Coach      Booth #2012

501-477-2229 |  www.rosewoodclassiccoach.com | info@rosewoodclassiccoach.com 

rosewood Classic Coach creates custom retro-look hearses and sedans that never go out 
of style. rosewood Coaches and Formal Sedans are timeless by design. these coaches 
attract a sea of cameras wherever they are used.  Do people photograph your current 
hearse?

rosewood coaches are built to order by a talented team of craftsmen and artists led by 
richard Neal, a fourth-generation funeral director, and new business partner Michael 
e. Miller. Miller brings with him the passion of an automotive enthusiast with a business 
acumen built on over four decades of owning a diverse portfolio of successful companies. 

ROSEWOOD
R
C l a s s i c  C o a c h

SuperNova International       Booth # 1766

800-585-8617 | www.supernovaintl.com | admin@supernovaintl.com

SuperNova has led the wholesale granite monument industry for 20 years with high-
quality granite memorial products and innovative memorialization solutions. In addition, 
SuperNova offers in-house color laser etching, cutting-edge cremation products, and 
sandblasting. In 2009, we added aP Lazer machines to our product line allowing memorial 
retailers, funeral homes, and cemeteries to grow and diversify their industries.

SuperNova 
International

Terrybear® Urns & Memorials                       Booth #1670

888-588-8767 | www.terrybear.com  | info@terrybear.com

visit us to see our amazing QuickProofstM technology and watch a visual proof of an urn 
configure before your eyes! QuickProofs saves you time and allows for immediate proof 
approval and order placement from families. open your account today and receive cool 
giveaways at booth #1670.

comPassioNate.    committed.    iNsPired.

TribuCastTM         Booth #871

800-782-0104 | www.tribucast.com | info@tribucast.com

tribuCast™ is a remote attendance system that enables family and loved ones to participate 
in funeral and memorial services when they can't be there in person. tribuCast™ offers more 
than traditional live streaming because a service is accessed through a private website 
accompanied by highly personalized interactive content that puts the life that was lost into 
context.  tribuCast™ is an easy-to-use, portable, pay-per-use system that lets funeral 
directors help reduce a family’s heartache and stress when planning a funeral by including 
everyone, regardless of their location or life circumstances.  Watch a demonstration and 
enter to win a free tribuCast iPad system.

Remote Attendance System
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F R A Z E R - P O W E R E D  W E B S I T E S

Websites that 
are both beautiful 

and functional.
Not only are our websites functional and beautifully 

designed, they have many innovative features, such as 

integrations with funeral software, revenue-generating 

Tribute Store for flower orders, Tribute Pay, social 

Tribute Walls, and much more! Plus, when we come up 

with new features, we add them to your Frazer-powered 

website at no additional cost to your funeral home.

 

C O N TA C T  U S  T O  R E Q U E S T  A  F R E E 

W E B S I T E  D E M O N S T R AT I O N !

http://www.frazerconsultants.com


GoinG to the nFDA internAtionAl Convention & expo?
The following “Must See Products and Services” section highlights companies and their 
products and services that will be exhibiting at the NFDA International Convention & Expo on 
October 27-30, 2019 at McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois. Information has been supplied 
by the manufacturers serving the funeral industry.

MuST SEE PRODuCTS & SERvICES 
at the 2019 NFDA INTERNATIONAL 
CONvENTION & EXPO

Visit Us! Booth #531

Starmark Cremation Products
888-366-7335

www.starmarkcp.com
sales@starmarkcp.com

Starmark Cremation Products has taken 
the lid off cremation services with their 
new Preview™ solid wood alternative 
container viewer.  available in multiple 
finishes, the Starmark Preview is 
positioned as an affordable container 
for private viewings.  this innovative 
product is not intended to replace 
ceremonial rental caskets, but to offer a 
minimal service option to those families 
trending towards direct cremation.

Preview™ Alternative 
Container Viewer

Visit Us! Booth #168

 Church & Chapel Metal Arts, Inc.
 800-992-1234

 Info@church-chapel.com
 www.church-chapel.com

this stately urn is truly one of a kind. 
Unrivaled in quality and craftsmanship, 
the 24K gold Sarcophagus has been 
a top choice for the rich and famous. 
the gold-Plated Sarcophagus is made 
of solid cast bronze and then plated 
with 24K gold by skilled artisans in 
the USa. this urn is undoubtedly in 
a class of its own and is perhaps the 
most distinguished cremation option 
available.

 Sarcophagus 24K Gold 
Bronze Cremation Urn

Visit Us!  Booth #576 & #581

Passages International, Inc.
www.passagesinternational.com

505-830-2500
info@passagesinternational.com

Bamboo Cremation Containers from 
Passages International allow you to 
offer families something more dignified 
and respectful than cardboard for their 
loved one in your entry-level or economy 
cremation packages. Beautifully hand-
woven and certified Fair trade, families 
will know that they are leaving a lighter 
footprint with this final decision, while 
your funeral home will see increased 
profits and an elevated customer 
experience.

Bamboo Cremation Container

Visit Us! Booth #602

American Crematory
562-926-2876

britnie@americancrematory.com
www.americancrematory.com

american Crematory’s cremator charger 
is designed with health and safety 
in mind to allow for single-person, 
unassisted operation, while minimizing 
the risk of physical and repetitive strain 
injuries. one-of-a-kind, cost efficient 
docking station provides unique 
compatibility with your crematorium 
ensuring optimum, efficient, and safe 
charging. the auto charging system’s 
rapid charge speed offers improved 
dignity for the deceased over manual 
charging. 

American Crematory's AC-1 
Cremator Charger

Visit Us! Booth #678

Timberland Urns
 651-688-0875

customerservice@timberlandurns.com
www.timberlandurns.com

one of the unique features of this 
beautifully crafted sculptural design, 
is to offer customers an option of 
attaching their dog's existing name 
tag to truly customize the urn and thus 
commemorate their beloved companion 
forever.

With the ample capacity of 90 cubic 
inches, the Pitbull bust can serve as an 
urn itself. 

Pitbull Dog Memorial Urn

Visit Us! Booth #870

SRS Computing
800-797-4861

ksimons@srscomputing.com
www.srscomputing.com

Hyper-focused on single point entry, 
SrS Computing products are seamless 
for one-site to multi-location funeral, 
cemetery and crematory corporations. 
turn to the industry leader in sophisticated 
management software solutions to 
manage all cases. take care of families 
24/7 with SrS Websites. Process 
payments and insurance assignments 
with e-Pay. track calls with Bar Code. 
Put your business in your pocket with 
mobile.9. With 20 years of experience 
supporting over 5000 locations, SrS has 
maintained a progressive reputation built 
from cutting-edge technology.

Management Software Suite

Visit Us! Booth #871

TribuCast™
800-782-0104

info@TribuCast.com
www.TribuCast.com

the tribuCast™ remote attendance 
system offers more than traditional live 
streaming because a funeral service 
is accessed through a private website 
accompanied by highly personalized 
interactive content that puts the life 
that was lost into context. For more 
information contact a tribuCast advisor 
at (800)782-0104 or visit tribuCast.
com. Watch a demonstration and enter 
to win a free tribuCast iPad system.

Remote Attendance Solution

Remote Attendance System

Visit Us! Booth #930

Everdays
248-480-2444
Everdays.com

customersuccess@everdays.com

In just 2 minutes, create a dedicated 
everdays Page for your families to easily 
share via text after a passing.

Help your families: 
• Broadcast service details & updates 
• Send & receive private condolences
• Share photos & memories
• Honor their loved one with a  
   memorial video

Help your home: 
• Increase positive customer 
   experience
•Generate 5-star Google reviews 
• Receive reminders to check in

The Everdays App

Visit Us! Booth #980

Bio-Response Solutions
 317-386-3500 

 info@bioresponsesolutions.com
www.bioresponsesolutions.com

offer your families a gentle alternative to 
flame cremation. aquamation (alkaline 
Hydrolysis) uses 95% water and 5% 
alkali to reduce the body to final mineral 
remains. Families are grateful to receive 
20-30% more ashes. Pictured left is our 
pet system, pictured right is our human 
system. 

Come see both our machines live and in 
person at booth #980.

Aquamation Systems
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Visit Us! Booth #1035

Empower Sound
800-123-4567

brian@empowersound.com
www.empowersound.com/nfda.html

try it risk free for a moNtH!  
the amazing amp is a 5-pound all-in-
one Pa system that can do everything a 
Funeral Director needs. Stop carrying 
around a bulky back-braking system with 
trip Hazard wires running everywhere! 
amazing amp is PortaBLe. everything 
comes in the carrying case. amazing 
amp is PoWerFUL. you can speak to 
400 people indoors or 150-200 people 
outdoors with one small speaker! amazing 
amp is ProFeSSIoNaL! Crystal-clear 
sound with everything you need to be 
heard.

Amazing Amp

Visit Us! Booth #1058

A Simple Thank You
800-483-0671

info@asimplethankyou.com
www.asimplethankyou.com

Digital registry is growing in popularity 
with funeral homes and the families it 
helps. A simple thank You has been 
a leader in this technology and we 
have added many new features due to 
requests from funeral directors. New 
features include; a Floral App to easily 
add flower pictures to your memorial 
book, mobile sign in for your guests, and 
13" ipad pro support! this technology is 
a huge boost in your preneed program 
capturing all the information needed to 
reach out to families looking for preneed 
options. Ask us how to receive Free 
start up equipment. 

Digital Registry

Visit Us! Booth #1159

Memory Glass
805-682-6469

info@memoryglass.com
www.memoryglass.com

our “Stars & Stripes” design was created 
with the mission to honor, respect and 
forever memorialize everyone who loves 
our country – everyday americans and 
service personnel alike. this memorial 
keepsake is for all who have sacrificed 
to make our country a better place, 
whether in an official capacity or as an 
everyday citizen. It is for all americans 
that have a great love our country and is 
dedicated to the spirit of freedom. Come 
see for yourself!

Stars & Stripes Orb

Visit Us! Booth #1183

MemorialPhotoCanvas.com
US & Canada: 888-240-1170

International: +1 818 357-5890
support@memorialphotocanvas.com

www.MemorialPhotoCanvas.com

Professionally edited portraits delivered 
as premium framed canvas and JPeg. 
Flat-rate price includes photo service, 
canvas print, frame and priority 
shipping.  our skilled digital artists will 
create a beautiful portrait and provide a 
proof within 24-hours. Upon approval, 
we print and frame in handcrafted Italian 
wood. your canvas portrait is shipped 
priority service from a facility nearest 
to you to ensure on-time arrival for the 
service. the photo editing, canvas print, 
frame, and priority shipping are included 
for one flat-rate price.

Premium Framed 
Canvas Portraits

Visit Us! Booth #1234

SuperNova International
800-585-8617

admin@supernovaintl.com
www.supernovaintl.com

We’re here to help you simplify your 
cremation memorial product offerings 
with Supernova’s all-inclusive cremation 
package. Providing you with all the tools 
you need, including a full product display 
and video, a selection of brochures 
and posters, and easy ordering. We 
streamline how you counsel families on 
memorialization options while showing 
you how to embrace cremation in your 
funeral home.

SuperNova Cremation Package

Visit Us! Booth #1266

LoveUrns®
888-910-7860

mail@LoveUrns.com
www.LoveUrns.com

on popular demand we have launched 
new color in our best selling Blessing™ 
Series.  

Smooth hand-applied pearlescent Lav-
ender finish, adorned with beautiful hand 
engraved band around the lid of the urn. 

a serene combination of Lavender & 
Silver makes it stunning!

LoveUrns® Blessing™ Series

Visit Us! Booth #1312

Bass-Mollett
800-851-4046

www.bass-mollett.com
www.directorsprintsuite.com

www.promoplace.com/bass-mollett

bass-mollett will be debuting their new 
digital registry system at NFDA!  It’s 
100% cloud-based, performs on any 
platform (computer, tablet, phone) and 
lets guests sign in from their mobile 
devices--no more standing in line! It’s 
fully-integrated into Director’s print 
suite. In addition to capturing leads, 
the built in digital registry dashboard 
reviews guests, generates condolence 
labels, exports to a crm and much 
more.  stop by our booth for a demo and 
a free snowflake ornament.

Remembrance 
Registry System

Visit Us! Booth #1372

The Living Urn®
 800-495-7022

 mark@thelivingurn.com
 www.TheLivingUrn.com

the Patented Living Urn is america’s 
first and leading bio urn and planting 
system designed to grow a tree 
memorial. this proven system comes 
with 2-4 foot trees (not seeds or 
tiny seedlings) and was developed 
with professional arborists and soil 
scientists to help ensure successful 
outcomes for the families you serve. 
visit our exhibit for a special show 
promotion!

America's Leading Bio Urn

Visit Us! Booth #1433

Link CMP
 800-248-3057

 info@linkmfg.com
 www.linkcmp.com

the DD2000-XLC double deck 
system safely transports standard 
and oversized cots side-by-side, four 
stretchers, four cremation containers, 
two air trays, or two caskets. the 
powered upper deck with safety latch 
raises and lowers within seconds, 
allowing one person to easily load and 
transport. the DD2000-XLC system 
fits inside a majority of full-size cargo 
vans.

The DD2000-XLC 
Double Deck System

Visit Us! Booth #1523

Halcyon Death Care   
Management Solutions

770-877-1158
sales@halcyondcms.com 
www.halcyondcms.com

Halcyon Death Care Management 
Solutions is excited to offer the next 
generation in human and pet crematory 
management! the system is fully cloud 
based, operating system independent, 
and cross-device compatible. access 
your information anywhere from any 
device. Qr (Quick response) code 
body tracking enables detailed chain 
of custody which minimizes liability 
and our secure portal allows for easy 
collaboration with your partners.

Crematory 
Management Software 

Visit Us! Booth #1616

Final Embrace
800-896-0598

www.finalembrace.com
finalembraceonline@gmail.com

the Honoring service Versotable sets 
up in seconds and weighs just 8 pounds!  
made from virtually wrinkle-free fabric, 
each table is portable and designed 
for use at the church, funeral home or 
cemetery.

each table comes standard with patches 
for Air Force, Army, marines, and Navy.  
Additional patches for coast Guard, first 
responders, religious affiliation, or other 
social/civic groups are available.

Honoring Service VersoTables

Visit Us! Booth #1668

Mortuary Lift Company™
319-364-4910

info@mortuarylift.com
www.mortuarylift.com

the stepper®, an electric dolly, 
was designed specifically for the 
funeral industry for home removals. It 
electrically climbs and descends stairs 
with a load up to 375lbs eliminating 
the need to manually lift and lower.   
Navigating tight cluttered homes or 
narrow hallways is a breeze.  Less staff 
is needed and the stepper® makes 
injury and frustration a thing of the past.

The Stepper®
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SHAPING FAMILIES’ EXPECTATIONS,
ONE FUNERAL EXPERIENCE

AT A TIME

Our Community of future-focused funeral professionals delivers 
powerful, healing experiences to families throughout America 
and one Canadian town. Learn how to make the magic happen 
through completion of our comprehensive training curriculum, 
led by Licensed Funeral Directors and Certified Experience 
Economy Experts.

Stage the experience with the help of our dynamic collection of 
customized, never-templated keepsakes that families cherish and 
hold on to for a lifetime. From incredible digital displays to the 
widest array of printed products in the business, our capabilities 
are limitless in our mission to help set you apart from the rest of the  
pack by becoming the exclusive Life Celebration Home in your 
market. Call us today for Membership information.

for the first time ever, receive customized 
laser cut printed products overnight. 
Watch the magic unfold by visiting

Introducing the 
Shape-It Series

www.lifecelebrationinc.com/shape-it-series

www. lifecelebrationinc.com888.887.3782
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AP Lazer
800-585-8617

Info@aplazer.com
www.aplazer.com

turn urns, caskets, tribute memorials, 
pet memorials, keepsake gifts and more 
into priceless treasures families will 
cherish forever. aP Lazer’s patented 
design will give your funeral home 
the edge needed when it comes to 
personalization and standing out from 
your competitors. See aP Lazer in action 
at booth #1766 to learn how you can 
double your profits while growing your 
business with aP Lazer by your side.

AP Lazer Machine
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Beloved is a team of professional 
writers creating custom, personalized, 
handcrafted obituaries and eulogies. No 
templates. No recycling. We partner with 
funeral homes and enhance their services 
by providing a story which will be forever 
remembered. our process is easy, 
smooth, and seamless, and our writers 
are trained in client relations in order 
to work meaningfully, effectively, and 
efficiently, with funeral home clientele.

Custom, Personalized, 
Handcrafted Obituaries & Eulogies
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Cremation Systems
708-339-6810

tom@cremsys.com
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generally; a 30' x 40' crematory office 
floor plan can accommodate a Human 
and Pet retort or two Human chambers. 
Site conditions and utility access can 
be variable, but a 1,200 ft2 crematory 
typically will cost $60,000. Cremation 
Systems normally delivers a Human 
retort and accessories, installs the 
equipment, fires the chamber, and trains 
your cremationists, for approximately 
$135,000. *Metal building supplied and 
installed by others.  

Turnkey Metal Building Option  

Visit Us! Booth #1971

Mobi Medical
803-758-1001

tom@mobimedical.com
www.mobimedical.com

the Mobi embalming Station is constructed 
with 304 stainless steel and includes a large 
sink basin, hydro aspirator, and hot and cold 
water mixing faucet. other specific features 
include:
• Floor Stand or Wall-mountable
• Hot and cold water mixing faucet on 
   top  with tall spout
• GFCI receptacle
• Optional eyewash attachment available
• Cold water spray hose with spray nozzle

Quick Production/turnaround time. 
5-6 weeks. Made in USa.

Mobi Embalming Station

Visit Us! Booth #1971

Mobi Medical
803-758-1001

tom@mobimedical.com
www.mobimedical.com

• Made in USA
• Military Grade Welded Steel Frame 
  Construction
• Side Loading or End Loading
• Break Apart / Knock Down Design
• Custom Sizes Available

Roller Bar Storage Racks

Visit Us! Booth #1971

Mobi Medical
803-758-1001

tom@mobimedical.com
www.mobimedical.com

• Universal Patent Pending Top, use as 
   End or Side loading
• Industrial Strength welded steel 
   construction
• Push button Hand-held pendant 
   operation,  
• Minimum height of 19”, Maximum 
   Height up to 82 Inches
• Easily handles over 1000 lbs.
• Roller Locks secure Top when in motion
• 62.5" X 25" Top Surface
• LCD Digital Scale (optional)
• Customizable
• Proudly made in the USA! 

Mobi Battery Operated 
Crematory Scissor Lift
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By the time this article is published, it is anticipated the 
Federal reserve (the Fed) will have decided to reduce 

the federal funds rate at least one time.  In the past when 
rates were reduced, it meant an opportunity for businesses 
because a lower interest rate meant more opportunity for 
borrowing. that may not be the case today, especially for 
small businesses who depend on access to bank money for 
growth or remodeling to increase profits.  this is because it is 
increasingly difficult to get approval to access these funds.

the federal funds rate
the federal funds rate is the interest rate that depository 
institutions, or banks, use to lend money to one another. the 
funds come from excess balances the bank owns that are 
held at the Federal reserve and are used to meet reserve 
requirements (Investopedia.com).  Since the fed funds 
rate is the rate at which banks can lend to each other, a 
single decision by the Fed to move rates up or down does 
not necessarily translate into a change in publicly available 
loan rates such as business loans or mortgage rates.  a  
continuing trend of rate changes, however, will create 
more possibility for such changes to impact the money’s 
availability in the economy.

the federal rate as an economic lever
Prior to the financial crisis in 2008, the Federal reserve 
utilized the fed funds rate as a way to stimulate a sluggish 
economy or to slow down an overheating economy.  the Fed 
looks at many economic indicators to identify movements 
in our economy and tweaks the fed funds rate to allow 
banks access to funds at a cheaper rate or conversely at 
a more expensive rate, depending upon what is needed at 
the time.  For example, if the Federal reserve perceived 
the economy as growing too fast, they may increase rates 
to make “the cost of money” more expensive to banks who 
in turn lend money to consumers.  If it costs more for the 
banks to access funds, they will generally extend higher 
rates to their consumers (businesses and individuals), 
thus slowing expansion and investment.  Conversely, if the 

Federal reserve perceives the economy as slowing down 
too much, they will decrease the fed funds rate in an effort to 
stimulate the economy.  In this instance, the banks are able 
to access money cheaper allowing them in turn to extend 
money to consumers at a lower rate.  Money essentially 
becomes “cheaper” and allows businesses and individuals 
to invest or expand because the interest cost they end up 
paying will be less.  think about mortgage rates.  When rates 
are low, more people can afford to purchase a home because 
their monthly payments for the same house would be less.

When the financial crisis hit in 2008, the impacts were so 
devastating and far reaching, the fed funds rate dropped to 
essentially zero and stayed there until December of 2015.  
the Federal reserve had to use other means to stimulate 
the economy during these times because the traditional 
lever of lowering the fed funds rate was not possible.  It 
was already at zero.  

Since that time, the Federal reserve has been working 
to slowly raise rates in order to get their lever back.  the 
economy (now more than ever a global economy with many 
importing and exporting and raw good codependencies 
across boundaries) has been the largest hindrance to getting 
the fed funds rate back to a comfortable position.  other 
countries have not fared as well in their recoveries since 
the crisis and with the dependencies, economies are tied 
together more than ever.  once our economy is in a stronger 
position, the Federal reserve can once again use Fed Fund 
rates in an attempt effectively to manage the pace of the 
economy.  It is far from an exact science.

Since the onset of the financial crisis, the recovery has been 
slow and sluggish especially in the first five to seven years.  
While  growth has been better since then, there has been a lot 
of pressure on the Federal reserve to reduce rates because 
the global economy is experiencing slowing that will impact 
the US economy as well.  With the pressure to reduce rates 
in the environment of a slowing world economy, one would 

Why the Fed cutting Rates Won't 
necessarily Help you obtain your new 

Business loan or line of credit

by todd d. mAnnix
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think that rate cuts would mean more opportunity for people 
and businesses with greater access to “cheaper” money.
 
today’s banking environment
even if the Federal reserve drops rates twice this year, it 
may not translate into more people having access to money.  
even though the banks are able to access cheaper funds, 
this is not necessarily immediately passed along to the 
consumer.  For example, we began to see this (and rightfully 
so) after the financial crisis when it became very difficult 
for people to get mortgages.  Banks were burned so badly 
by the extent of bad loans, that they went from very relaxed 
regulations for loan approval to very stringent loan approval.  
So even though rates were very low after the financial crisis, 
people could not access money to stimulate the economy as 
they would have in traditional markets because of stringent 
guidelines for loan approval.  even when the Fed pumped 
money into the economy in the years following the financial 
crisis, banks were not lending it as freely as they had before.  
Some of it was lawmakers trying to make sure large bank 
greed did not have the opportunity to topple our economy 
again, and some of it was banks needing to monitor their 
profits and reputations.  

Prior to the collapse, seemingly all people needed to get 
a mortgage was a pulse.  Lenders were offering no money 
down, interest only loans with very little income verification 
protocols.  this means that someone could buy a home 
with no skin in the game and never pay down the principal 
so long as they could keep up with the interest on the 
amount borrowed.  as someone who manages finances 
conservatively, I would never recommend such a loan for 
the average individual.  

During these times, however, the US housing market 
continued to increase upwards of 20% per year in some 
areas.  the lenders were essentially pitching the fact that the 
consumer would have equity through appreciation, and for 
a time that worked.  But for anyone who knows how markets 
work, they know this is not a sustainable pattern. once the 
market plummeted, the equity many of these people had in 
their homes, not only disappeared, but went negative and 
people owed more on their homes than the home was worth.  
this is why traditional loans require a 20% minimum down 
payment.  a 20% down payment not only assures equity 
remains in the home during a downturn, but also hedges 
against loans that turn negative and are defaulted on during 
such a downturn.  

Since the crisis it has become increasingly difficult to 
obtain a mortgage because of more stringent underwriter 
requirements.  Banks originated based on relationships and 
a customers’ entire business.  It was good for a business 
owner to know their local banker as the banker understood 
the person’s place in the community and could vouch for 
them. Documents were collected in a verification process, 
but the Banker could ultimately play the relationship card 
and move the process along if a piece of documentation was 
not readily available or easily explained. Since the crisis, 
regulations have, in essence taken the “relationship” or 
loan officer assessment out of the equation thus making it 
more difficult for americans to access money. a borrower 

must meet a long and specific checklist of requirements 
and there is very little (if any) wiggle room.

other Pressures facing banks reducing access
this trend of making it more difficult to access money from 
banks is not only true for individuals, but for businesses 
(small and large) due to several other factors.  regulations 
and bank policies surrounding anti-fraud, anti-money 
laundering, and anti-terrorism have continually increased 
since 9/11.  as more information becomes available as to 
how terrorist networks had and have been using markets 
to increase financial positions to fund terrorist activities, 
legislators and banks have increased measures to identify 
and prevent such activity.

another major change that all the bank chairs highlighted in 
a congressional hearing in april of this year is cyber security.  
each bank chair/president in the hearing stated clearly 
that cyber security was the largest threat to not only their 
individual bank, but our entire banking system.

While billions of dollars are being spent by the banks to 
prevent all of these threats form a systematic, procedural, 
and technology standpoint, some simple checks and 
balances are being put in place at the consumer level that 
may not necessarily make funds less available if you are 
doing things above board, but will increase the level of 
scrutiny and documentation required in order to access 
money.  Banks are required to know who their customers are 
in a more thorough and intimate way than just a federal tax id 
number.  For example, banks have to check their customers 
against the office of Foreign assets Control (oFaC) 
database controlled by the Department of the treasury.  
In addition, banks often require ownership information 
including; names, addresses, percentage of ownership, 
two years worth of tax returns, documents used to create 
a business entity such as the articles of organization or 
corporation, and potentially more.

In summary, the days of assuming that rising and falling rates 
relate to less or more access to funds in our businesses and 
economy are not as directly translatable as they were in the 
past.  there is a lot more to the story and business owners 
should be prepared to jump over many hurdles in order to 
benefit from more favorable rates in an effort to increase 
their business opportunities while rates are low.  fba

Todd is the Chief Compliance Officer, VP Sales and Marketing 
of Cooperative Funeral Fund. His career spans over 26 years 
in financial roles, including over 11 years working in financial 
service companies such as Fidelity Investments in Boston and 
Dallas, American National Bank & Trust Company in Chicago, 
and Cooperative Funeral Fund located in Madison, Connecticut.  
Todd has a BS in business from Boston College and an MBA in 
strategic business from Boston University. Todd has a unique 
background in both finance and operations which allows him to 
offer “insight beyond the numbers.” Prior to joining CFF, Todd 
worked at NBC Universal in Los Angeles and was responsible for 
managing the financial and operational transition of worldwide 
distribution from a tape-based to digital fulfillment model. To 
connect with Todd, email him at Todd.Mannix@CFFInc.com or 
call him at 800-336-1102.
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Many funeral home operators falsely believe that all credit 
card fees deducted from their credit card transactions 

go to their credit card processor. the truth is, your processor 
only gets to keep a very tiny portion of each transaction. 
this article is intended to provide a clear understanding of 
how the fees work, what they do for you, and how you can 
avoid additional fees that you don’t need pay. It’s hard to 
negotiate fees that you don’t understand.

a transaction begins the moment a family swipes, taps, keys 
or inserts their credit card to pay you. Fees are based on 
the amount of the transaction. the fees are determined by 
important factors such as your merchant services provider, 
your bank, your customer’s bank, and the card brand that 
issued your customer's credit card, such as MasterCard, 
visa or amex.

Some processors charge a fixed price per transaction 
without charging any additional fees. others charge a little 
more than what the credit card brand would charge directly. 
Some processors have a tiered pricing system that depends 
on the type of card presented and other variables not within 
your control. these include rewards cards, government 
cards, corporate cards, non-rewards cards etc. 

different types of fee Pricing
Fees are based on one of three different pricing models. a 
flat rate is the simplest to understand but, likely the most 
expensive of the three. the processor charges your business 
either a flat fee per transaction such as Square charges 
2.75% of each transaction processed using a Point-of-Sale 
system. Square also adds a flat fee of .15 for each manually 
keyed transaction. If you have low volume sales and looking 
for convenience as opposed to savings, this price model is 
probably okay for you.

Interchange Plus pricing is used for most funeral homes and 
cemeteries. Card brands such as visa and MasterCard charge 
a fee for each transaction. this is called an Interchange rate. 
the Interchange rate is set by the card brands and is the 
same for all credit card processors. you might consider a 
wholesale cost of accepting a credit card. a processor using 
Interchange Plus pricing will mark this amount up a little bit 
and charge you the increased amount. as an example, you 
might see a fee of 2.75% + $0.10. the 10 cents is the marked 
up price, and the 2.75% is the Interchange rate that goes to 
the card brand. the processor only gets to keep the dime. 
the tiered Pricing model is a more diverse array of cost 
structures. the interchange rates fluctuate based upon the 
type of card presented, whether it’s a credit or debit card, 
and whether or not it is a rewards card. Someone has to 
pay for those rewards and that someone is you. a rewards 
card costs more to process and will be factored into the 
Interchange rate. a small business may not find tiered 
pricing useful because it can get complicated. 

Negotiating your fees
the amount of money charged for each transaction isn't 
set in stone. If your processor only offers a flat rate pricing 
model, you are stuck and there is no negotiation process. 
For merchants using the interchange-plus or tiered pricing 
model, negotiating your card fees is possible. Negotiating 
involves talking to your processor and asking to get either 
the credit card processing percentage reduced, or getting 
a lower markup on the “plus” plan. If your sales volume is 
high, but your charges are small, ask about a lower per-
transaction fee. remember, if your processor is already at 
rock bottom and earning a dime per transaction, there isn't a 
lot of wiggle room. We have seen rates as high as $0.25 per 
transaction when doing comparison quotes for merchants. 
those fees could be that could be reduced down to $0.06. 
one last thing to know about processing fees is that fees 
vary based on how you accept payments. your payment 
gateway is either a Point-of-Sale system or terminal in your 
funeral home, a mobile phone reader, or perhaps an online 
portal. Fees vary based on the risk of fraud posed by each 
type of gateway, with online transactions being the riskiest 
and therefore the priciest.  fba

Jim Luff is a Marketing Manager with Chosen Payments, 
a national credit card processor serving the funeral care 
industry. He is an active member of the California Funeral 
Directors Association serving on the Legislative, Public 
Relations and Expo committees with firsthand industry 
knowledge and 25 years of experience working with Central 
California funeral homes. Jim can be reached by phone at 
805-427-9180 or by email jim.luff@chosenpayments.com.

by Jim luff
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When I started in the casket business 20 years ago one 
of my many inspirations came from the book “think 

and Grow rich” by Napoleon Hill. before his death in 1970 
Napoleon Hill sold more than 70 million copies of his book 
and the book continues to sell well. mr. Hill developed 17 
principles of which he referred to as the “science of personal 
Achievement.” If you have not already read this book I would 
encourage you to pick up a copy and dive in as quickly as 
possible. there are also original recordings of this book on 
many services such as You tube or Audible for listening on 
the go. 

Funerals are steeped in traditions driven by factors like 
culture, religion, ethnicity and a host of others. the “business” 
of funerals is guided and sometimes harnessed through 
those factors. I love talking to professionals in and related 
to the funeral profession who like to talk about “the good old 
days.” they like to talk about how things used to be before 
cremation, the internet and social media. they talk about 
a time when the local funeral director ran a successful and 
profitable business. “success” is a desirable goal yet can be 
extremely dangerous at the same time. there’s a great quote 
by Andy Grove, “success breeds complacency. complacency 
breeds failure. only the paranoid survive.”  Napoleon Hill 
often speaks of a “burning desire” in many of his writings. this 
makes me think that “complacency” and a “burning desire” 
are polar opposites. In other words, having a “burning desire” 
means taking control of your mind whereas complacency 
“breeds failure” by resting on past success. 

the traditions of funerals are not only in the “service” but also 
in the “office” of the funeral home. many funeral homes run 
their businesses the same way today as they did 10, 20 and 
30 years ago. Yes, it may have worked that way then (and 
quite successfully) but have you checked the “net profit” line 
on your financial statement lately? Nearly everyone agrees 

cremation has been a game changer. I’ve read several articles 
over the last 20 years that indicate funeral professionals 
have somewhat put their heads in the sand trying to ignore 
the fire that was consuming their bottom lines. by now we all 
know the cremation rate is growing and isn’t likely to level 
off any time soon. 

complacency in the “business” of funerals isn’t an option 
today. Funeral professionals must look at how they conduct 
business in new ways especially from a business perspective. 
With the focus on cremation and how to try and add services 
or sell merchandise and trinkets, there’s little thought given 
to other areas of the business when running a funeral home. 
the purpose of this article isn’t to tell you how to handle 
cremation in your funeral home as there are plenty of 
experts, summits and seminars out there marketing for that 
purpose. the purpose of this article is to get you to “think” 
differently than you’ve been trained by past experiences, 
internships and mortuary schools, and especially by your 
casket representatives about the business side of the funeral 
home. the number of funeral homes that close each year is 
alarming yet the number of deaths per year in the United 
states is at an all-time high of about 2.8 million according 
to cANA. 

my opinion is that you as the owner or manager of the funeral 
home need to be in charge! Not long ago I met with a firm who 
was frustrated with merchandise the family was selecting. 
they told me their casket supplier placed 3 full size cremation 
caskets in the showroom. Immediately after hearing this 
news my mind went to the idea of “this might be good for 
the casket supplier but definitely bad for the revenues of 
the funeral home.” the funeral director went on to say that 
families are now selecting those cremation caskets for burial 
instead of purchasing traditional caskets. I told him it might 
be a good idea to get those off his showroom floor before the 
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sun goes down tonight. the funeral director told me he thinks 
maybe offering ceremonial rental caskets would be a better 
option for them. I applauded him for thinking differently and 
encouraged him to make the switch as soon as possible. After 
meeting with the cFo of the firm we confirmed that adding 
ceremonial rental caskets to their showroom  will likely add 
an additional $25,000 to $30,000 (conservatively) in revenue 
with most of that being direct profit  to the bottom line. the 
beautiful thing about this is that they don’t need to serve one 
more family to gain this kind of revenue. I am simply amazed 
there are funeral homes who don’t use ceremonial rental 
caskets. I would go so far as to suggest offering a minimum 
of 3 different ceremonial rental caskets so that you are able 
to merchandise a “good, better, best” selection for your 
families to choose from. 

“contract cool-Aid”

I suppose there was a time when supply contracts with a 
casket suppliers was something to entertain.  It is simply not 
true that a funeral home owner must sign a supply contract 
to get the best deal on caskets! Imagine for a minute that 
you signed a contract with a local store to buy groceries 
exclusively from them (why someone would do this I’ll never 
know). on top of tying your hands to this particular store, they 
also tell you how many grocery items you must buy in a year. 
Furthermore, if you don’t satisfy your quota commitment you 
pay a penalty. It just so happens the grocery store is also 
free to raise its prices every year while you are locked into 
your contract. Does this sound like a good deal? Let’s do a 

little analysis. You’ve signed your 3 year contract with your 
casket supplier and you are ready to save money. the first 
year you are buying a casket for $2,500 and then you are hit 
with a 4% annual price increase for each of the next 3 years. 
All of a sudden you are paying $2,812 for the same casket 
which is a 12.5% increase. How many funeral homes have 
had the luxury of raising service prices 12.5% over a 3 year 
time span? Factoring further that the cremation rate will most 
likely increase, and you will not need to buy as many caskets. 
but remember you committed to buy a specific number from 
your supplier. I spoke with a funeral director from New Jersey 
last week who told me he was invoiced $5,000.00 from his 
casket supplier because he didn’t meet his quota. then of 
course there’s the “discount” game included in your contract. 
I’ve heard from several funeral directors who say it takes an 
act of congress to determine exactly what the discount is 
depending on the casket chosen and a host of other factors. 
take charge of your purchasing power. there are many 
options out there to purchase caskets. If your supplier can’t 
give you the best price without tying your hands to a contract, 
then I’d suggest you find another supplier who will. 

continuing with our theme of “thinking” differently, the 
traditional model of buying one casket at a time and having 
it delivered to your door is likely the most expensive way 
to buy a casket. consider the possibility of buying caskets 
in quantity. this will take some thought, but the savings 
are well worth the effort. As an example, the industry has 
a common list price of around $3,000.00 for a solid wood 
button oak casket. Using the old-fashioned way of buying 
caskets you will pay about $1,800.00 if you can get a 40% 
discount. You can on the other hand buy in bulk and pay less 
than $1,000.00 for the very same casket. If you buy just 15 of 
this most popular model per year you will save $12,000.00. 
You’ll want to rethink how you merchandise caskets because 
you will now have an inventory in your garage you want to 
sell. Is it really necessary to have a showroom with 32 casket 
display cuts any longer? When purchasing in bulk managing 
inventory is key. the caskets you keep in your garage are 
also the caskets you display in your showroom or catalog. 

same goes for preneed and cremation.  there is value in 
thinking differently there too yet this must be saved for 
another future article. 

I think we can all agree the funeral profession has certainly 
taken a circuitous journey to arrive at the place we currently 
dwell.  I encourage you to “think” differently about the 
“business” side of funerals.  And most definitely seek new 
opportunities in making financial decisions that keep YoUr 
best interests in mind.  fba

Christopher J. Boots is the founder and president of CJ Boots 
Casket Company in Anderson, Indiana and is a shareholder of 
Vandor Corporation in Richmond, Indiana. He currently serves 
as president of the Casket and Funeral Supply Association of 
America and is the president of the school board of trustees 
for the South Madison Community School Corporation in 
Pendleton, Indiana. He loves reading and spending time 
on his boat with his family. Christopher can be reached at 
765.683.9760, or email him at chris@cjboots.com, or visit his 
website at www.cjboots.com.
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While doing a Brand Discovery session with my client, 
he was lamenting the depths his main competitor has 

gone to push him out of business. He’s larger, has more 
resources and is well connected. His efforts have been 
working and his business has suffered. He does under 100 
service calls a year while his competitor does literally three 
times more. as an aside, there’s enough business out there 
for everyone. I mean come on, there’s millions of people 
living in this country and thousands in individual cities. you 
can’t service everyone. 

Nonetheless, the issue isn’t competition because there’s 
always a new player in the field, someone will always undercut 
your prices just to get the business and markets change 
continually. yes, competition is fierce and the more firms I 
talk to the more I hear how cutthroat it is. the real problem is 
that many, like my client, have no strategy in place to grow 
his firm, address competition and differentiate himself.  you 
can’t think that just because you have a funeral home people 
will automatically come to you because there’s few choices in 
town. It reminds me of a Chinese restaurant I used to go to. 

Naturally, I don’t want to travel far to get good Chinese 
food, so I went to the local spot and it was pretty good. 
one day while I was waiting to order it was the lunch rush 
and understandably busy. there were between 4-6 of us 
in line and the phone was ringing like crazy too. Now I’ve 
worked as a host in a few restaurants before and the most 
important thing I was taught was that the person in front of 
you is more important than the one on the phone because 
they travelled to you. you honor that gesture by giving them 
your primary attention. Now the guy is taking call after call 
after call and the line is just getting longer. you could clearly 
see the agitation building up in people. I got out of line and 
never came back. What was the problem?

He thought that because he’s one of the only Chinese 
restaurants in the community he could run his business 
however he wanted. He didn’t care about customer service 
or the people in front of him. It was basically, “I’ll take your 
order when I’m ready and you will pay me. If you don’t like 
it, fine. there’s others right behind you.” you know what? 

He’s right. yes, because his business is local no matter how 
he treats his clients, to a degree, he will still be there. But 
he will always be small. there will be no multiple locations 
or other growth beyond that one location because such an 
attitude won’t fly somewhere else. this mentally is also 
present in the funeral industry and could quite possibly be 
one of the reasons why some firms stay small. you need to 
think beyond just being a local entity. you need a growth 
strategy. 

Why you Need strategy 
you need a strategy because of fierce competition, you need 
it because of changing markets, you need it so you can hold 
yourself and your team accountable for reaching goals. 
everybody wants to grow, but few have an actual plan and even 
fewer have that plan systematized so that you can measure 
results, make adjustments and see real gains. In the end it’s 
not the best business that wins, it’s the one that can be found 
and is the least risky. that boils down to differentiation which 
can only be achieved by developing a strategy that ensures 
you stand out like the woman in the red dress in the Matrix. 
even her presence in that program was, by design. See what 
I mean? Developing a strategy begins at the end. 

step 1: set your goals and reverse engineer them
you need to start somewhere and more sales isn’t specific 
enough. Set numbers. Set a revenue goal, a service call goal 
and a specific time frame to achieve it. For example, one firm 
that is averaging 30-50 calls a year sets a goal to double 
it within 1 year. that’s a reasonable goal and the monetary 
goal is essentially doubling their revenue. 

your time frame can be whatever you determine, but keep 
in mind the sooner the time frame the quicker and more 
aggressive you have to be with implementing it. Most likely 
that means hiring someone else to help you with because 
nothing motivates people faster than money on the table. 

the caveat and advantage of this step in developing your 
strategy is that because you have both a service call goal 
and revenue goal you will start thinking of different ways to 
achieve both of them. For example, doubling your revenue 

Sabotage yourself
by george Paul iii
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doesn’t have to be achieved only through service calls. It 
can come from pre-need, keepsake sales, upselling and 
other ways. the goal is to think outside the box and come up 
with several revenue streams to help you achieve your goal. 
Next you need to see what information you need to know 
in order to achieve your goal which means gathering data.
 
step 2: gather Needed data
gathering necessary data to help achieve your goal is what 
branding professionals like myself call a Discovery Session. 
In such a session you take a deep dive into your brand, 
brand values, target audience, competition, value- based 
propositions, positioning statements, metrics and sales 
funnel to ensure that once you implement your strategy 
everything moves smoothly down the funnel and leads to a 
sale. that is why I love whiteboards because brainstorming 
on the board allows you to step away from things to see how 
strong the strategy is and potential holes that need to be filled. 
once you have things written down you need to mess it up. 

step 3: sabotage it
this is perhaps the most important step. you have to think 
of all the factors that could cause your strategy to fail once 
implemented. that includes competitors’ reaction, target 
audience objections, how your staff responds to family 
inquires and more. the best way to sabotage your plan is to 
step outside yourself and answer this one simple question, 
“If I were my own competitor and got this game plan what 
would I do to make it fail?” If you can’t think of anything ask 
someone else especially your team because their input gives 
them ownership of the plan and will support the solution 
more adding another guarantee of success.  

step 4: determine deliverables and action items 
Now that you have a sound strategy in place, what do you 
need to support it? this means collateral, ads, products and/
or new programs to make sure it works. this is where many 
go wrong. they actually start here rather than developing 
the strategy first. a firm looks at their problem, slow sales, 
few services calls and determine that the solution is to 
develop a new logo or update their brochure. those are 

not the solution, but support items to the solution. Let’s 
say you spend several thousand dollars to have a new logo 
and beautiful brochure done. you start handing it out and 
nothing happens. Now you’re mad at your designer and 
cursing yourself for wasting all that money. as a result, you 
grow a bit confused because now you’re wondering, “Well 
what does work?” Since you don’t know the answer to that 
now you stop marketing period. this is where the death of 
your business begins. Start with the strategy, determine 
your numbers and then choose the deliverables.

Naturally, if your goal is to double revenue then you’re going 
to do marketing. What printed materials do you need to give 
families? What advertising will you put online? Where else 
can you reach them? Don’t forget your inbound, or content 
marketing. What information can you give away that will 
cause families to look at you as a viable firm to service their 
family? to answer that means that you need to provide 
content that addresses their pain points either before they 
lose their loved one, when they lose them or afterward.  

a sound strategy is a Plan for success
equipped with your growth strategy in place you can share 
it with your team and empower them to succeed. after all, 
when one person on your team wins you all win. With a sound 
strategy you won’t have to worry about your competitors 
and their tactics. In fact, your strategy will help propel you 
as the leader to follow rather than following others. Until 
next time I wish you much success in keeping the legacy of 
your firm going.  fba

George Paul III is a branding expert and award-winning 
designer. He’s the founder of Cherished Keepsakes, a provider 
of memorial keepsakes such as prayer cards, memorial 
programs, buttons, photo collages and more. Their innovative 
designs have been sought after by families and funeral homes 
across the country. Additionally, he assists firms and companies 
in the funeral industry with their branding and marketing. To 
connect with George, email gpaul@cherishedkps.com, call 
617-971-8590 / 617-980-1476, or www.chershedkps.com 
or www.seizethebrand.com.
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the advent of the digital age changed almost everything 
about sales and marketing. How people shop. Where 

they look for information. Where people buy. even how they 
do the actual purchasing metamorphosed into a whole new 
creature (wild beast?) in the past two decades.

It’s even changing how investors look at a firm’s value.

In the past year, we’ve seen an increase in clients signing up 
for our social media and digital marketing services because 
they are succession planning or looking at investment dollars. 
How does that relate to digital and social media marketing? 
they’ve been told that solid social media and digital marketing 
efforts are part of what investors and banks examine when 
selecting a firm or approving a loan. And, no, just having 
a website is no longer enough.

president and ceo, Jake Johnson, of Johnson consulting 
Group agrees.

“Lenders and investors expect businesses to have social media 
marketing.  social media has become the new “consumer 
reports.”  It was not too long ago that a company’s website 
was used to “validate” they are a legit business.  Now, I believe 
the consumer understands the company controls the website 
content. social media allows the researching consumer or 
investor to see what the public is saying about the company.  
one would only invest in companies with solid customer 
experience/service and educational aspects,” Johnson said. 

What does digital and social media marketing say about 
your business?

Just as investors and banks assess the physical structure of 
a facility, the digital structure of an organization says a lot 
about the company. things like:

• Is the business staying current with market trends?

• Do they have a clear and effective message?

• Are they consistent in their marketing efforts?

Whether you’re looking for financing, planning for succession, or just taking stock of your business, don’t forget about 
digital marketing and social media. Here’s why investing in a solid, comprehensive digital strategy pays you back by 
adding to your firm’s financial value.

• Are there multiple touchpoints to help foster relationships?

• Can community member access your information and 
   services online?

so, what sort of things might investors look at specifically? 
things like:

• Do they have a social media presence?

• Is their digital marketing consistent and frequent?

• Do they have an appealing and modern website?

• Do they have online reviews and make use of them in their 
   marketing?

• How effective is their SEO?

• Do they use Google ads?

• Do they offer online arrangement options?

• Do they have a solid email list and send out newsletters?

Why does digital marketing and social media strategy 
impact a firm’s value?

It should come as no surprise that investors look at digital 
as part of their examination of a business. A solid digital 
marketing strategy across multiple channels builds 
relationships with people where they research and shop 
today.  Here are a few fascinating numbers to prove just how 
much digital matters:

• Facebook is the most popular social networking site for 
   baby boomers. 

• Baby boomers are 19% more likely to share content 
   compared to any other generation. 

• Baby boomers and seniors spend more time online than 
   they watch tV. 

• 91% of local searches say they use Facebook to find local 
   businesses online. 

• 90% of all online searches happen through Google. 

How digital marketing & Social media 
increase your Firm's Value

by HeatHer mierzeJeWski
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• 99% of US consumers check their email everyday • Email 
marketing packs an astounding 3800% roI 

What does all this mean? If you don’t have a comprehensive 
digital strategy that touches multiple online channels 
including:

• Websites

• Social media and Facebook in particular (while baby 
   boomers are your primary target audience)

• SEO

• Email marketing and newsletters

• Google ads

then not only are you missing out on valuable business 
opportunities by connecting with your community, you’re also 
missing a key piece of business strategy needed for succession 
planning, overall company value and business health.

What now?

take stock of your digital marketing and social media. Ask 
yourself:

• What’s going well?

• What do you realistically have time for? 

• What type of information do people respond to in your 
   community?  

then look at your marketing channels. 

• Is your website up-to-date, responsive, attractive and 
   easy to navigate?

• Do you have an email list that you regularly reach out to 
   with interesting, helpful, and educational content? 

• What social posts and ad campaigns work for you? 

• What gets the most likes, comments and shares on posts 
   and which of your ad campaigns drive signups.

We know the life of a funeral director is already full of 
relationships and responsibilities, and you didn’t get into this 
line of work to run a Facebook account or an email marketing 
program. However, like proper maintenance of your funeral 
home’s physical building or your cemetery grounds must 
be part of your business plan, proper maintenance of your 
website, social media marketing, email nurturing, seo, and 
overall digital strategy are essential to business health.  fba

Heather Mierzejewski is the Director of Marketing at Funeral 
Innovations. She brings marketing and additional writing expertise 
to their team. She previously covered breaking news, politics, and 
religion for print, digital, and radio news outlets before slipping 
journalism’s tentacles and diving into the digital marketing world. 
She spent the past several years at a digital advertising agency 
working on marketing and content solutions for adidas, Reebok, 
and Chipotle among other brands. To connect with Heather, call her 
at 303-717-3774 or email her at heather@funeralinnovations.com.
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as many times as I am asked, “what do you do for work?” 
is the same number of times that I get a look that says, 

“what”?  Most people don’t venture to ask what my work 
as an aftercare coordinator for funeral service is about. I 
think they hear the word “funeral” and it stops them in their 
tracks.  I have often conjured up a vision in my mind of the 
person saluting me away with a hand gesture of some sort 
accompanied by some unspoken words something along 
the lines of, “oh no, I am not going there, not interested, 
don’t’ want to know, hope to not to have to ever see you.” 

I never started on a path that would lead me to work in funeral 
service. It was not on any radar in my life, by any means.  
after my own personal, very hard and difficult experience of 
loss and grief, I landed in the world of funeral service. I felt 
that because of the lack of understanding and support that 
I did not get from the people in my life, and so desperately 
needed, motivated me to do something to make a difference 
for someone else. I was not quite sure how I was going to 
do that, all I knew is I had to figure it out. 

each person experiences loss in relationship to the depth 
of love they feel for the person who has died-we have all 
heard that grief is the price we pay for love-so very true 
are those words.  

one of the first really difficult things I found myself having 
to navigate after my loss, was the reality that my loss would 
not be considered as difficult as others. I lost my infant 
daughter who died after living only 2 hours and 9 minutes. 
We named her aubrie Marie.  the people in my life assumed 
that I had lost a pregnancy. I did not loose a pregnancy, I 
experienced the loss of a child!  any mother who conceives 
a child and then looses that child at any time, is a mother 
who then has the unimaginable title of “Bereaved Parent”.  

as any parent who lost a child would think, my child died 
and was not supposed to. regardless of the amount of time 
aubrie breathed on this earth, she was every bit a child 
of mine who was loved beyond any words or description.  
there were many realities that I had to face while grieving 
in a world that I no longer knew.  

to this very day, almost 30 years later, when I think back and 
reflect on what was helpful and what did make a difference 
for me, be it big or small, one very clear piece of my story is 
how the funeral director treated me and my husband.  When 
we were told our daughter died the next thing we were told 
was, “you need to call a funeral home”.  

In the shock and horror of what we were experiencing 
and the inability to fully understand what had happened, I 
remember thinking, “why do we need to call a funeral home”. 
I don’t know what I was thinking. I was in shock and I was 
devastated.  at that point in my life, I had only been to very 
few funerals.  the latest having been the funeral for my 
mother, who died suddenly and unexpectedly 10 months 
before aubrie was born and died.  My mother died in NJ, I 
was living in Ny.  

I couldn’t tell you what the name of the funeral home was 
or what it looked like, what the funeral directors name was 
and I know I never spoke to a funeral director during my 
mothers calling hours or funeral.  My sisters who lived in 
NJ at the time handled all of the arrangements along side 
my stepfather.  I was not included in anything. I have a 
faded memory of sitting many rows back in the viewing 
room.  Nobody approached me to offer condolences.  that 
is about all I remember.  

When aubrie died, I can tell you what funeral home helped 
us, I know the name of the funeral director, I have a clear 
memory of the beautiful area they prepared for us and how 
beautifully they cared for and prepared our daughter-even 
after they explained the fact that babies don’t “keep” well, 
our baby was in perfect condition.  a week would pass from 
the time they took her body into their care to the day of her 
burial. they dressed her in a precious christening gown, one 
that I would not have thought to get, had they not suggested 
it. they also suggested that we bring anything we wanted 
to put in the tiny casket to surround her with. Which we did.  

the funeral home brought our baby to her final resting 
place up on top of a hill overlooking the city that we lived 
in, buried above my grandmother’s grave.  they took care of 
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everything. they charged us nothing and they even gave us 
pictures that they had taken of her after she was prepared 
for us to visit with her. those pictures are my most precious 
treasures.  It was my experience with our funeral director 
that impacted me so greatly that it was a funeral director 
who I went to when I began to “figure out” what I was going 
to do to make a difference for someone else following the 
loss of their loved ones!  

My life work was born out of wanting to help others while 
creating a legacy for my daughter and out of the hope that 
funeral homes would partner with me to create and provide 
a meaningful way to support grieving families.   Had the 
experience with my funeral home when I lost aubrie had 
been anything like the experience I had with my mother, 
I don’t believe that I would be able say that I have spent 

28 years supporting grieving families on behalf of many, 
many extraordinarily compassionate and caring funeral 
directors.  My affiliations with funeral directors have been 
and continues to be among my greatest blessings. I am 
grateful for their support and friendship and trust that they 
place in me with supporting their families.  

I have been invited to submit an article for the November/
December aftercare issue. I look forward to sharing it with 
you. My hope is to give you a valuable perspective about 
aftercare and share with you why I can say with 100% of 
certainty that aftercare, done right, does make a profound 
difference about how people feel about funeral service and 
specifically about your funeral home.  Families remember 
how they are made to feel; they don’t remember much else 
about their funeral home experience!  fba

Linda Findlay is the founder of Mourning Discoveries, Grief Support Services.  She is a 28-year career “Aftercare Coordinator”, a 
published author, an advocate for bereaved families and the founder and co- creator of Journeys of Hope Grief Support Outreach 
Programs, coordinating and hosting Seminars & Events including the first and only Bereavement Cruise that provides extensive 
programming exclusively for grieving families.  Linda has developed the most comprehensive aftercare programs that are used in 
over 300 funeral homes in 25 states.  Linda has supported and worked with thousands of grieving families across this country. She has 
visited and provided support for grieving families in their homes and through Funeral Homes, Hospices and faith-based organizations. 
She has created, facilitated, participated in and coordinated hundreds of workshops, services of remembrances, and support groups.  
Linda is a lay counselor for a Christian Care Ministry in Greenville SC. Her highest honor is to enter people’s lives and help make a 
difference. Linda can be reached at 315-725-6132 or visit her websites at: www.mouringdiscoveries.com and www.j3hhh.com  or 
email her at Lf6643@yahoo.com.
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What do you say when someone you know has died? the 
question is not abstract; sooner or later we all face 

this challenge. Finding the right words will be more difficult 
than you think. You knew the person and you can tell some 
stories. You assume you will be able to speak. but it is not 
as easy as it could appear. 

When someone you know dies, powerful feelings inevitably 
surface, feelings for which you may not be prepared. You can 
feel overwhelmed, caught between needing to speak and 
struggling to find the right words. the question becomes 
obsessive: what do you say when someone dies? 

As a minister who has conducted many funerals – over 60 
in the past two years alone – I spend a great deal of time 
considering what to say about a recently deceased person. 
of course, my church, like all places of worship, draws on 
religious tradition. there are prayers and readings from 
scripture. our goal is to convey compassion and hope, 
grounded in faith. our goal also is to design the funeral 
service around the deceased person’s ties to family and 
friends. As soon as we learn of an impending funeral, my 
church colleagues and I begin to ask: what should we say 
about the life we are planning to honor? With whom do we 
need to meet? 

Not every life is easy to honor. Death brings back memories 
from long ago. many memories in most funerals bring smiles 
and tears. but memories can surface pain and anger from 
the past. In one instance, a son had been estranged from his 
father for over twenty years. even though his father had died, 
the son could only say that he would not attend the funeral. 

even when family members gather, the alienation between 
them can be obvious. siblings refuse to speak. Former 
spouses and partners sit in stony silence. When words flow 
they can be bitter, even accusatory. more than one shouting 
match has erupted at a funeral reception. Not long after one 
death, the will of the deceased prompted a law suit among 
family members. Death does not resolve anger or resentment. 
If the deceased did not give in life, then the estate must 
give after death, a few people reason. ministers and funeral 
directors could write lively books recounting the strange 
dynamics of some funerals. sadly, every detail would be true. 

Fortunately, most of the time, animosity does not mark a 
person’s death. the person was loved and is sorely missed. 
but when I ask what must be said, the response still falls 
short of what I hope. my colleagues and I often meet with 
families about offering “remembrances” or “eulogies” in the 
funeral service. even when we urge people to speak briefly, 
respectfully, and appropriately, things can go off track. 

Asked to recall her father’s life, one woman began her 
thoughts before a packed church with these words: “Kind. 
patient. Warm. sensitive. Gracious. courteous. Quiet. 
Nurturing.” the list was long and endearing. 

but pausing to shuffle her notes she added with a wry smile: 
“oh sorry. Wrong parent.” When the laughter stopped, she 
proceeded to a loving tribute. but her point was made:  her 
father was a forceful personality. 

rarely do people craft descriptions of the deceased person 
with such skill and subtlety. more often remembrances, 
whether in places of worship or in reception halls, take a 
more superficial course. people are unsure what to say. It 
becomes tempting to recall the parties, the hobbies, how well 
the person fished, their favorite sports teams, how much of 
a family the deceased person left, and how much they were 
loved. people read lengthy poems of dubious relevance. 
people even burst into song or become frozen and weep. 
Hearing people try to speak can be painful. 

most efforts to memorialize a person revert to giving 
information, often repeating the words of the obituary. this 
effort is safer, and usually well intentioned. but it can sound 
like the entry in a high school yearbook. the lists of likes and 
dislikes, achievements and skills, can go on and on. these 
reference points are places to begin, but often nothing else 
is said. the question becomes pressing: what should you 
say when someone you know has died? 

A more probing approach is desirable, but it is possible to be 
too candid. We don’t need to know how much the deceased 
person always drank at the office christmas party. Why bring 
up the younger brother’s jealousy? Do we need to know that 

Knowing 
What 

to Say
by William l. sacHs 
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gambling caused the divorce? We’re relieved to learn that 
after the family intervened, treatment for alcoholism finally 
worked. We did not need to hear about the failed business 
that never should have been launched. What people feel they 
must say sometimes leaves me bewildered and saddened. 
the point is to go deeper into insight and honesty. so what 
should you say about the person who has died? 

these days, some families want nothing said at all. they 
don’t even want a funeral or observance of any sort, even a 
private gathering. their outlook can be clouded by disregard 
for religious life or disdain for ritual in any form. At times the 
deceased leaves instructions that there be no observance. 
but the need to gather and to remember usually takes over. 
something needs to be said. somehow people need to be 
with one another. they struggle for the right words and the 
right sort of occasion. the question is still there: what do you 
say when someone dies? 

It is the question that will not go away. It cannot be avoided. 
perhaps you have heard of the grief process. In response to 
any loss, especially death, you and I will grieve. Grief is more 
than sorrow, although that is the most likely feeling. Grief 
leads you on an unintended emotional journey through various 
stages. they include denial (“this can’t be happening”) to 
anger (“look what you have done to me now”) to bargaining 
(“if only I had….”), then to true sorrow (“I really miss her”). 
Finally, there can be acceptance. 

At times, the grief process becomes stuck in one or another 
phase: denial and anger are the most likely. You can become 
stuck when you bottle up your feelings, trying to return to 
your old routines without taking time to grasp what you feel. 
A professional counselor may be needed to escape being 
overwhelmed. once the process resumes, it moves naturally 
toward healing and acceptance. that is, you do not forget 
the person or the death that launched grief. but like an old 
scar, the hurt that was caused no longer can control. You can 
accept that this person has died. You can accept that life can 
be unfair and too brief. You can acknowledge the deceased 
person did not do what they might have done. You also can 
be thankful for what this person gave to you and to others. 
With healing and acceptance come perspective and peace. 

 so what can you say when someone you know has died? What 
matters above all is that you make the effort to participate in 
an occasion that remembers the life of a deceased person. 
All of us deserve that remembrance. Unfortunately, it is not 
always possible to attend a funeral or other observance 
in person. but, thanks to new technology, funeral remote 
attendance is now possible, and it can help you and loved 
ones feel part of the occasion, even if you or they are hundreds 
of miles away from it. Look into it if you or a loved one needs 
it. being present, remotely or immediately, is the key step. It 
is a gift to the deceased person and their loved ones. 

the next step, ideally, with a few friends or in a public funeral 
and the reception that may follow, or at one you are attending 
remotely, you have the opportunity to describe the deceased 
person’s best qualities. What was this person like on life’s 
best day? It is a natural question. Don’t all of us want to 
be remembered for our strengths, our talents, what we 

accomplished? If you are able, give the person you knew 
this next gift. Your presence and your thoughts matter. 

but some relationships are complex. Your feelings are mixed. 
In that case, give the rest of us a summary of your experience 
of the person. be fair. You don’t need to bring out old details 
or grievances. tell us what this person really was like, what 
made this person tick. What mattered to this person? What 
were the values, the pursuits, that set this person apart? then 
tell us how this person made you feel. If you are able, tell us 
what you will miss about this person. Grief centers on loss. 
What have we lost with this person’s passing? 

Your honest words, framed as objectively and as honestly as 
possible, help you and others to do something that is crucial: 
you are reframing your lives in the absence of the person 
you have lost. As a religious person and a minister, I believe 
that funerals are both for the deceased and for the living. 
believing in a higher power, God, and in life beyond this life, 
I believe the funeral announces the ending of one life and the 
beginning of the next. I do not think in terms of judgment, of 
heaven and hell. I do believe that the truly evil among us have 
already excluded themselves, have alienated themselves 
from humanity. I am hopeful for those of us who have tried 
to muddle through life. God is love, and forgiveness, and 
healing. For the dead and for the living. 

regardless of your faith, or your doubts, the observance of 
a death gives you and others a way to regroup. the actual 
words that are uttered, as prayers or as remembrances, 
matter less than the fact that people gather to speak and to 
listen. We discover that we cannot go through life alone. We 
need one another. We need to be engaged in discovering our 
true selves and healing anything that divides us from each 
other. In the time of death, new life becomes possible, if we 
seek it together. 

All that is necessary is for you to speak. Honestly, candidly, 
insightfully. As best you can amid the welter of feelings. As 
you do, and as others join you in remembering, new possibility 
arises. You can live in a different way. You can be with others 
in a better way. carry forward the good things you received 
from the past. Leave the rest behind. In essence, this is what 
you should say when someone you know has died: we are in 
this together, and we can move ahead with fresh resolve. It 
is ours to choose.   fba

Reverend William L. Sachs, PhD has authored numerous books 
about exploring faith and its place in our evolving world including 
Fragmented Lives, In the Face of Difference, A Church Beyond 
Belief, The Transformation of Anglicanism, Restoring the Ties 
That Bind and others. Additionally, Sachs directs the Center 
for Interfaith Reconciliation at St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church, 
Richmond, Virginia, is a Visiting Professor at Virginia Theological 
Seminary, has served Yale Divinity School, has been a Chabraja 
Fellow at Seabury-Western Theological Seminary and serves as 
a Voluntary Advisor to TribuCast™ a remote attendance system 
for funerals and memorials. Previously vice-president of the 
Episcopal Church Foundation, he has served as a parish priest 
in Virginia, Connecticut, and Chicago. He lives in Richmond, 
Virginia with his wife and their shamelessly spoiled dog.
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cAnA's crematory operations certification program
september 6, 2019
Scottsdale, aZ
Paradise Memorial gardens
www.cremationassociation.org

nJSFdA Funeral directors convention & Expo
september 17, 2019
atlantic City, NJ
Harrah's Waterfront Conference Center
www.funeralbusinessadvisor.com

Annual meeting - Selected independent Funeral Homes
september 23, 2019
Nashville, tN
JW Marriott Nashville
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

Selected Study groups day
september 23, 2019
tBa
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

iccFA Executive leadership Summit
september 25, 2019
Santa ana Pueblo, NM
Hyatt regency tamaya
www.iccfa.com

green Funeral conference
october 2, 2019
albuquerque, NM
www.gocana.org

cAnA's crematory operations certification program
october 9, 2019
albany, Ny
tBD
www.cremationassociation.org
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cAnA's crematory operations certification program
october 22, 2019
atlanta, ga
tBD
www.cremationassociation.org

Educating the Families you Serve about the "WHy" of the 
Funeral
october 25, 2019
Chicago, IL
radisson Blue aqua Hotel
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

nFdA 2019 international convention & Expo
october 27-30, 2019
Chicago, IL
McCormick Place
www.nfda.org

group 3 Roundtable meeting
November 5, 2019
TBd
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

cFSA Fall conference & Trade Show
November 11, 2019
Indianapolis, IN
JW Marriott 
www.cfsaa.org

Autumn Agm 2019 - Selected independent Funeral Homes
November 12, 2019
tBD
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

crematory operations certification program
November 13, 2019
Houston, tX
National Museum of Funeral History
www.cremationassociation.org

Selected connections
November 13, 2019
Des Moines, Ia
Iles Funeral Homes, Inc.
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

Selected's nextgen Seminar
January 26, 2020
tBD
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

2020 Funeral Technology & marketing Workshop cruise
february 16, 2020
orlando, FL
Port Canaveral
www.cruise.frontrunner360.com

The Bereavement cruise
april 19, 2020
royal Caribbean
www.funeralbusinessadvisor.com

indiana Funeral directors Association  
Annual convention & Trade Show
may 11, 2020
Noblesville, IN
embassy Suites Conference Center
www.infda.org
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Funeral Business Advisor provides
EDDM AND TARGETED DIRECT MAIL SERVICES

to help you connect to potential families.

Eddm inFoRmATion & BEnEFiTS
Marketing at a Local Level
targeted Distribution by ZIP Code
No names or addresses needed
Sizes up to 8.5 x 11 Postcard
rates as low as $0.162 per piece

diy options 
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with instructions for distribution

diREcT mAil inFoRmATion & BEnEFiTS
NCoa certified address list processing.  
this ensures that you’re not paying for 
print and postage for invalid addresses.
Sizes up to 8.5 x 11 Postcard
First Class and Bulk rates available

502.653.8568 | info@funeralbusinessadvisor.com

www.funeralbusinessadvisor.com

Additional services:  Graphic Design and Creative Services | Mail-List Generation Services

our Product offeriNgs
Postcards

Flyers/Brochures
Business Cards
Door Hangers

yard Signs
Catalogs

envelopes/Letterheads
vinyl/Mesh Banners

Window Cling

...and hundreds of other products...

Save UP to 

50% 
CoMPareD to 
traDItIoNaL 

PrINtINg 
ServICeS!

Product guide Marketing also provides printing services for a 
variety of printed products and promotional items.
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aftercare.com
800.721.7097 | aftercare.com

american airlines cargo
817.355.6712 | aacargo.com

american funeral consultants
800.832.6232 | teamafc.com

aP lazer
800.585.8617 | aplazer.com

assurance funeral funding
888.359.3040 | assurancefuneralfunding.com

asd - answering service for directors
800.868.9950 | myasd.com

bass-mollett
800.851.4046 | bass-mollett.com

bio-response solutions
317.386.3503 | bioresponsesolutions.com

bogati urn company
941.751.3382 | bogatiurns.com

bsf
913.890.3966 | 4bsf.com

c & J financial
800.785.0003 | cjf.com 

clarity memories
800.697.0725 | claritymemories.com

conaway sales
800.333.2533 | conawaysales.com

cooperative funeral fund
800.336.1102 | cooperativefuneralfund.com

crakn
844.382.7256 | crakn.net

custom air trays
800.992.1925 | customairtrays.com

doric vaults
doric-vaults.com

eagle’s Wings air
866.550.1392 | eWacares.com

efuneral
efuneralpartner.com/get-started

empower sound
800.504.4800 | theamazingamp.com

express funeral funding
812.949.9011 | expressfuneralfunding.com

fdlic
800.692.9515 | funeraldirectorslife.com

final embrace
800.896.0598 | finalembrace.com

foundation Partners group
888.788.7526 | foundationpartners.com

frazer consultants
866.372.9372 | frazerconsultants.com

frontrunnerPro
866.748.3625 | frontrunner360.com/Nfda2019

fsi trust
800.749.1340 | fsitrust.com

funeral business advisor
502.653.8568 | funeralbusinessadvisor.com

funeral data manager
888.478.9775 | funeraldatamanager.com/fba

funeral Home gifts
800.233.0439 | funeralhomegifts.com

funeralscreen
800.270.1237 | funeralscreen.com

galaxy audio
800.369.7768 | galaxyaudio.com

garfield refining
800.523.0968 | garfieldrefining.com/crematory

great Western
866.689.1401 | gwic.com

iccfa
800.645.7700 | iccfaconvention.com

infinite innovations
800.362.6224 | infparts.com

infinity urns
866.511.4443 | infinityurns.com

inman shipping Worldwide
800.321.0566 | shipinman.com

inman travel Plan
888.889.8508 | shipinman.com

investors Heritage life
800.422.2011 | investorsheritage.com

Johnson consulting
888.250.7747 | johnsonconsulting.com

Junkin safety
888.458.6546 | junkinsafety.com

Jst architects
800.822.1925 | jstarchitects.com

kanga-Woo
800.645.8966 | kanga-woo.com

keeper memorials
844.970.7900 | mykeeper.com

l&g funeral supplies
800.497.7310 | landgsupplies.com

lamcraft
800.821.1333 | lamcraft.com

life celebration
888.887.3782 | lifecelebrationinc.com

lifelong memories
888.454.3356 | lifelongmemories.net

live oak bank
liveoakbank.com/financing

love urns
888.910.7860 | loveurns.com

madelyn company
800.788.0887 | madelynpendants.com

madison capital
866.367.7430 | madisoncapital.com

mediabuk
385.630.4664 | mediabuk.com

memory glass
866.488.4554 | memoryglass.com

messenger
800.827.5151 | messengerstationery.com

mid-states recycling
847.298.0010 | cremationrecycling.com

mortuary lift
800.628.8809 | mortuarylift.com

Nfda
800.228.6332 | nfda.org

Ngl insurance
800.548.2962 | nglic.com

Noble metal solutions
888.764.3105 | noblemetalsolutions.com

one source Prime
833.871.4677 | onesourceprime.us

Passages international
888.480.6400 | passagesinternational.com

Passare
800.371.4485 | passare.com

Pierce colleges
812.288.8878 | mid-america.edu

Pierce chemical
800.527.6419 | piercechemical.com

Platinum funeral coach
513.752.0734 | platinumfuneralcoach.com
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ready capital
800.453.3548 | readycapital.com

ring ring marketing
888.383.2848 | atneedsprofits.com

security National life
preneedsuccess.com

sich caskets
888.794.1744 | sichcasket.com

southwest cargo
swacargo.com

srs computing
800.797.4861 | srscomputing.com

starmark
888.366.7335 | starmarkcp.com

thacker casket
800.637.8891 | thackercaskets.com

the bancorp
310.902.4050 | thebancorp.com

tukios
tukios.com/infinite

united midwest savings bank
877.751.4622 | umwsb.com

vantage Point Preneed
888.285.4599 |vantagepointpreneed.com

Wilbert funeral services
wilbert.com
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SPECIALTY VEHICLES

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.CONAWAYSALES.COM
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CONAWAY’S
P.O. BOX 1132, UNIONTOWN, PA 15401

TOLL FREE 800.333.2533
TEL 724.439.8800 / FAX 724.439.6404

WORLDWIDE SUPPLIERS SINCE 1971

REASONABLE RATES

WE SHIP EVERYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY, AS WELL 
AS OVERSEAS

LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR LETTER OF CREDIT 
AND FREIGHT FORWARDING NEEDS

CALL FOR INFORMATION ON VEHICLES SHOWN OR FOR ADDITIONAL LIST OF LOW MILEAGE VEHICLES

WE HAVE THE FINEST 
USED VEHICLES IN THE 

COUNTRY!
SERVING THE FUNERAL 

INDUSTRY FOR 53 YEARSNO REASON TO LOOK ANYWHERE 
ELSE, WE HAVE IT ALL!

2019 MKT LINCOLN  MK LEGACY COACH 
WITH 34 MILES.

SILVER EXTERIOR AND BLACK INTERIOR.

2011 CADILLAC S&S MEDALIST
HEARSE. WHITE EXTERIOR AND NEUTRAL 

INTERIOR WITH 37,000 MILES.

2016 MKT LINCOLN S&S MAJESTIC 
COACH WITH 10,500 MILES.

WHITE EXTERIOR WITH BLACK AND 
GRAY INTERIOR.

2011 CADILLAC S&S MASTERPIECE
WITH 29,387 MILES.

BLACK EXTERIOR AND NEUTRAL 
INTERIOR.

2015 CADILLAC S&S VICTORIA COACH 
WITH 36,000 MILES. SILVER EXTERIOR 

WITH BLACK INTERIOR.

2014 CADILLAC EAGLE ECHELON COACH 
WITH 23,000 MILES. BLACK INTERIOR 

AND EXTERIOR.

2011 CADILLAC S&S MEDALIST COACH 
WITH 34,000 MILES.

BLACK EXTERIOR AND BLUE REAR 
INTERIOR.

2011 CADILLAC S&S MEDALIST COACH. 
BLACK TOP, SILVER BODY, TITANIUM 

INTERIOR WITH 51,000 MILES.

2019 CHEVY TRAVERSE WITH
5,500 MILES.

BLACK EXTERIOR WITH BLACK AND 
GRAY INTERIOR.

2013 MERCEDES SPRINTER WITH 
17,900 MILES.

SILVER EXTERIOR AND BLACK 
INTERIOR.

VISIT US AT THE NFDA SHOW 
at the PLATINUM BOOTH!

http://www.conawaysales.com
http://www.k2vehicles.com
http://www.infparts.com
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Learn more about the  features of Starmark Ceremonial 
Rental Caskets online!  starmarkcp.com/videos

New, budget friendly 
ceremonial rental casket!

OakwoodTM 
Solid Wood
Ceremonial Rental Casket
Compatible with Starmark 27” 
PC Crepe Rental Insert

$1074 Delivered
Rental Inserts Sold Separately
Mix & Match 4 Unit Minimum

Call today to have your loan reviewed 
by one of the most experienced 
funeral home bankers currently 
serving the industry. 

We have an efficient process to 
get your loan submitted, approved 
and closed so you can get back to 
taking care of the families you 
serve.

Matt Manske
Managing Member
(P) 913.890.3966
(F) 866.665.2768
(E) matt@4bsf.com
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Funeral Home lending Specialist Serving the industry Since 2004
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